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Part I
INTRODUCTION

THE SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS -- PAST AND PRESENT

Naomi J. AleAfee*
National President
Society of Women Engineers

As President of the Society of Women Engineers it is my pleasure to
welcome you to Henniker III. With that you might ask, What. were Hennikers
I and II In 1971, the Engineering Foundation and the Society of Women Engineers cosponsored a Conference entitled "Women n Engineering -- Bridging the Gap Between Society and Technology." This was followed by another
Conferene9 in 1972, entitled "Women in Engineering and Management," and
here we are in 197:3, continuing the trt-nd to lead society from darkness into
light with "Career Guidance for Women Entering Engineering."
The conception and formation of the Society of Women Engineers was a
A step that was born of bold thoughts, a willingness to accept
risk, an unwillingness to accept the status quo, and a desire to induce change
through the peaceful process of education. All of this started in 1949,when
small groups of women in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Washington,
D.C. started meeting. There were only 50 people altogether and they banded
together to share their collecti.ve experiences. Their basic purposes were:
To make known the country's need for women engineers.
To encourage young women to consider an engineering education.
To inform young women, their parents, counselocs, and the general
public of the qualifications and achievements of women engineers
and the onportunities open to them.
To serve as a center of information on women in engineering.
To encourage women engineers to attain high levels of educational
and professional achievement.
Ogarit lc step.

These arc still the purposes and objectives of the Society of Women Eng;neers.
In 1952, two major events occurred. One was the incorporation of the
Society (this was done at a grand cost of S1.50), and the second was the initiation of the Achievement Award. The Award honors c)utstanding women
for notable achievement in engineering. To date there have been 22 winners
and we are fortanateto have the last three Achievement Award Winners wiji
us today. They are: Dr. Alva T. Matthews, the 1971
Award Winner, who
will chair Tuesday's Conference session; Nancy Fitzroy, the 1972 Award
Winner, who is the Conference Chairman; and Dr. Irene Peden, the 1973
Award Winner, who will act as a role model.
-4'Engineering Manager Quality and Reliability Assurance
Defense and Electronic Systems Center
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland

t

he next tin-,toric event occurred in 1953, when the 1.illian Muller Gilhreth Scholarship was established. 1 his cholarship is given annually to a
junior ur senior ,-,)Inan engineering student of outstanding achk..veinent and
potential. Dr. Gilbreth, in whose honor the scholarship is named, was well
known tur the many contrihutions which she made to the fields of industrial
ngineering and management
The next gigantn. step occurred in 1911, when the societ% established its
h.'adgilartCrs office in the newly opened l nited Engineering Center in New York
COT... There SWE joined many of the engineering societies representing specific e:%tineering diseiplines, as well as the Engineers Joint Council and the Enginees' Council for Professional Development ,

In 19(4 th Society nuid a huge stop forward bv sponsoring the First In-

ternational Conf(d.-ema' of Women Engineers and Snicati;,1s. The Conference
uas heH in N. York and was an outstanding success. Another event occurred
that year, unrelated to SWF., which may have contributed to sonic' of the Con-

ference's success: that was the passage ol Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.
Tit h. VII states that employers shall hire individuals without regard to rac(',
oreed, natjonal origin, or scx. It has had ;t significant impact on sin)sequent
vent,. both within air! outside SWI-.

hollowing the t'irst International Conferen, ,% in 19(dl, SWE established
e Rodney D. Chipp ..\-lernorial Award. The Award recognizes significant
a:1van, nh.nt of women in the engineering profeion by
ii individnil, group, cr: corporation. It was ,'stablished as a memorial to
Chipp, internationally prominent engineer ini husthe !ate
There ft..iye
band
lleatrice A hhinks, first national president of
H. n t've reeipients: ('ol Clarence E Davies and Dr. Alfred E. Ingersoll.
fl

a:r. f th. o
an frb nds

a separate autonomous organization knovin as the Men's Auxili-

it. H Vonien Engineers was estali ished by husbands, relatives,
members.

then mu\ ed from theeautiousl conservative (;0's to the torridly turIt g..-As a time to pause and take stock Of where SWE was, where
I.00king back, it srems that the Society
o h H been, and where it was going.
forward very slowly in the 21 Years from 1949 to 1570. Alanv factors
.Aultributed to this, hut the heroic: women who nurtured the Society and made it
it grol.v during !his p1 riod operated on faith alone. What is faith'.' Well, the
hes: Wuinitiari that I have secn is in the King .Tames version of the Bible;
sp.n. ifinalIv, Ilebrews 11.1: "Now faith is the substance of things hoped for,
of things not seen.
the 4
bulent 70's.

As we moved from ono decade to another we entered a time of significant
social (hange. The attitude al)out women was Changing throughout the country.
Suddenly th7-Y were in the spotlight, emphasis was being plat'. d on their needs
SWE'S programs 'Kept paeo with this change. In 1971 the Conand desin'S
9

ference on "Women in Engineering
I3ridging the Gap Between Society and
Technology" was held, and in 1972 the Conferonee on "Women in Engineering
and Nlanagement" was held. Also, in 1972, SWE changeci administrations.
As SWE moved from one set of standard bearers to another, found that it
had hegun a new decade. It moved from leaders who were theitinitiators
and
movers of the Society in lb.., 1950's to those who joined the Society in the 1960's.
The latter were tempered by a different set of environinents, motivations,
opportunities, and rewards. The Socioty had progressed from struggling for
its existence, financially, to the point where it is almost self-perpetuating.
As a reE-,ult, it is now able to start working on its goals more
fully. The financial p ,h au has ,,ased -- hut has not disappeared; money always seems
tw a problem. However, the original programs are being evaluated and to
reorient, d as required and fewer trade-Offs or put-ocfs of programs are necessary

hads us to today; where are we in relation to the goals which were
establislied for this administration? Well, let's see.
The first goal was to improve the professninal image of -\`E, by such
means as affiliating with other professional societies and working closely
with other technical groups. To achieve this,a multipronged program was
iblished. This included working with other professionol women's organhi.itions as well as with professional societies.
rirst, SWE has been working with the Federation of Crganizations of

Profeso,ional Women F im'o i t s ineeptiA November 1 8
This work eons.isted of the SWJ. President serving as a member of Cie197L
Crganizing Steering

Committee and as Chairman of the Bylaws Conunittee. Th, purpose of the
Federation is "to provide member organizations with a meohanism for combining their offorts to optimize the position of women in American society
hy promoting equality of opportunity M education :It all levels and in careers
tl.f-.!s." The Federation has 25 affiliates; SWE is not among them.
However o-, soon as the Federation's bylaws are approved and its tax status
established a recommendation will be made by the Executive Committee to
the Council of Section Representative!,. as to whether SWE should
become an
affiliate.

Seeond, the Society of Women Engineers National Soeietv of Professional Engineers liaison agreement was sigro.d on February 20, 1973. With
this act SWE joitwd with ten other professional technical societies in an attempt
to establish a united engineering community. There is some
concern within
SWE as to the long-range impact of this agreement. Only time
will tell. Howe\er, SWE's name eannot be used on any agreement or in conjunction with any
position paper without the express written agreement of SWE. 1.et me descoine
some of the events that have taken place since the afreetnent was signed on
February 20,

Fehruar. 26, 1972 1 attended 1 meeting of all of the liaison soco
presidents. Irani( diately, each of thr presidents offer, d to :d%
SVL a list
3
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of names of his society's women members; that is, where they could be
identified. Ironically, almost all groups have removed sex from their records and can only identify a woman by her given name. SWE doesn't have
For the first time in the history of SWE the membership
that problem! !
chairman was crying aunt. This really isn't the significant result of the affiliation. The possibility of gaining new members is good, but only a tidbit.
Immediately (within six hours) upon signing the liaison agreement the National Academy of Engineering (NAE) requested SWE to submit names of women
engineers qualified to serve on Advisory Committees, and the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) requested SWE to nominate women engineers to participate in the Conference on Women in Science and Engineering. Both requests
were fulfilled immediately.
! !

The NAS Conference on Women in Science and Engineerina was held
June 11-12, 1973. The purpose of the conference was to determine ways of
increasing the participation of women engineers, scientists, and physicians
in the activities of the NAS, the NAE, the Institute of Medicine (I0M), and
the National Research Council (NRC). The major item discussed by the conference group of 16 members who represented various women's professional
orFranizations, 15 staff members from NAS, and five guest speakers was the
identification of qualified women to serve on the advisory boards within the
NAS-NAE-IONI!NRC. Each conference member was asked to submit names
of qualified women engineers and scientists whose research interests and
qualifications seem to match those of the NRC committees_ SWE submitted
the names of 44 women en?-ineers who are qualified to serve on the NRC.
The Conference Recommendations and Report was submitted to NAS July 2,
1;?73 and is being reviewed. The prime recommendation was that a woman
member of the NAS should be added to the advisory committee of the N.AS
Forum and women members should be included in the p1annin5r committees
for future Forum and NRC ao.tivities. The NAS currently has 1024 members,
of whom 13 are women.
Tierha--,s all of thi,; wa= coincidence_ History indicates that it was not.
For the pa--zt. three Yeans. SWE had been actively trying to iilf_ltrate the National
Acaden-_y of Engineerincr without suc ,ess_ It appears that th profession needed

for SWE to make some overt move to show that it was both v-illing ad stronsenouoh to stand and be counted for those thin=rs in which it believes: equality
of opportunity based on
promotion and advancement based on demonstrated capability. This it -nas done, and the c-..ains have been signific2-nt_
On All-r11:-77. 7-S

11?73, SWE participated. for the first tirr, n the ECPD-

-sponsored oinI Societies Forum (JSFY ThirtY-four engineering societies

-.vere invited and 27 sent representatives to the meeting. The JSF was established to zerye as an informal :ret-to.s.ether of the elected chief office-r-s of
the technical ern-ineerinF- &-acieties, a as such is not an action group. The
:subjects considered were: efforts for r e at e r engineering unity; the outlook
for en7ineerinF, education, advanceo.: program accreditation first year ex--,erince: aria whether erc=ineer-s can effectively reach the people who are
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responsible for social change and legislation. The two-day session allowed
ample opportunity to meet the other engineering societies' leaders and to
share with them SWE's challenges and how it is planning for tomorrow. So
we continue.

The second goal was to reevaluate the objectives and establish long-range
plans by developing programs which will implement the objectives. This has
been done. The original goal of the Society was to make kmown the need for
women engineers and to encourage young women to consider an engineering
education and career. The Long Range Planning Committee has determined
that these goals are as sound today as they were in the 1940's and will probably be as valid in the 1.90's as they are now. SWE is actively pursuing them
with some of the following programs.
It has been recogrized that convincincr you.ngst.ers to tvai'sue anything is a job
that begins the day they are born and must be followed until they finally make
a career Choice. This effort must start before school and follow all the way
throur:-.h. It is too late to beain in high school. SWE's efforts to reach the
vounzsters (preschoolers) started in July 1972, with an initial contact with
the Women Doctors Association towork with them in helping the Mister Rogers
television show put across to children the idea that professions are not restricted ta one se:x or the other. The first of these shows has been completed
with the advent of one of SWE's young members talking to a precocious fourvear-old about h,2-r career in engineerina. More shows are planned,but the
scripts aren't complete.
Next, we are tryincr to develop a book for preschoolers. Herein lies a
gicrantio problem. Engineers can communicate -- although they do have trouble
occasionally getting their peers to understand what is being said; they are
notoriously poor in written communication, and when You try to
what is
yol:r adult lifework and write it in terms that a 3-, 4-, or 3-vear-old can
understand, it becomes painfully obvious that someone who has a Imack for
that sort of thing is needed. So we wrote to Dr. S euss and asked him if he
would be interested in join..g such a book. He has replied
he didn't say yes;
hut he didn't say no. He wanted more information. This was supplied the
next day and negotiations are still underway_ If he agrees to write this book
it will take about three years from inception to completion. Also, in conjunction with the Academy for Educational Developrnent,SWE is tryin7; to obtain
,-rrants to develop vocational workbooks for preschool children and to develop
,-tuidanoe films for grade school, junior-hiz-h, and senior-hi:7h-school girls.
the hig2h-sohool level there has been more sucoess than in other areas.
Dr. Sarah Splaver has just finished a book called Non-Traditional Careers for
7:cmen. The book is to be published September 17, .1373 by Julian Messner
and it features a chapter entitled "Engineering Women Have Fast-Growim:t
Futures." Caroline Bird of Born Female fame has al.-,;o complete-4 a book
which features the career development of at least one woman erzineer. The
tital is Evervthin7 a Woman Needs to Know to Get Paid What
Worth
14

(McKay): it was also serialized in FAMILY CIRCLE magazine. SWE has
continued the Certificate of :Nlerit program which was developed some years
ago_ These certificates are presented by each SWE Section to graduating
high-school girls who have attained three years' high achievement in mathematics and science. Dr. John Parrish, Conference Vice-Chairman, is workin7 on a series of reports on "Women in Engineering as Told by Women Engineers. " The first report is entitled: "Aly Career as a Heat Transfer Engineer, by Nancy Fitzroy, and has been distributed to the conference attendees
to critic,ue.

At the college level we have, as always, the Lillian lloller Gilbreth
Scholarship. This year a special effort was made to reach the college students by sponsoring this conference on "Career Guidance for Women Entering Engineering. Plans for extending and continuing this type of effort are
underway

.

After eolle7e what There are these of us who pursue an engineering
career without a break. There are others who temporarily retire to rear
a family. How do these women get ready to reenter the profession': There
is no one way. However, we worki-1 with Catalyst (a national non-profit orr-ranization whose aim is to serve the interest of educatec women wishing to
enter or resume professional careers) in preparino- an article on enginee.:incr,_
The nublication (ENGINEERLNG, Career Opportunities Series C-s) has been
released and may be obtained from Catalyst, -) East 82nd Street, New York,
New v.-)rk 100' 3.

The third :real was to at-sure the perpetuation of the Lillian Moller Gilbroth Scholarship Award by addin:r S1000 to the existing monies and to increase the number of scholarships to be administered by the Society. Dprl972-73 the Gilbreth Scholarship was fully endowed. Of course, since
t'rle ooietv had had only one scholarship, and then in 1972 MASIVE added

another scholarship, the Herbert White Award. During the sprinfr of 1973,
were added. The first of these was the Elaine Eleanor
four morC'
Emerson Hutohins Scholarship. This scholarship was offered to the Society
Dr. Sandra Hutchins in her mother's memory "in reoo7nition of '.he tact
tht.t her mother believed 'n all of her endeavors no matter how farfetched they
the time. Finally, the We-sting-house Educational Foundahave -ze-'rne.4
tion :rrante- .'--4F-00 to the SC.'i7 tc spprort its scholarship program. The
wnl be used to -.,ward three :=70C.
grant oF ;1;0C annually, 1D73 thr-opTh
s:ltolarships to freshman women enterimr en:rineerin.:r. The scholarships are
named the -2)ertha Lamme-Westinrrheuse Scholarship Award, in honor of the
first womon to 7e.-eived an engineorim- de:Tree in the United States, and are
as an addional enticere_ent to cnccuo:IOe v01:7::" wornen -to hooso

neorina as a career. A gicantic step has be-on taken in this area ar:i every
made to increasi, the number of -z-tholarshin.s ddr'nr- the 13-74
effort

are
mit:is:rat-is-7i.

tho hi
71M-_-

ar

of

o:her

activitios dprim- this adunderway_ most of whioh are con-

tUivations of older programs. Have these activities becn successful? The
onlY real indicators are membership levels, and they are at an all time high.
Thi membership has increased by one-third, from 1084 in June 1972 to over
160c' in July 1973. Of these, 700 are students. We have chartered 11 student
sections and have three more waiting in the wings to be chartered by the end
Septomber, and we have increased the number of Corporate members from
24 to 2.. Those are our successes.
The Society has been i existence 24 Years. It has had twelve previous
a:::rninistrations. This is the 13th administration and by all of the signs it has
been a success You have heard what we are doimr. Are these the right things?
Where should...ye a .) from hero'

Naomi

. :\ICASee

Naomi J.

IcAfee currently is directing the reliability, quality, maintainability, and safety engineering activities, and the failure analysis laboratory
and data center for the Aerospace and Electronic Systems Division and the
Sytems Development Division of the Westinghouse Defense and Electronic
Sy.z:terns Center. Prior to this assicrnment she was Manager :,Iaintainability and Safety Engineering. She has pinnned and directed the
reliability and maintainability efforts for such ProErams as the environmental
mc-asurements experiment for the Aorlicaton Technology Satellite, the ANi'
AWG-10 Airborne Missile Control System and special suPport equipment,
and the AN:SPG--59 rad,-,.r for the Typhon Weapon System.

She rec eiv ed her BS dexr ee in physics at West ern Kentucky Tthversity
in 1.56, and joined Westinghouse the same year, as a mathemaTician in the
Reliability Ertrineering Section.

s. 2.:cAfee is a senior member of the Institute of Electrical and Electrerics Ercrineers, the American Society for Quality Control, and the Society

of Women Erclneers.- --She has served as as%:ecudve Secretary of ASQC and is
currently --"resin: of the Society of Women Pnzineers. She was elected
January 1, 1973 to serve on the Administradve Commi-ftee of the IEEE Group

C.n Reliability. cr..:1-1e is listed in V:ho's Who of American Women, Who's Who in

the South, and Two Thousand Women of Di.driction.

:,:cAfce has published numerous r-apers and is co-e-ditor nf the
Reliability Trainin:- Text. She is an ASQC C -rtified Reliability Engineer
l-2oC and a Cer:ified
61S).
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A SENIOR ENGINEER'S POINT OF VIEW

Nancy D. Fitzroy
Manager - Heat Transfer Consulting
Research and Development Center
General Electric Company, Schenectady, New York
WHY I\ OMEN IN ENGINEERING?

We are all here because the conc,,-, _ of the traditional roles for AA omen
is changing. I think women want more challenge and responsibility, partic-

ularly if they want a full-time career. They want to establish a firm base
from which they can develop a career that is satisfying and rewarding and
is not a dead-end street.

Women now comprise appro-simately 40 percent of the work force; yet
only a few make over S7000 annually. About the only cbance is in medicine,

law, accounting, teaching, science, or engineering. The chance for acceptance of women in engineering is x--ery good.
Women w.ant to do something vital which is responsive to the social
and environmental needs of the community. Engineering offers that opportunity. The environmentalists and ecologists say that nothing but zero pollution is acceptable; yet we all I-mow ?erfeotly well that we are not .Ailling
to do without electric power and automobiles and heated house.; withtheir
pollutants. What. we need is education of the public as to what kind of tradeoffs are available o wise choices can be made. Women engiree.rs can fill
this need. They have a -natural- communication link with the comrramity
through their neic-hborhood, school, PTA, church, and similar relationships. They could use this co-,-,---unication link to educate other women about
technological matters. This is a unique public relations area, which is not
open to their male counterparts. It's about time that le put a stop to the
current attitude that is voiced in the media about all the ills of the present
day beirc attributable to encrineers and technoloE-,-, .vithout mention of
benefits technological advancos have brought and can brine to us. Even
a ....omen should not choose to pursue a career in er,gineerine after study ,-.)f
help her und.orthe background knowledge gained
all techricnl

R7L=ndins-7 of Ihe practical a=pect,z of the technolczicai solution of envircr,men..:al
7.10RE ENGINEERING OPPORT:..-NITIES FOR WO'.1EN IN T IE FUTURE

The oppc,munities for advancement are starting to come -ng. Al: larcre
ozmpanies now have very strong -affirmative action Plans- des'e-r2ed to he:p
men r,nd minorities :o develop their carecr pcctentials. Thi re a:-e no. orportunities for wcmen to eo into manacrement. This u.zed to 00 Practica:11Aomer of :he right age anu ergineerunheard of,and sli:1 is nc: very

I7
8

ing experience are not ready for management positions, simply because
they have not thought it nossiW.e to attain such positions :ind therefore have
acquired neither format nor self training in that field. Opportunities in the
-parallel path'. of straight technical development are much more promising
for --omen. In this area, top job levels tend to be equivalent to the second
level of managem, :_t (counted from the bottom upwaNil.

ST101-:.D ENGINEERING BE RECONIMENDED

A CAREEI.?

I think that moce young w.ornen should be encourag.od to consider engineerinfr as a career if they have a natural bent in that r.iirerition. It is one of only
hrindful of careers -.%-here a ,.%-orran can make decisi ,ns for ..%hose outcome

she is resp:nsil:,le and where the salary is commensurate w-ith that :.esponsibility. Even if she should not choose 10 pursue engineering as a lifelong
caroe-, she
4-ind that it has c-iven her invaluable undersland'.ng of the
r_tany technological problems of our :nodern
ENGINEER:NC, SHOI-1.1) BEC,IN BEFORE COT ,I.EGE

seems lo
.:at.u..al
fo. math and science should be encoura7ed to take al: the ccurses she can in those fields
geometry, tr".7onometrc, phYLics, chemistry, and 1:iclo7Y--- s thr-1
-.hen the t"me comes For her :0 select her fiei of study for college she
have al:the necessary course
r: -.Wl not be stymied by the lack of it
E. en if she should opt for some course other than engineoring, I think she
,:ould find those loasic scas ..' e :7.
useful in her everyday life.
A

no

A CONFEENCE AT :11llnThis may very likely be your firs:1 experience
a conference that has
rati.o.'r fc-n-ally planned :program yot is ho'' in a settincr
is ver:y inplenty of free time in the afternoon for informal discussion beeen the speakers and the other confer::nce to.=.:ticinants. It
net.,. oxPe_tience .1-or me hen I came to the firs: conference en ..,.omen enrineers
years ago.
seerneO like szuch a good idea to have the afternoons free For
recreation and 'to ha: e sessions in the e....ening ehen there really t%as-n't anything else. to do :.=_ny-ay. But those afternoon free times turned out to be, in
retrosnect, far more p-oductive than it might have s-eem,-.-d at the time.
the afternoons, ...hen yeulro az the
grout, of other neozle from the:
conference, c-oinr: for a
r-nd Si71.in:- around the beach FnH dla7t7.7.g, you
7hZ? other :":."-71107'z of the grout) and

their Points of
and their hones r:nd prollems mh±i their careers. i think
this is a unicue opn orturity
accuatmcd.
....omen engineers still only one percent, of the engin, erin:of you have had ver ire enportunity 7;') 7i1-1. 7C,
an.-the 7 girl
in similar circums:ances. :3:ring-ir.7 a group together at .tne. site ctives us a
1
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chanee to compare notes and to talk over the good and the bad times in our
engineering careers. More often than not in the past, each time I talked to
young c.den engineering students, they -A ould tell me that I was the first
practicing woman engineer that they had ever met, and I expect that other
role models -.kill relate similar experiences. 'We \vould prefer to have oneto-One personal contacts, but because e. c are such a small fraction of the
enceineering population, it's somewhat difficult for us to spread our time
arrund to cover many colleges and undergraduate students. So we're hoping by the presentations at this conference, which viii be published and available to the general public, that some contact with practicing w.omen engineers
available to all studerts in the e.ritten -,vord if not as a personal contact.

Ieu :may have noticed from the roster that about half of the participants
here are students. The ether half are divided approximately in half again,
e.ith half being role model presentations and the other half people interested
in the rruidance field, either as guidance counselors, deans of engineering,
or .-o:a-tej. activities. \\hat .Ae hoPe to learn from you students is whether
think this is the right kind of presentation; is it the kind of material you
ould have liked to have seen :hen you ere thinkinc about studying engineering- V. eu:d it have helped you to make your decision' Perhaps you would
have decided not to study engineering. Do you think it is the right kind of
maierial to provide- for hiF-h- school guidance And if not, why not? In j.-.hat
aeeas shou it lee changed" Do
heed moee amplification or description
suecifio types ef
that
-..ork on, that is, in problem solving' -Perhaps v u feel
-,sis is needed in the personal area; that is,
the 7e-s-o-a' Ter.-.blems are, hat the .%ork-ing relationships are in pretty
mu_ h cf an a:l-reale

e hope that
ok on them

keep a:: of these thincs in mind and give us feedecause the Confeeenee's
ifi goal is to peesem ma":''t= of interst to you as steadentec We want to learn -.that
it is that .:nterests vel and that you find useful. In the past it has seemed
that .e'vt._ 'peen tang to cne another ar.-:
'A hat the students nee-d,
I think it's abeut time e go: feee±ack from the student population to see
if
are on the eieht :rack.

rs
lady eeide to re.

ree ardin- e.hen I :earn -that I've he:ped scene

brthi little !rind to r-oed use. I dem': think for
a minute that engineering is the enly place to uut a bright rr.ind to good use,
rut

ze fee-I:hat engineerin- has becn 77!e:,-lez-.7..ed as a pessible career choice

fee giels, as evidence:I ley the eeey lee': percentage of omen in engineerinc7.
erafeuated in engineeeinre semei..hing like teeo-tens. (Di' a percent of
nee. we .esre up to sontethirr-- like one Percem.
ehat -the exact numbers are, leut De. Parrish has sente very interesting state:sties .-n the subject of careers of all tyues fee w :men, -.Cnich
he ...ill peesent to
-etee this meeninre

I hope that by the time this week is over, each and every one of you will
feel that she has benefited by the interaction 'A ith other women in the engineering community. Last but not least, and perhaps even more imortantly, the
published proceedings of this conference will provide written documentation
of role models of practicing women engineers. As you ill see before the
eek s out, 1% e have attempted to get a good varied cross section of the various disciplines of engineeritvg, to include role models from industry, government, and academia, and also to get a varia:tion in geographic distribution
a'..ound the United States, because this in many ways influences the type of
enzinoering activity being perrorrned; not because of the geography itself but
because of the types of industries \thich are located in specific parts of the
country.

e hope Ihnt the hi5:th-school Fuidance people will find the proceedings of
this .onference useful sc%.1:.ce
counseling girls e,h0 have ap-

propriate aptitudes for studying engineering. I'll be happy if the only producti om:DM: of the Conferer.ce is publication of the pi-oceedings, hut
be an
re.; ful lot happier yet if you fcel that this experience has been useful and re.' arding for each arn every one of ycu.

Nancy D. Fitz:0y

N.=oy D. Fitzroy's work for the General Electric Company. ReseaTsch
and Development Center is in the area of heat traner analysis and special
thermal ecuipment desicTn. In addition to providing consultation on thermal
prol,lent-,-. in the deszirn of proposed products and the operation of existing equipment, she is responz..ible for the evaluation of existing heat-transfer data and
foe- the diss,:mintion of ne -... information on heat tr-fer and fluid flow. S,27'e
is editor aT:d contributor for the Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Data Books,
rublisbed by the C-eneral Electric Cornpany, and for q's and n's,
r.-.]-..s:etter on heat transfer that is distributed Company-wide.

A native of Pittsfield, TVlassachusetts, she received her BChE from
erszelaer Polytect-zdc Ins-dtute. In 1950, she joined the Beat Transfer

Ci:,-111.7) of the i-ncd.s Atomic l=o-.er Laboratory, n-hich is operated -py the Gen-

eral Electric Compa_.ny, transferring t-wo years later to the Heat Transfer
Unit of the Research and D-e-.-elopment, Center for work on the Project Hermes
guided ,ttissile Program. From 1953 to :971 she was Heat Transfer Enzineer,
perfo--ninn anal\-7ical and experimental work on complex technical problems.
La Noventber 1971 --zhe was- named :lara2.7-er-Heat Tran-Fer Consulting.

.=.-it-or of any apors
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shed in technical journals and approximately

elected chairman of the liudzon-7Cohawk Secth-- ilr=t wontnn to be

ne,-.1doen Soc'ety of 1-1.-000l-.--,nica

:1

so honored in the history of that society. ale served for three years as her
Section's representative to the Regional Activities Council of Region III (MidAtlantic) ASME. She is also past-secretary for Region 112, again the first
woman to be appointed to the pr.sst. She served on the ASNIE Goal 14, "Equal
Opportunity, " Working Party. Mrs. Fitzroy has held numerous other technical society offices, including chairmanship of the Joint Activities Council
of Engineers, which represents local sections of national engineering societies in Schenectady. She is an honorary life member of the Society of Women Engineers and a recipient of the tSociety's 1972 Achievement Award; also
member of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers. the National Scin; e Foun.::aion Advisory Committee for Research, and the American Helicopter S-oiety, and an affil.ate of the National Socie:y of Professional Engineers.
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A STUDENTS POINT OF VIEW

Deborah A. Kaminski

Heat Transfer Engineer
Research and Development Center
C:eneral Electric Company, Schenectady, New York
One night, \\ hen I \vas traveling alone by train, I met a very pleasant and
talkative woman. By-and-by. I learned she was a journalist and I began to

tell her of my background. When she heard I was an engineer, she was delighted. What a story I must have. What anecdotes and experiences. Why
I could write a best-selling autobiography. I knew she was imagining the
story of a dedicated, sincere young woman struggling to convince skeptics of
her serious intent to become an engineer, fighting off discrimination and so
on. Well, it wasn't like that. Since I decided to become an engineer, I have
received only encouragement. In my four years at college, I can't recall even
one incident -,vhen I ..\-as treated any differently than one of the guys. The only
zeneral complaint about the coeds was that there weren't enough of them.
The real test came with job interviews. There were a few tired old objections aired; one interviewer complained that his plant had n toilet facilities for women, another thought that women were too emodonal, always broke
down and cried when the jeb got to be too much for them. But, except for these
few remnants from a darker age, the interviewers were very fair and considerate. From my observations, I received as many or more job offers than
other students in rny department.
The biggest szurnbling block for me in becoming an engineer was not findir.g acceptance but finding out enough about engineering to become interested
in it in the first place. In high school, I had no idea what an engineer did,
and Pm sure most of my fellow students, whether male or female, didn't
either. This is nartly because high-school teachers generally have a poor
conception of engineerir_g.

I remember my Latin teather, during a long discussion of why I should
become a Lazin teacher, telling- e how awful it would be if I decided to go
to schc,Nol at RPI, an engineering school. He said -You'll become an enfrineer,
and then the-.41: stick you at General Electric and tell you to design a better
coffeepot.. WelL, now I am at G. E. , developing better products, and I like
techrica: I-rob-lent.= are in no -a-ay trivial or uninzerez:ting, bat : didn't
1-21.0-h school.

In college, I :majored in physics, 2..nd did not dedde to study engi.neering
until my junior year. I had been reading course work to a blind e1ectrica1en-'7ineering student, and, after I admitted to myself that his courses were
more interestirc, than n-ine, I switched to errineering.

But I wish I'd known earlier. There are many young women in school
now who could become excellent engineers but, because of their misconceptions
or lack of information, have not even considered engineering as a career. I
know that at this conference we ill find ways of reaching these 'yornen. This
is a rare opportunity for such a broad cross section of women who have been
involved in career guidance to come together. And there is nothing more
fruitful than the cross-pollination of ideas.

I believe that the effort to increase the number of women engineers till
they become some reasonable percentage of the total number of engineers
must beg-in by convincing young women that a woman can have a full and satisfyirEr life as an engineer. To win over these lvomen is a tremendous job, as
tough as o:- to::.,7411L lhan secu;ing the :7 ooperaion of industry and government in
-:en-ien fair opportunities in their careers. Yet less emphasis has
been Dlaced on career guidance than on the effort to secure equal opportunities.
Ami it is this lack of guidance to 'which we at the Conft rence should add :ess
ourselves.

Karnins:i
nsa::.ins':d. is a 1'2.7.7. graduate of Rensselaer Polochnic Institute,
editor of :he Rensselaer 1:-n5,-ineer, :he
technical Journal.
s:naied rihy.z.-i.'s as .. ell as encineering
RPI ana is a n-.ernber of the
society,
she -.,
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THE "NEW ERA" FOR WOMEN IN THE PROFESSIONS

John B. Parrish
Professor of Economics
College of Commerce and Business .A.lministration
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois

This is a ''ne era- for .,,.omen in the professions.
There have been greater increases in the enrollment of v. omen in the
professions in the last five years (in some fields in the last three years),
both absolutely and relative to men, than in the previous half century.
This upsurge of women as a professional resource has come on so fast,
ell informed observers are not even aware of its dimension.

many

With the aid of some graphic displays, I should like to describe, very
briefly, this new era for women professionals in genera)., and for women in
engineering in particular. I shall take a look at seven lather professions first,
and then take a close look at %t h at is happening in engineering.
Le: me begin with architect"In 1960 there were 780 women enrolled
in this discipline. Enrollments .:-ose slo-.vly until 1966, when it :jumped to
938. By 1968 it had moved up sharply again to 1114. In 1971 there were
1620 women enrolled in architecture, or twice the number in 1960. Prior to
i6S women had never comprised more than five percent of total enrollment.
In 1971 a breakout occurred for the first time, women's percent rising to
=rix. In 1972 it is believed to have risen to seven.

In dentistry, omen never comprised more than one percent of the enrollment before 1972. Suddently, in 1279, the half-centurY record was abruptly broken on the up -.;ide, women's pe:cent of total rising to three. In
terms of r=bers there were only 167 w onten enrolled in United States dentistry schools in 1968. Look what hanpened after that. By 1970 the number
had moved up to 231, and in 1972 the number more than doubled in a single
year, reachintr 511. Women are on their way for the first time in s,thstanzial numbers, in dentistry.
Law repre=ents very drantadc change for women. Prior to 1963 wo-nen
-,-,ere never more Than five percent of .-zturientz: studyin-7 law. After 1968 they
enrolled much more rap;dly than -nen,
the retzuh that in 1972
oomprised 12 percent cf all law student--z.
In te:ms of numbers the upsurge is even more dramatic. In 1960 only
1651 women Ivere =tudying law. Number,: enrolled ro.ze -zub.--zta.ntiallY to
1968 and then literally exploded. In 1970, 7383 women were enrolled in law
schcols, and two yearz: later the number had :oared to 12, 726. Tt
to 15, 800 11-7'7,--- =-aT

ouite a char.,--e f,--o-n the 16:1;1 cf 1960.

:\ledicine represents another discipline in ,Ahich women's role is moving
up \ cry fast. In 1960 there were 1745 .wo:nen enrolled in U.S. medical schools.
The number rose slowly to 1966. Since then enrollment has accelerated rapidly, reaching 6000 in 1972.

Women as a percent of first-year enrollments fluctuated bet\teen eight
and nine percent through 1963. Then look what happened. Women 1..L.-ga r. zo

enroll in medicine rruch faster than men. The result: by 1972 uornen comprised 17 percent of all first-year U.S. medical students.

Optometry has never attracted very many tomen in this country. Prior
omen ere never more than three percent of optometry enrollments.
Very sudden.I.- this cl-lar:ged. In 1971 the percom moved up to four and in 1972
up again to five. V. hile numbers are ill low, the rise is nevertheless intpressi-.e. There ',ere only SO ....omen studyinz optometry in 1970. In
1972 the nunTher had dnubled. That's rapid change.
o 11,79

onten flarted moving into pharmacy in substantial numbers, both absolutely an:i reLative to men, a decade ago. In 1962 there w ere 1365 enrolled.
172 thic: had rnThvedu? Very fast to 4639. In 1962 omen were 13 Percent
enrollm-cn: in :Pharmacy. Since then the z...Nercent hbt. s risen steadily umil,

in 1972, one :::.t of every four rharmacy szudents
7he

omen into -,ezerinarY medicine has beer: particulr,rly s-tronz.
only 23 cr.m ztudy4.:rcr. in :his discip'.ine. Ten years later,
in 1:66, there ere
only 113 enrollee:. _-kfter
r,:=.17-.- took off, risinr- to 170 in 1969, up -to 265 in 1971,
uh a bis-2- -ju:nP
I72. T
ci -.:. omen as a
of total enrollment in thiz.z.. field
hr
truly -:.:ctracrdina:-y. -,Vornen -.ere only le. a percent of veterinary
medical stu'ent-=
1955. 7n 1972
ar.v 2 0 ;Percent
all fir--:,-z-year student,:
-.ere omen. Th=t.
--:pec:=cular en=-r.e.

there

rise- of
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Since engineering is the largest of all professions, this rise in numbers
is somei%hat obscured in terms of percentages. In 1967 women were only one
percent of total engineering enrollment. But in five years this percent, which
had persisted as far back as records exist, suddenly moved upward to three.
Preliminary repot-Ls from leading schools indicate it is likely to reach four
eent for the first time in engineering's history in the Fall of 1973.
This n.ovement of women into engineering is particularly significant in
trms of trends in enrollment of men. Between 1967 and 1972, because of
headline scares about "surplus engineers" and severe cutbacks in space and
j,efense projects, the number of men enrolling in engineering declined 21 percent. Yet in the face of these adverse reports, women's
enrollment rose
112 :.,,e-cent.
=olid.

The rise in women's interest in engineering appears rather
It ts ene that is 1ieiv to continue, to the advantage of women and the

engtneering p.-efessien.

The 7oezen-dal of encrineerinc- as a career for \vornen is tremendous. It

surpassed all :he other professions by a ',vide margin. Women are moving
rapidly into vezerir.,rv medic;ne,
ex7;.mple, but in 1270 thce.-e were only
24,000 doctors of veterinary medicine. It's a small field, relatively. So is
d;:ntizzt,-v.

There -.-. ere orlv 91, 000 dentizts in the United Statezz in 1970.
There A ere 122, 002 pharmacists, 266, 000 doctorc, 287, 000 lawyers. Then
conz;ider engineerin--7-. There ere 1, 100, 000 repot-zee-17 the 1970 census.
Enc-ineerincT 15 big, very big. If only ten nercert cf the engineers are -,.orne-n,
one is tall-ting about 100, 000 :iobs. This conference can urge more talented

your.77- -\-ornen to oon,--zider encrineering

are there

and \vill

as a career with the assurance that ihe
1:here -for a very long time to come.

....7c.'7n B. P-,rri--zh

gov,:rnrr:ent

econorrictr.-ohn B. Parrish has had exzenve experience ir

,and consulting. He atzen,...e^ed the Universiry of

nlino1.z, where he received the AB degree in 1934 and the PhD degree in 1938.
Dr. T'arrich served as Assistant Supervisor of Research, U.S. Employ-

nterrt

Csco.:_rationa: Re.zearch Pro::ect ir 1938-1939;
r'cono-riccz, Sc=hern Illinoi--z1-niversity from 1939 to 1942; Senior Economist, -%Var
Co--ission in 1942-1943; Principal Economis-4 Assisth--- Director, War-e
N=1'; ena: Wa- Labe: Boa:ei
frc-n 1942 to 1944; and Regional Director, Thareau of L.3.1.,or Statistics from
1944 to 1947. -He joined the 7=niversity of Illinois in 1947, and has been teach-17-7 -.:tere as -----)--c'ezzor c=7:7-cono-nic= since 1935.
icz a rnerZaer of the A=.-eri
Ec onomic A sz--..ociationi,
:z.zocia-don, and the National Defense Executive

Reserve. Ile has been awarded Phi Beta Kappa, Kappa Zeta Psi, Phi Eta Sigma. and has been a Ford Foundation Fellow. In 1968 he won an award for Outstanding Achievement in the Social Services from Pi Gamma Mu.

Professor Parrish has published an extensive number of articles and
studies and has been one of the very few outstanding economists to devote
continuing attention to the study of the employment of women in the professions, with special emphasis on women in the sciences and engineering.
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Part II
ROLE-MODEL PRESENTATIONS
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FROM KATHARINE GIBBS TO PAUL WEIDLINGER

Kathryn E. Anner
Structural Engineer
Weidlinger Associates, New York, New York

The first time I was sent out on my own to visit a job site, I was nervous
and worried about what questions I would be asked and what problems I would
have to solve "on the spot" without the security blanket of the office and the
other more experienced engineers. The major problem that day was a sidewalk outside the building, which was cracking. The architect, contractcr,
owner's representative, and myself were standing around. I asked if the soil
had been properly compacted before the concrete had been poured. The contractor turned around, looked at me, and said "Who are you?" The architect
introduced me as "the structural engineer from Paul Weidlinger's office."

Well, I'm still the "structural engineer from Paul Weidlinger's office, "
but what does that mean? As a structural engineer I am a graduate civil engineer specializing in the structural design of buildings and bridges rather
than th0 design of roads, dams, or sewers. In school you receive training
in all of these specialties in addition to getting fundamental courses in electrical and mechanical engineering. The structural engineer's job is to make
the building stand up. He also has an obligation to the owner to design the
building as economically as possible, to the architect to help him make it a.E.esthetically pleasing as possible, and to the contractor to make it as easy
to build as possible. As you can gather from this, the engineer's job is not
just one of designing beams and columns; it encompasses a great deal more
than that. The experienced engineer, both mechanical and structural, is consulted by the architect usually at the very earliest stages of the design. That
is why it is important to have some understanding of the problems and aims
of the architect and mechanical engineer.
During the construction phase of the project, we are called on by the contractor to interpret what is on the drawings, to offer alternate solutions to
expedite the work in the field, and to help remedy mistakes that might be
made in the field. It is also necessary to be familiar with the local building
codes, and when called upon we must be ready to go to the Building Department to answer questions and explain our calculations and drawings. In building a building you stait at the foundation and end at the roof. In designing a
building you start at the roof and work your way down. This is a big problem
for today's engineer. Because of rapidly rising construction costs, the contractor usually w ants to start building the foundation while you're still designing the roof. A designer is involved from the preliminary planning of a building through the construction phase of the project.
I wish I could talk more abuit the 3obs I work on rather than about myself,
but as a "role model" I hope it will be helpful to you to know how I got here.
19

After graduation from high school, I went to Katharine Gibbs Secretarial
I3efore deciding on becoming a secretary, I had considered going to
college, but I really didn't know what I wanted to study. I knew I didn't want
to be a teacher or a nurse. I had always like math, but I didn't at that time
know what I could use it for, and besides, I really was anxious to earn some
money and have some sense of independence. When I finished the year at
secretarial school, I got a job through the placement office of the school with
Drilled-In Caisson Corporation, a heavy foundation contractor. At DrilledIn Caisson I was exposed to the below-ground part of engineering -- caissons,
piles, and borings -- and also to the hectic, tense period when a job was being bid on. I remember on one occasion working till late on a bid and then
delivering it by hand to the general contractors. It was very exciting, but
also very disappointing when we didn't get the job. Even though I had this attraction to engineering, and as a child my greatest treat was when my uncle
would take me to see steamshovels at work, the idea never occurred to me
that I could become an engineer. I didn't select the job at Drilled-In Caisson
because it was an engineering firm, but rather because it was a small, onegirl office, and one thing I was very sure of was that I did not want to work for
z large company. I also wanted a job that was diversified. This was the beginning of the direction my life would take.
School.

In a couple of years that company went out of business, and I had to look
for another job. To my original requirements of a small office with diversified work was added a third; that it should be an engineering office. Once
again I went back to Katharine Gibbs' placement office, and through them I
got a job as secretary to Paul Weidlinger.
Working in a design office was somewhat different from worldng in a
construction office. In construction the engineers were very seldom in the
office except when things were slow; whereas, in a design office they wer.,2
very seldom out except on periodic inspection visits.

After worldng a year or two in my first job, I had begun to get the urge to
go back to school, but I still did not know what I wanted to be. I attended
Fordham University evening session, taking courses such as philosophy, Engligh, and history without any particular direction.

During this time my "role model," Alva Matthews, started to work for
Paul Weidlinger. I don't remember Alva proselytizing or trying to sell me
the idea of becoming an engineer, but just the fact that she was an engineer
put the idea in my mind, and I %k as sure that was what I wanted to do. When
I told Alva, she was delighted and, of courFe, gave me tremendous encouragement.

I enrolled in the preengineering course in the first evening session given

by Bronx Community College. Despite Alva's encouragement, I was still
doubtful as to whether I would be able to do it. It had been several years
20
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since I had graduated from high school, and the first year of math and physics
courses was very tough. Once I got through the first year, I knew I would be
able to continue, and that I wanted to continue.
Mr. Weidlinger was not aware at first that I was planning on becoming an
engineer, but one day he caught me getting some help on a math problem.
From then on he helped and encouraged me, often giving me statics problems
in between dictation. Ile is an excellent teacher, and his ambition for me now
is that I get my PhD and go back to being his secretary.

I spent six years at Bronx Community College, and when halfway through
I switched from secretarial work to drafting. As the time drew
near when I
would be completing my preengineering course at Bronx Community
College,
I had to start thinking of transferring to a four-year school to complete
my
studies.
Taking a leave of absence from work, I registered at New York University
as a full-time day student, and in 1968 was graduated as a civil engineer.
Fortunately I had a job and lots of help and encouragement waiting for me at
Paul Weidlinger's office.
At this time I would like to summarize my background and experience.
Aly secretarial training and experience has been invaluable to me; first
as a livelihood, secondly as a position from which I could look objectively at
the good and bad points of my future career, and finally, as an aid during my
college days and even now. One thing in common between my three careers
was that difficult period after getting out of school and thinking you know so
much and then realizing, after a few days' work, how much you still have to
learn. Experience is that all-important learning process, and it's
a struggle
getting through that beginning period.

When I was a part-time evening student I was able to afford to travel and
do things I was not able to do as a full-time student, although I had to take
advantage of every minute of time in order tc accomplish everything. As a
full-time day student I had more time for study and more contact with other
students, which was extremely helpful as an aid to study and getti.:g through
the volume of homework and projects. I also feel that the,-e was more continuity to my education at this time.

Aside from these considerations, however, going back to school at that
time in my life was a tremendous experience for me. It was c. complete
change of pace from the nine-to-five structured environment of an office, and
was a wonderful, revitalizing experience for me.
Since graduation I have not had the urge to go back to school, perhaps
because every day is a learning experience. Just when you think you've mastered one thing, a new problem comes along. Sometimes I think every problem
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in engineering is unique, but perhaps that is the challenge that makes it interesting and exciting.

Why did I become an engineer') To me it was, I think, a natural progression from one thing to the next. I enjoyed my secretarial work. My job
brought me in contact with many intelligent and important people. The days
went by quickly as I was constantly moving from one thing to the next. I was
surrounded by engineers and scientists, but I didn't speak the language, and
was anxious to learn and be a part of their world. There was nothing more
I could learn about being a secretary.
I didn't enjoy being a draftsman as much as being a secretary because I
was very dependent on the engineer, and I also missed the contacts with the
outside world and the perpetual motion of secretarial work. Now, as an engineer, I probably am a much better draftsman than I was at that time. As
long as engineering is a challenge I will be happy as an engineer.
Discrimination? I have to say honestly that I have never felt discriminated against because I was a woman. During my years of work, I have had
eunLact with, in addition to Alva, a structural engineer who wow has her own
office, a draftsmml who is now an engineering professor at Fairleigh Dickinson Unive7sity, a former secretary who through her hobby of photc)graphy
becniiie interested in the construction end of engineering, went to New York
l':--dversity evenings, and is now a construction manager for a large contracting firm. In addition I have worked with women architects.

Perhaps because of my contacts with these women, or perhaps because
of the attitude of my teachers, fellow-students, and coworkerl, once the decision to be an engineer was made I 1et any self-consciousness I might have
had about being a woman engineer and settled down to trying to be a good engineer.

Kathryn Anner

Kathryn Anner has a BS degree in Civil Engineering from New York University. She is currently a structural designer for Weidlinger Associates
in New York City, where she has been involved in the design of a 9(:) million
manufacturing complex. At present she is engaged in the design of the Tropical Asia Exhibit for the Bronx Zoo.
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CONFESSIONS OF IWO PRESIDENTIAL ASSISTANTS
INVOLVED IN WATER...POLLUTION CONTROL

Martha I. Beach

Vice-President and Secretary-Treasurer

N-CON Systems Company, Inc.

,

New Rochelle, New York

and

Betty A. Rose
Senior Associate and Assistant to the President
Gurnharn and Associates, Inc., Chicago, Illinois

Our first confession must be that neither of us has an engineering degree,
nor testified before a Senate investigating committee. Our second confession
is that neither of us considered or sought a career in engineering while in college. In spite of this, we frequently do the work of qualified engineers and
are accepted and respected, in most instances, as such. By combining and
using our assorted interests, talents, and experience we have developed
challenging and rewarding careers in the field of pollution control.
My work is primarily in equipment sales, design and prodtction. Betty,
as Assistant tothe President of Gurnharn and Associates, Inc., covers research, field investigation, project scheduling and coordination, and preparation of proposals, reports, and technical papers for publication. We have
both presented papers at technical conferences.
While trying to determine what to pass on to you in this presentation, I
asked several executives and engineers, both men and women, what they felt
were the key ingredients of their success. The most frequently mentioned
were ability, opportunity, and motivation.

In my case, it was my husband who provided both the opportunity and motivation. The ability factor, usually associated with education and training,
is somewhat harder to assess. My education was straight liberal arts. I entered Sweet Briar College intending to major in physics because it was my
favorite subject in high school. I soon became disenchanted with physics, due
in part to the poorly equipped lab and having to repeat first-year physics in
spite of scoring in the top ten percent in the College Board Examinations. During my sophomore year I changed my major to history of art. While this may

seem a far cry from physics and my present work, I realize, in retrospect,
that my first choice of topics for my senior thesis -- bridges, aquaducts, and
sewers -- was in fact prophetic. However, as this subject was not considered
to have sufficient artistic merit, I ended up discoursing on tomb architecture
and decor! With this in mind, perhaps someday I shall apply myself to the
decorative potential of solid waste disposal.
Although I make light of my history and art background, it has
me well. Once, because I recognized and admired an original 17th often served
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graving of the Cloacca Maxima, the great sewer of ancient Rome, displayed
in an office, the consulting engineer, formerly "too busy" to see me, found
time for a delightful exchange of stories about our travels in Italy. Specifications for sewage treatment plants designed by his firm now regularly include N-CON samplers.

Nly most formal technical training, while not credited to my degree, came
frGm one of my favorite extfacurricular activities. During my junior and senior ytars, the dormitories in which I lived were replumbed and I spent a good
deal of my spare time watching and assisting the plumbers. Although he was
not my guidance counselor, Mr. Lloyd Hoilrnan, the late superintendent of
buildings and grounds, was not far from the truth when he laughingly suggested
I should consider a future in plumbing.
Frankly, I was very immature socially and unhappy in college. I was not
highly motivated or career-oriented, although I enjoyed learning and always
had summer jobs either teaching or in a local bookstore.
Perhaps F. orne clues to what prepared me best for the work I am now doing can be found long before college. I was a tomboy, a tinker, and a reader.

I always liked building things, blocks, erector sets, elaborate cardboard villages, tree huts, model boats and airplanes. My jackknife was my most prized
possession. I built countless little dams and waterwheels in the brook near
the farm camp where I spent summers from age 9 to 13. It was also in this
period that I had my first experience with waste disposal systems. I fed the
pigs, shoveled out the horse and cow barns, drove the manure spreader, and
helped to build our new outhouse which we proudly named "Sweet Pea."

The more feminine creative arts also kept my hands busy. By the time
I reached third grade, my mother and grandmothers had taught me to knit,
crochet, embroider, cross-stitch,and needle-point. I still enjoy these activities today. However, when it came to the formal feminine craft classes
I refused to participate, and after a great struggle. won admission to the
boys' woodworking class, There I thoroughly enjoyed learning to mitre corners and countersink nails. I wore overalls, which were not then haute-couture
for girls; had my hair cut like a boy's, in the days when boys had crew cuts;
and insisted on being called Billy. My parents and teachers despaired. Even
my voracious reading did not give them much hope for my future. Although I
read most of the classics, I also sent away for pamphlets on breeding better
dairy goats and poured over every 7opy of POPULAR MECHANICS I could
locate.

Several years ago, while I reviewed my childhood lthrary before passing
it on to rny children, I came -ross two books which I now realize influenced
One was The Glass Book, one of the
my thinking about what gir,
,,notographs. In it Martha and Bill were
first children's nooks illusi
e., see how various kinds of glass were made
taken on a trip to a glass fa..t,
and used. I3elievc .t or not, pre-wr.-rnen's lib Martha was permitted to ask
.
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some questions and make some intelligent comments. The second was a book
which had been my mother's, John Nlartin's Big Book for Little Folk, published
in 1918. In it is a story about Nlargaret Knight, who, when her brothers would
not let her use their sled, locked herself in the woodshed and built a better
and faster one. When she grew up, she supposedly invented and was granted
a patent for a paper-bag-folding machine. Recently, on one of my trips to
the patent office, I decided to see if this was true. Sure enough, her first
patent was issued in 1871, followed by approximately 27 more, including a
series on rotary engines and motors. This is all the more remarkable when
vou consider that she had no formal education beyond secondary level, and
was born in 1838. I did not know these facts when I read her story, years ago,
hut I have always remembered, in the back of my mind, her reply when friends
asked if she was not surprised when the patent was awarded: "No, I am not
surprised. Ever since I was a little girl, I have worked on machinery and
making pieces of material fit together for some purpose. Why shouldn't I
make something important and useful?" She was a successful nonconformist
and my ideal.
I am sure most of you who are engineers or potential engineers have
similar stories to tell of being nonconformists. If you were lucky, a friend
or teacher, guidance counselor,or, even a parent directed your youthful enthusiasm and energy toward what you are now doing. I was discouraged from
following mv inclinations. It was not until I was married and had a family
that I was thrust into my present career by my husband and necessity. At
that time Jack was working for a company making fraetional-watt motors
and instruments for weather, upper atmosphere, and oceanographic research.
When his boss did not wish to develop further some of Jack's ideas for devices to collect industrial wastewater samples for product loss studies, we
decided to start our own compan,..
Froth its humble beginnings on our kitchen table, N-CON has grown to a
leading company designing and producing equipment used to ecllect samples
from municipal treatment plants, industrial complexes, and reneiving waters.
Other products include an incubator control, control and safety devices for
stand-by generators, and an incinerating toilet. Users of N-CON products
form a veritable who's who of government agencies, industries, municipalitics,
universities, and consultants. N-CON equipment is in use in Europe, South

America, and Israel, as well as in Canada and most of the fifty states.

When we started out we could not afford to hire secretaries, bookkeepers,
engineers, draftsmen, production personnel, or salesmen, so Jack and I
shared these jobs. Our early circuits ..vould curl or uncurl your hair, as the
case may be, if you are an electrir.-al engineer. We learned by doing and blowing fuses. When I insisted on color-coded wiring, Jack attributed it to my art
training. Actually I had found out that it was safer than sticking numbers on
the wrong wires. As a dividend, our children learned their colors and to count
to ten "helping :\Jornmy" long before the advent. of Sesame Street. Somehow our
our trial-and-error methods, con-JAI-led with the frustratingly slow growth of

the field, contributed to our learning and subsequent success. The Salada
Teatagline which reads "Our courage gets credit when our stubbornness should
be blamed" could have heen written for N-CON.
The art and science of wastewater sampling were extremely crude in 19 59.
The environmental crisis had not yet excited the public or the politicians. Industries were concerned not so much with the problems their wastewater cre
ated as with the loss of raw materials and products in the wastewater. A few
farsighted municipalities were developing methods for charging industry for
the treatnwnt provided for their wastewaters and were finding that random
manual sampling techniques were not a satisfactory basis for charges. A
man with a can on a stick, dipping into a sewer every once in a while, was
neither an accurate nor an economical method for determining the qualit y and
quantity of wastewater. Jack convinced neveral consulting engineers and
municipal plant superintendents that our automati(' samplers could collect the
szlIT17)les more economically, more reliably and, better still, in proportion to
the volume of flow, Slowly the orders came in, and one by one Jack and I
built the samplers. No one was in a hurry in those days. I produced our third
child in less time than it often took to produce some of the samplers. Meanwhile, I was learning by reading, listening, and doing. What I know of sanitary engineering I learned by the Berlitz method ... total saturation, literally as well as figuratively. Our son, when in first grade, was asked What
his father did, Ile announced solemnly, "He goes in sewers." To the question "What does your mother do?" he replied, "She goes with him.'' When
his teacher relayed this story to nte, she thought it very cute. She backed
off wiu,n I confirmed it was the truth!
So much for my education. Mv career, while heartily endorsed by my
husband, was viewed with less than enthusiasm by our families and friends.

I was besieged with criticism and advice. The consensus was that I was working too hard on a dead-end business, that the children needed my full attention,
and that Jack should go out and got a secure job to support us in a manner consistent with our social status. In 19 68 preservation and improvement of the
environment had not yet attained top priority F tat u s Certainly manufacturing
sewage samplers was not a prestigious or lucrative occupation. I became
thoroughly depressed and quit work to sta,...,rne with the children and bake
.

cookies (dammit !).

;lad read somewhere that stringing macnroni with your offspring was
In desperation we tried it. The sage author of that advertising gem
had never met my children. We were all miserable. I was exhausted or cross
most of the time. The doctor's advice, along with a prescription for vitamin
pills, was to see a psychiatrist or my minister. I chose my minister.
FUN.

Together Dr. Bishop and I delved into the causes of my misery. Basically
I liked working. I felt more useful building things than just staying home looking after children. I knew how to do a job that needed doing, but I was bowing
to public opinion and parental disapproval because I lacked confidence in my
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ability, I wa,-, afraid my work would not be acceptable to people I felt were
better educated than I. It seems funny now, but at the time it was paralyzing.
Dr. Bishop convinced me that I should return to working with Jack and put
my knowledge and enthusiasm for our products to work selling them. lie
summed it up with his usual wit and wisdom by saying, "The world doesn't
end at your kitchen sink. You know very well where it goes, so get with itl"

A few weeks later, scared but determined, I found myself on a plane bound
for California. There I participated in the Engineering Foundation's first conference on environmental engineering in the food industry and demonstrated
some of our equipment. It was an overwhelming experience to find out that I
really did know a good deal about pollution control, things other people wanted
and needed to know, and it was exciting to learn that they were willing to share
their knowledge and experience with me. That was the beginning of my new

eareer as a sales engineer.

That same meeting resulted in the renewal of friendship with a consulting
engineer we had known slightly for ten years. A few weeks later he wrote to
ask Jack if he would eo-author a paper on automatic sampling, as I had made
it seem a very promising topic. ack, who will never be elected male chauvinist of the year, suggested that I should be the co-author, as it was my idea
and I usually wrote his papers anyway. Our friend, Dr. C. Fred Gurnham,
agreed. That paper wag the next step in my career and provided my introduction to Betty Rose. Following a good deal of skillful editing by my coauthor, Dr. Gurnham, and his newly hired assistant, Betty, the paper was
presented at the Ontario Water Resources Commission's 17th Industrial Waste
Conference. A it turned out, I was also the first woman to author
a paper for
that conference. It has since been published in WATER WASTES ENGINEER17.\:(1 and reprinted as a part of Basics of_ Pollution contrq, prepared for the
Pnvironmental Protection Agency's Technology Transfer industrial waste seminars. This success encouraged me to continue writing, and I have since
pre-,.entect five additional papers.
Writing and presenting technical papers, however, is only part of my work.
I spend a large part of my time attending, meetings and seminars on industrial
and municipal pollution control. The purpose of this is twofold. I try to learn
what e;e.h industry's speeif h problems are, how they have attempted to solve
these problems, and how Federal and local legislation is being developed and
i.nte,rced. This insight helps us to tailor equipment to meet their
These meetings also enable me to meet key people in both industryrequirements.
and regulator; agemies concerned with pollution control, and to make them aware
of
N-CON products. "rhis
it soft-sell approath, hut it has prove,1

1-1Tek

I also dc more direct sales cngineerin by calling on cmw4lating engineers
industry pollution control managers to keep them inf'ornied aluiut ( tur t. q
thew. and to a ist them in coordinatim. it with other yompom.nts in their
waste
(Mtn)! f)rc,gramn.,..
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Trade shows and field denionstrations provide me with another opportunity to make use of my years of ass,.mbly and design experience, as well
as that knowledge I have picked up at conferences. Knowing just how each
unit in a treatment system works, its proper application, and the alternative
or competitive systems available, combined with an awareness of industry
or municipal problems, gives me a very strong edge in sales. Self-confidence
and confidence in a company, its products, and services are transferred to
the potential buyer. That buyer is more readily convinced when I have asked
him questions and encouraged him to talk about his project and its problems,

In spite of the current emphasis in m career on writing and slling,

I

have niaintained my interest in design and production. Whenever I am in the
office and can sneak away from my desk, I head for production I still do
most of the prototype laywit and wiring for new or redesigned products.
Unless You are blessed with a husband like Jack, I do not recommend you
follow my route to a career in engineering if you have a choice. It does, hower, prove that with ability, motivation, and opportunity, sprinkled with a
lot of love, luck, determination, and willingness to do more than-is required,
wmnan ran have an exciting and rewarding career in engineering or any
other field she chooses.

Betty's career developed in quite a different but equally devious manner.
While she agrees that ability, motivation, and opportunity are basic ingredients of success, she adds another, and more unusual one .... a knowledge
of when to quit and when not to quit. I.ike most young girls in the 1940's,
her career dreams were dictated by an overexposure to the typically feminine role of homemaker, and tlw r.:lated and socially acceptable careers in
nursing and teac-hing. All the professional women in her ,amily were nurses.
Although her mother retired, at the age of 40, to marry and raise a family,
She had remained active in various local nursing associations. Prior to her
'retirement,'' Betty's mother had been supervisor of the obstetrical department at the loeal hospital. Betty's delivery was witnessed by all her mother's
former associates. When she appeared several years later at nursing functions,
she was the center of attraction, and the butt of all those comments about
changes since her squalling moment of arrival, Now she feels that it was
more that attention than any practical interest which dictated her first career
ehoiee, nursing Hizabeth Blackwell's autobiography temporarily diverted
her into medicine, hut her more practical parents pointed out their obvious
lark of funds for such a venture.

Betty's father had no formal education, but she feels that his ready wit
and subtle sense of humor contributed more to any writing skills she ma\ have
developed than any professor. She yi'as totally isolated from her father's work
as a tool :ind die maker. The brass mill where he worked was off limits to her
until 1971, when she toured that facility :u-; an investigator on a Gurnliani and
Assf.)ciate- contraet. She spe.ulates that had she been exposed to the rod mill
earlier,
might have followed an entirely different eollege eurrieulum.
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However, her fas( ination with her father's micrometer was not sufficient by
itself to instill any interest in engineering.
June of 1951 ..vas an eventful month for Betty. She received the first of
three scholarships to the UniY,.:-sity of Wisconsin, she graduated from high
school, and she got her first job as a ward clerk in that hospital where her
mother had trained and she had been born. On almost the same day, her
mother died. Her father's death followec', several months later. Betty found
herself at this point an indigent ward of the court. She lost her appetite for
nursing, but she did not quit the hospital job or give up her ideas of a university education. She continued her hospital work on an intermittent hasis
for seven fears in order to pay for that education.
%%lien she entered the University of Wisconsin, she had no career plan,
and felt completely unequipped to select any area ot specializatior. After a
battery of tests, she sought career guidance. Her counselor waved his new
PhD at her and said she could succeed in anything she chole to do, That

shrewd hit of counseling loft her with no curriculum plan, but her personal
economics dictated that she make a quick choice. Only the more financially
secure students can take a random course through college.
Betty admits to being a social dud in both high school and college, hut
that shrewd counselor did her ong good turn, lie virtually insisted that she
get active in student government affairs. She learned that she had a talent
for planning and organization when she was made responsible for feeding more
than 300 delegates to a student council conference. The University allotted
her a budget of $1.00 per student for lunches and $1.50 per student for dinners.
Since the conferenee was being held at the Kenosha Extension Center, Arhich
had no dormitory or dining facilities, she had to provide for the feeding of
the 300 in various local churches. Even in 1952 dollars, the budget was such
that she needed the miracles which only church ladies' aids could perform;
however, no ladies' group could tolerate performing for more than one meal.
Therefore, the sponsor had to provide Betty with a car and driver, so that
she could race from meal site to meal site. She claims that evcry meal was
filling, if not tasty, and that eaeh was served on time.

At about this time she scored her first hir academic success in -ollege.

'The expository writing which she produced fc_jr her English prof
:,00sted
her out of freshman English, ahead of schedule, and into the dazzlirg world
of advanced comp. She reasoned that if she could achieve such dizzying heighis
as a lowly freshman, her path to fame and fortune must be tied to a major in
English Beeause of what she calls her immature fascination with Romantic
and Victorian poets, she bypassed journalism, a more logical choice for budding writers, and eventually ended up teaching English literature in rural and
then suhurt.,an public high schools.

EarlY in her teaching career, which lasted for eight :;ears, she discovered
that it was not her taste to discuss "The :Merchant of Veniee" with high-school
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sophomores. She did, however, enjoy trying to make sense out of expo,M-.e.i:.
writing for her college-bound seniors, principally because such writimu cal Is
for a great deal of mental discipline and organization, traits which situ! Jew
knows are essential in engineering as well.

Because of her apparent success with seniors, the school superimInd'en
asked her, first, to take over the student newspaper, and then to develop
execute a public relations program. The purpose of the new p.r. effort was
to program the voters, over a two-year period, to pass a referendum tc..ssue
bonds for The construction of a new high school. During that period, Betty
worked 12 lmues a day, teaching three classes, producing newsletters for
parents, writing five weeft: by line columns in area newspapers, and running
speakeu:-: bureau. At tl,e end, just before the eleetion, she collapsed and
wound up in the hospital, but the referendum passed on e first ballot
an unheard-of occurrence in Illinois in 1963. That rigorous two years had
proved that she e'rljofc J writing and doing better than teaching, and she turned
ih her resignatica.
After a year spent working for a textbook publisher (she (ouldn't stand
the slow pace), she found an editorial job on ROADS AND STREETS magazine,
writing new-product announcements. Editing manufacturers' often-exaggerated
claims about equipment was at first a challenge, for it required that she learn
..hat was really necessary to make a serviceable highway, bridge, or tunnel.
But it also served to introduce her to the problems which engineers face when
they try to write. When front-end loaders became routine, she moved on to
organize a computer system for processing reader inquiries, and then to
writing short feature stories. These stories were good, but she could not
have a by-line because her name was Betty. She was listed on the masthead
as B. A. ltles.;e.
When her publisher refused to consider her for advancement because f
sex, she quit again. Ilis refusal to let a woman out into the field to watch a
road-paving operation was supposedly to protect her fragile femininity, hut
she suspeets that it was really to protect the more delicate male egos who
didn't want it known that there was nothing terribly difficult about watching
slip-furm paver.
At this point she joined Scranton Pub_ishing as Presentation Editor of
WATER & SEWAGE WORKS. The publisher, who was wise in the ways of
marketing, agreed to her desire to do field work, but the editor maintained
that a woman's place was behind the desk proofreading copy and cropping
photos, not out in a sludge lagoon. In September 1968, the Water Pollution
Control Federation was scheduled to hold its annual meeting in Chicago, where
Scranton Publishing had its offices. Betty's editor, who was located in Michigan, asked her to contact V inton Bacon, then Superintendent of the giant
Metropolitan Sanitary Diweict (MSD) of Greater Chicago, about his writing a
slot.% for the special convention issue, I.ord bless Bacofl he took Betty to
lunch to explain that lw had no time to write stories. Beeawze he did want
.
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the publicity, however, he promised the resources of his department if Betty
would write the story and take the pictures. He delegated his director of
research and development to give her a crash course in waste treatment,
and then to take her on a ornplet e tour of the 809 square miles the district
servc.d.

Although Betty, as an editor, had mastered the technical definitions and
succescfully translated engineers' dissertations into publishable prose, she
had no real concept of Nhat was meant by terms such as "grit chamber,"
"primary effluent," "activated sludge," or "BOD." She got her first practical
education on this assignment when she found herself snapping pictures of aeration tanks while leaning out of a helicopter, squatting in sludge beds, and
sniffing anaerobic lagoons. She selected the experimental use of digested
sludge to reclaim farmland as the subject of her first by-line story. Her
astute publisher introduced the story and its author at a cocktail party during
the Federation meet ing, and made much of her daring feats of aerial photography. The Chicago MSD made much more of the first major feature on
sludge farming. Her by-line became more common after that, although she
admits that it still print od out as B. A. Rose.
In 1969, she recommended that Scranton Publishing retain Dr. C. Fred
Gurnham as editor of its new magazine, INDUSTRIAL WASTES. Dr. Gurnham
and Betty worked well together. When she indicated in 1970 that she was ready
to quit Scranton Publishing for greener pastures, he of.--red her a position with
his newly organized consulting firm.

As Dr. Gurnham's assistant, she finds herself actively participating in

ever,- phase of the firm7s activities as pollution control consultants. She
still write reports, p_oposals, spe-:ches, articles (or papers, as scientists
call them), sales letters, and promotional materials. Betty still claims
that she knows when to quit. Now it is not her job she quits but pointless
attempts to contradict militant male chauvinists who insist on discussing
electroplating wa,,--tes only with male engineers. She has too much to do to
waste time and energy in hopeless battles.

Az the same time, she is not shy to respond to new challenges.
after she started ith Gurnhant and Associates, the firm ot contractsShortly
to conduct industrial wastewater surveys of the nonferrous metals industry and the
automobile,' aerosnace industry. The tight time schedule imposed by the Federal Environmental Protection Agenzy for both contracts made it impossible
for Dr. Gurnharn to attend all of the inital planning sessions with industry committees. Betty was the only available substitute for the tirst meeting with representatives from aerospace. Her reception as a professional -xas encouraging, and by the end of the meeting she found herself delegated as principal investigator on that sec-mem of the contract.

The work called for the same skills which had produced the Rludce cto."Y:
the capacity to learn, in two or three days, all the czteps necessary to make
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an airplane or spacecraft, and then the collection and analysis of massive
amounts of data. Her writing skills came back into play when she was assigned the task of writing the final reports on both contracts. The aluminum
section of the nonferrous report was rated as the best industrial survey the
EPA had received up to that time, and it also earned her a tribute from the
Aluminum Association. Their representative commented, "For an English
teacher, Betty, you're a &I.run good chemical engineer." She is more than a
little pleased that as a result of her work on these studies the EPA has since
requested that she be a part of the G & A team assigned to subsequent
federal jobs.
.As I3etty says, it is important to take advantage of every opportunity to
broaden your experience, and to introduce yourself and your talents to others
in your profession. Last year she accepted an appointment as editor of the
newsletter for the Central States Water Pollution Control Association. Although gathering and editing the news, as well as supervising the production
and distribution of three 4- to 8-page publications each year, takes a hunk of
valuable time, it has its distinct rewards. Her name and her professional
status are known to all 1600 members. And because Central States is the
largest affiliate of the Water Pollution Control Federation, her work is recognized by many outside the three-state area served by her newsletter. Her
exposure with the Federation certainly paved the way for her acceptance as
a technical speaker at the i,.rst WWEMA (Water and Wastewater Equipment
:11anufacturers' Association) industrial water and pollution exhibition and
confe:-ence this spl-inct.

Dr. Gurnham is an internationally recognized authority on industrial pollution control, :1,.nd Betty is ver much aware of the weight his name carries
with the WWEMA or any other committee. Although he would stron.71v disagree,
he is not any raorzi, of a male chauvinist than my husband Jack. He was the
first to su0-gest that her full name should be affixed to speeches or articles
...hich she writes, and that as principal author she should make the oral presentations. Betty adds that it is a definite advantage to work for an executive
who insists fn at the coworkers or Lubordinates who do the work must 0-et the
credit. Unfortunately, that attitude is not Yet common in most professional

troup.

The P-..2rpose of eur join: confessions has been 1-7.-ofold: to ilhistrate that

women do play vi:al roles in the world of enT.ineerin:-,-, and to point out that
iciDiirarv. I: is in those other disciplines :hat women
that: world i=
may find. their ,7reatest opportunities. We do not moan to discourage anyone
fr.-ni the formal engineerinz, ourricul-urr. but rather to encourage you to expand
into ether area= as well. In roc ...nt years teohnolocry ha= become a dirty Wor:i
in many D
-.-ocabulary, and a= a re=ult our lerrislators have
narti:ipa:ion 'n en==-ineerin7 Projects mandatory. rhere is no profession that
a :17 rso rer,..:tation for
Too many nracticir engineers

final reports
on recommendations for the :reatment of a

fall back on -.he aca:.4.emic research-paper format 1-71.-.en

for clier.ts. Therefore a repe

4'
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client's dairy wastes includes a two-page discussion of the proccutires used
to wash BOD bottles. Maybe it was necessary to prove to college professors
that student engineers knew the proper procedures, but it is extravagant to
waste clients° time and money discussing accepted or standard procedures.
Betty personaPy feels that women have a better sense of proportion, and
are therefore more capable of selecting ideas within a report which need emphasis. And she maintains that an: English teacher would agree that women
master the basics of written communications earlier than men. Men who go
directly from high school into engineering curriculums never do perfect
those basics. It warms 1-ier heart to hear many consulting engineering executives tell her that their firms desperately need someone like her. What
they
are admitting is that no man on their staffs is capable of transferring his
ideas into mi-_,aningful documents which :an be understood by other engineers,
lawyers, CPA's and the ever-present public. critics.
A final cor :ession which may hearten an aspiring engineer struggling with
mathematics is that neither Betty nor I excelled in this subject in school.
Perhaps this is because at the time we could see no use for pure mathematics
and were not motivated by abstract formulae. For this reason we are eternally grateful to electronic slide-rule calculators and computers, as we are
frequently called
to prepare profit-and-loss statements, production cost
ratios, materials L._ Lances, and so forth. We have also learned that mathematics provides a good deal of satisfaction when it is applied to real situations,
partularly when the results show a profit or confirm a theory.

Although militant women's liberationists nlay objeci, it iF still
for a budding 'Woman engineer, or non- ergineer, to work harder thannecessary
her male
counterpart. Therefore, unless You want to be the "female spook who sits
inside the door," the token employee who proves that the firm does not discriminate, wo urc-:e you to oonsider developing a second or third area of specialization, whether it be history of art, EnLo-lish, biology, economics,or
interior design_ These additional skills will distin:7-aish you from other staff
engineers, and place 7-ou in a position to advance more cick1v into a posttion
of authority
Botl-. Betty an-' 7

'4
it the
w-ew,:)uld l'ke to add
our firr-_,z employ ceveral on7ine ens, each has only one Presidential

Assistant.

3cach
TSt-:ach has. had 12 :.-ears- of exno,:r
produc-tion
autontati..: sampling and contre.
zhe
curren.tlY res-ponsible
N-CON Syt-ttents Con-ypany
and nu-c:ic :-elations
-.Car-zita T.
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trcccopy and

layout, participation in pollution control seminars, trade shows, field demonstrations, and liaison with the Federal Environmental Protection Agency and
consulting engineers.
She received her BA degree at Sweet Briar College in 1954 and did
graduate work at New York University.
She is her company's delegate to the Water trric: astewater Equipment
riarnifacturers' Association (WWEMA) and has served on the Water Pollution Control Feieration subcomri..:ttee on inst- umentation and control.

Mrs. Bech has also been active on the organizing committees of the
International Association for Pollution Control (IAPC) Marine Pollution Control C onference, the WWEMA Industrial Water and Pollution C onferenc e and
Exposition, and the Engineering Foundation Conferences on Environmental

aigineering in the Food Industry (she will serve as cochairman of the 1974

conference). Combining her interests in education and pollution control, she
has presented talks and demonstrations on water pollution control in schools
:and led tours through local sewage-treatment plants, for children ranging

from pre-school to high school as well as civic groups.

Irs. Beach has written or co-authored seven technical papers on the
subject of automatic sampling. She is a member of the International Association for Pollution Control, the National Canners Association, the Southeastern
Pouhry and Egg Association, the Water and Wastewater Equipment Manufacturers Association, and the Water Pollution Control Federation (New York
Water Pollution Cortrol Association).
Betty A. Rose

Miss Betty A. Rose is responsible for scheduling her firds projects and
preparing proposals and reports for industrial and municipal clients. Thrcragh
research into the literure and through personal interviews, she ccmpil.as
data for state-of-the-art studies on polhnion control problems. S-ue is esponsthle for the firm's pubE.c relations program and serves as a consultant
to clients in developing their public relations programs.
Rie earned her BS in Educion at the University of -Xiscon.In in 1955
and studied further az NorthAestern Univerty, the University of Indiana,
and the Graphic Arts Trst.t.-..te of Chicago. She is a member of Sigma Epsilon
.g..-rna and Phi Kaana Phi.

An active member of the Central Stares Water Pollu.don Control Association, Inc., Miss Rose serves as editor of its official publiat.on, WISILLMINN,
and was recently elected to the Public Relations Committee. As presentation
editor for the Scranton Publislinc Company, 1-nc., Miss Rose wrote a numbe.r
4
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of articles on pollution control and was responsible for the final copy editing,

layout, and production of WATER AND SEWAGE WORKS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES,
and WATER AND WASTES DIGEST. She was the first woman elected to membership in the Construction Writers Association. While assistant editor of
ROADS & STREETS and RURAL & URBAN ROADS for the R. H. Donnelley

Corporation, she established a computer-operated program to speed the dissemination of equipment information.

At Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., Miss Rose initiated a Mid-\ est advertising program and worked with state committees on tetbouk adoptions.
At Luxemburg High School, she performed the dual function of teacher and

dramatics director.

gle is a member of the Construction Writers Association, the Society of
Tt,chnical Writers and Publishers, the American Society of Business Press
Editors, the Water Pollution Control Federation, the Central States Water
Pollution Control Association, and the American T.--,stitute of Chemical
Encineer s, Environmental Divi=t c.
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THEY FORGOT TO TELL ME I COULDN'T DO rr

Yvonne Y. Clark

Associate Professor
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Tennessee State University, Nashville, Tennessee

Miss Phillips, fellow panelists, participants, and guests, my life hasn't
been overly exciting,but to me it has had its rewards.
When most girls were playing with dolls, I was troubleshooting my parents' coal-stoker furnace. Every once in a while an oversized piece of coal
would just throw the mechanism out of gear or commission, and believe me,
when it would get cold at nightmy parents appreciated my sidli. I was handy
around the house in other ways, such as replacing worn-out cords and just
keeping most things in working order, or telling them what was wrong when
things were taken out for repairs. For Christmas, I wanted an erector set
or other n--,chanical toys, or models of anything that I could build from given
directions.

In high school, I ran into a temporary setback when the male insteuctor
in charge of mechanical drawing would not allow a female to take his course.
In spite of the fact that the class was not closed, I could not persuade him that
I wanted the course and that I believed I could succeed. I don't think he believed that I had been reading schematics or prints and building scaled models.
He has since chanzed his policy on enrollment. .t also became interested in
mechanical drawing because it would have been helpful in an aeronautics
course in which I was enrolled. This science course was to span a year, and
during the second semester each student had to make a successful flight of a
rubber-propelled model aeroplane that was flown, from the third floor to the
ground. I had a successful flight and mine was the best-looldIng aeroplane
model in the class. I was real proud of this accomplishment. Praise from
the instructor was as gratifying as the grade I receiN ed. The aeronautics
course led me to join the local Civil A.:r Patrol unit, which served to heis-hten
my interests in aeronaudcal engineerbw.
:\:y academic progress -.vas without further incident. I had taken all of
the required mathematics p:us trigonometry and solid zeometry and onc year
each of chemistry and physics. If you nice the lack of the "birds and bees"
science course (zoolozyand biology), you. are correct; even now, when I so
fis.14'.17.S..; I use arcial bait, including the orm
-1%.: the 1-.---grinrinz of my ,---enic.)r high-school year I be=-an to exp:ore the of -

'e r:nr.= of oollec-es to %II-doh I mizht seek admission the follo-inz September.
renoe, 7.\:_assachu.zetts: Institute of Techno:ogF, 7.11inois Institute of
sarah
Tech.r.olot-v at Urbana., and Flo-vard Urivers-ity are :he ones that I remember.
: took entrance exarninaons to some ..2.nd made visits to ethers. Even thouzh
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I had a good B or better average in Ugh chool, 7 was e:insidered too young
for college in the area of aeronautical engineering.
I followed my parents' suggestion that maybe two years in a northern high
school would help my chances to succeed in my chosen vocation. To my dismay, I found out that Girls' Latin High School in Boston considered my southern high-school diploma equivalent to their sophomore class. I enrolled with
a full sophomore schedule that Scptember and also participated in their intramural activities, some of which I had not previously
My second year
in Massachusetts, I attended Roxbury Memorial High enjoyed.
School for Girls. Here
I ..vas considered a post-high-school student and was able to enroll in courses
that ,Aould further strengthen my college preparation.
Two Septembers after I had received my southern segregated-high-school
diploma, dormitory residence or non-dormitory residence became a factor in
my selection of a college. I chose Howard University, in Washington, D. C.
Knowing that the curriculum for the first two years for a major in aeronautical enzineering as identical with the mechanical engineering curriculum, I
agreed to transfer to Illinois Institute of Technoloo: at Urbana at the completion of my sophomore year. After my sophomore year, I wanted
to stay at
Howard University, and since my parents made the n_Lsake of not saying it
couldn't
done, I did it! I received my baccalaureate degree from Howard
University.
During my stay at Howard I was the only girl in the Engineering School,

a.nd this had its drabacks. I couldn't study in the but..
after dark due to
a dormitory ruling and it apreared to me that I v:as call.ad on everyday to recite in class. So from the first quarter I knew I had to have my homework
finished for every class period. This was handicap
in the end paid off.
After a couole of year= I moved into a cirl
-.11f-ca-trous .zo. that I
could study a: night in the enzineering

Up-:n completion of all ret-juirement,z for graduatior, I a 4.- told that I waz
the firs: girl in the history of the University to: gradaate from that departmait.

During thc- Sr;ring and Fall quz_rters of my last year, I .---,igned up for inters
the fe companies that were visiting our campus. Ore inzerviev. er
said that in their :raining prograzr., -.hich took eath graduate enineer from
the sho.r) on up to the c:esign arel, I -vasn't thysioally strong enough to break
the e-c:,:_dament to repair it. _T-Idelnhia
hirirr omcn
enz-ineers beca-_1--ze of a -seaman omen.- A female on a sh,?-k-ec-E2,-An cruise
luck_ Some
ors
-.ent thr;.:,ugh the
prc-oss
17ozauze
as on
otker= said zhor con:psIv
the'-ze s±oc in mie rnoe
my rnind an:: the intervicers didn't have to 'cring i u eais thcv
use sex as a reas:n for nor,:. hiring.
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Ilet\%een December and March of the next year, I became aware of my
parents' apprehensions. They were beginning to question my chances of securing ereployment in my field v.ith the (4.ouble handicap of race and sex. A
Negro girl trying to find a job as a mechanical engineer was unheard of. I
filled out the necessary government and other application forms and mailed
them to installations and companies in the northeastern area of the United
States. Finally I received a favorable reply from Frankford Arsenal, Gage
:aboratory, in Philadelphia.
I
as pleased with my fir..z.t job as an engineer. I took my instructions
straight from my supervisor and was classified as a Gage Design Engineer.
_After six months, I applied for a GS-7 classification and was told there were
'A

no openings.

During this tinte, I ran into a problem that I didn't }mow how to handle.
evertime
cut out ecause my check was as large as the fellows in
:ny section :'.ho had ,Aorked up through ranks, and I had come in with a degree
and no experience. Thcy told our supervisor that if their demands were not
met, his- schedules ,,kould not be completed on time. My overtime was reduced
nevertheless the schedules were met and I now had time to see Philadelphia.

After some investigating, I fcund out that there would be a GS-7 opening
if one ::Hf the employees ,as able to obtain a bank loan to start his own business. Even to me this a ot definite enough, so in my spare time I began

loong for another job.

I received an o=fer from RCA-Cantden, New Jerse3-, in October, for a
4-o-week notice to
the Gaze Mho: atory, I joined industry. I was one of a r.e-A group of trainees
rir
e -.1-E-re briefed rrding our six-month training program, which would
include a:ssi.gnments:
afferent croups. My last rotation became n-iy
permanent assignme:1., a th: Tube Division, Harrison, New Jersey. Once
azz_zin
vas thc c.v zir:
he section except for the secretary. I was qtdte
7:-

pr,y with rny surro:::n;H:Ii7..-s as a mechanical equipment design engineer on
the board and
tu sighing off m:- own engineering work, -A-ith a
co.-_,nle
d-raft
Inv dire
&di71:71..

inter% er:ed, and in Decembe-o, after three years at RCA, I joined
ri 7enne.zsee. I 2,-ccePted a teaor.ing position in Jzinuary with my
present. e=lover, Tennessee ..-s-tc-rioultural and Industria State University,
ii
tr_
ha---zoand

7
a.-= the victh-n of a co--unication_ nrob:em. I: happened
that th.e. offer I had received -.eas :tot included in the Isniversity budget, arid
I ..as informed of thi= as I was :7iven nty first paycheck by the Dear
the
SLtoo:. 7.:v husband and I talke,
situation over, an:: since
I '.anted to -.York and to gain th.e nele experience of teaching .7.ve accepted:he
c.,F.

thiz--3
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situation. With my usual enthusiasm, I began my new adventure and added a
new dimension to my work experience. A big plus is seeing a freshman mature and become a productive individual in his chosen vocation.

After two years our engineering school went on a nine-month calendar,
with faculty free during the summer months to obtain other experience and income, in industry or government. Once again I ran into a job problem, and
I think I can say in all honesty, in the South it was the problem of race. On
this job hunt, I was more selective with my geographical locations because I
was trying to stay near home. The only favorable offer I received was from
the first installation that had hired me. as a new graduate, Frankford Arsenal.

I worled four summers in their Pittman-Dunn Laboratory as a general
ordnance desi,cm engineer (mechanical). During my summer ernployments.,,
I have been quite fortunate to get room and board with families, so as to cut
co
on living expenses. Since I as a female, I couldn't get the tax break of
homes, as my male colleagues could.
7:1
summer of 1962, I accepted an offer to :,,ork at Redstone Arsenal,
7:iunts,.ille, Alabama. This meant I could come home on week-ends as opposed to not getting home at all. I found out here that the persormel office had

really done their horne-xork regarding me. My previous employers had been
-ho-A I handlec: 2.-nyse1i in all-male and,.or inLegra:ed situations.-

:\ly first az..sig.--.-.:ent was with the Dynamic Analysis Group. I enjoyed my

ork very much, even thouzh some of the problems a mathematics major with
have found difficult. Needless to say, I studied at night for
maer's
:he next day's work. On this assizn:nent, I wrote a technical publication that
can be found in the Library of Conzress. For the next three summers, I enjoyed n-,y family on weei-z- ends and worked on the Reservation with the Ground
Support Group and the George C. Varshall Space Flight Center (NASA) in the
desicn area.
le in Alabama, I met professionals who had not -xorked with

a Black Encineer, needless to say a 1"ernale.

I interrupted my sur---er zrovernment employment v.-hen I accepted a fel:oz....sill:: -.vith the University of Houston tl-Aat was cosponsored by ASLE-NASA.

Here broadenc- my experience with seminar-type classi.vork
rniveri-fouszon and engineerinc work at the 7.larrned Spacecraft C,,nter.
f._y

away From home %;. as with the Wetirrzhouz:e Electric

Corporation, Defer.se and Space Center, at Baltimore. This was the first
aicr w-here I concerr.ed
software (people\ rather than haro:--are (ecuipment) as a men7ber of an interdisciplinarian team of enzineers
and scicia1 scientists. We were invo:ved with a new effort under a Model
Urban Neicrhborh,--Iod Prce.rarr. zrant.
:Ili= brief experience that
as the imPetus toward tran.zferrirr. rr:y interest from hardw-are to oftwarc.
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Tennessee State University received a Kellogg Grant for faculty
improvenard. I received permission and financial aid to pursue the Master
of Science degree at Vanderbilt University on the Engineering Management
Program, in the :Mechanical Engineering Department. This two-year provam
has a year's internship sandwiched between two semesters on campus, plus
a thesis. The participants usually are engineers ,Aith experience or a nny
Tr.

glz.-0;1:,a17e engtheer with cooperative education experience.

Again I ran into a job (internship) problem. IndL2str-v- was in an economic
recession, and I could not leave Nashville because of my three-year-old daughte r.

After many interview s, in December, I received an offer to come to work
in January from the Nashville Glass Plant - Ford Motor Company. At this
location, I had a completely new experience as Research Consultant; that is,
orking in a production plant but involvc.d with a construction area. I was
s (Nashville) first female engineer who happend to be black. As usual
thoe was concern: "will she fit in?" - "will the fellows accept her?" - "how
ill she fare in the plant area with the hourly %corkers?" I was also the first
female to ,.ork rer:ularly in the plait area, and this caused more concern
during the rebuilding and. construction of a aoat glass furnace. I wore my
slacks and shop coat, 'xith my hair under my hard ha... (I had hats of three
different colors) and went right along with my assignments. One day a worker
made a request: would I please wear my earrings V:hcri I was in the plant so
that I could be recognized at a distance? I thanked him for his suggestion
because I knew that shop talk at times should not fall on feminine ears.
Once ac-ain I felt I had shown that a fertale engineer can get a job done
meet a predezermin-t'd schedule.
1,.avinr- completed the internship successfully and apparently with flvirc,
colors accordirfr to Ford's Industrial Schedult-2, I returned to the classroom
tc' firish the requirements for the dcgree. I .A as the first female TO complete
this zraduat.Es

:-"gr.

ernnloyment, I hope that I li be able to work usnz
For rnY nfict.
engineerinz mar_=c-,entent. schoclirc, and my industry eNperience, within
o' ntY

A lis t. of credits of the individuals that had faith
ne----d not 'oe. ackno ledzed at this time;

ner-:ected to
to a': c= :hose
to each and every one, for I did it.

ever, I

rte

caali-

nty
::±k.e to indicate

done, a sincere thz-nk voi

YvoLne Y. Clark

Yvonne Young Clark, P. E. ,is the first woman in the history of Howard
University, 'Washington, D.C., to receive a Bachelor of Science degree in
Nlechanical Engineering. She was the first woman to graduate from the Engineering Management Program at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee,
where she earned her Master of Science degree.
She was- the engineer who at Frankford Arsenal Pittman-Dunn Laboratory
in Philadelphia solved the cold-weather :amming condition of a certain ballistic
weapon hch had stumped tilale
:-kk± .s. At the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's Gtz'orge C. Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville,
Alabama. she bel..->ed oneck out the Saturn rocket booster that today is man's
ticket to the -noon.

She was the first :emale engineer at thz- Nashville Glass Plant. Ford
tor Cohipany.
The

woman Associate Professor of MeLhanical Enneering Lfl
Tennessee, she is a senr-cr memer and an elected member of the Executive
Commit:ee of the Soc:ety of \t3men Engineers. and a member of the American
Societ,\ fo,r EnHineerin::, Education. the National Society of Professional Engineers. the Tennessee Society of Professional Engineers iChapt?r Director
for 1.:.73-7'Ir74i, the American Society of Illechanical Engineers. the National
Technic,--1 Associatic:n. the Tennessee, E:fuoation As.sociation. the American
A5
: at lc C f nivers
Professors. ani.7'. Orr7:er of the Enzineer.

the mother zf two chf..:Iren. she al=zo zer,:e.z a chairrhan
af C-round Con:mince, ar.:] chairman of t'leChil. Welfare Com:rtee on the -So-zrf
the
Avenue C---!--u-ity Center. She has been a
2.

the

the 1.eng Rifle Awar,7'.

7,cy Sozuts- of Anne:-ica, Centnal District.

STUMBUNG INTO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

ld red S. Dresselhaus
Associrlte Department Head, Electrical Science and Engineering
E lett ric al Engineering Department and Center for Materials Science and Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts
%k as zny 1'D:tune to have lived through a most exciting era in science
ard tecnnelo:zy and to have had the opportunity to participate in the action. In
this :-:resentation I vci.11 tell a little about my hackground, how it happened that
lecan-,c- an engineer, and -then comment on nry professional life and ork. I
z:yer planned to become an engineer. I didn't really learn lL hat engineers do
until I as Wen alonf7 in high school. In fact, it At as net until I V. as v, ell es
i7 a career in science (solid-state ph:csics) that I came into electrical engineering through -lie back door. As far as my professional activities
are concerned, I couLi today be equally well classified as a Solid-state physicist
as an electrical enneeb.
I will now relate how it happened that I started working in this area. I
came from a backfround of poverty and disndvantage. My parents were immigrants, and had little education. I was raised in New York City during the depression years. I can remember -imes when I had only one se: of clothes and
wc survived on a subsistence diet. This environment threw me into the work
force at an earlv a:-e. The most difficult job I ever had in my life was my
finzt .fob, teaohin---7 a mentally retarded child to read and write. I was 11 Years
old at the time I took the job, which involved three hours of work per day,
five days a week, for 5,..)o pay per week. As I got older, I worked in factories
dcdn asseriblv-tvne work. Working conditions were difficult and the pay was
low. I. learned a great deal from these work experiences. I can-ie to realize
at an early ace that an education was imr_Nerative to overcome riv poverty sit-aaticn. Front this work experience I developed a strong motivation to succeed
in whatever I did and also to utilize my time effectively.

Cne factor which influenced riv early life was mv musical education. My

older 1717-other was be=towed with a remarkable intellect and musical talent. At
the a:,e of 3- 1 ''' he took hi= fir=t violin les=on at a neighrhood =etrement
house, and he was so outstanding that ever-cone in town wanted to teach him. 13,y
the ace of six he wa= plavincr concertos with community orche=tras.
a conof hi success, /.",i5S music teachers were anxious to teach rne, too.
nu7h 1 did not have cuito as much talent as he did, nevertheless, it was
tc) t-nable me to have a very extensive musical educa7:i:::a. at -no cost to

Thrfl:h :his musical education, i came in. contact with children
other =i-ie of the tra:ks,- and l.eamned how people 7' the :riddle cl===
Thit.se other ohildren and their narents became my rclo modols and
-ai.s..
7,criration
t'ne

consermence of my desire to o'imh, out cf the confines of mv .7hetto

onvirotum:nt, I 7-=nire-i

:7-ain entr,,rce to the or..7Y zood hi:th school that w-==

r- "*.b

ayailaMe to .me

Hunter College High School, a special school for talented
girls in the Gveater New York area. No girl from my junior high school had
ever passed the entrance exam and the teachers laughed at me for even thinking of applying. I never worried too much about what people said, and, if
anything, discou-i-agemnt from well-meaning people always left me with increased determination to succeed in things that were supposed to lie beyond me.
any rate, between school, my job, and iousic school, I found hits of time
here and there for study. Without really knowing what I was doing, I prepared
myself fon the entrance exam completely on my own. In passing the exam, I
achieved a perfect score on the mathematics portion, an accomplishment which
meant a Treat deal for ray self-confidence.
-Aly first few months at II _Inter itzh .t ere an uphill strugz.t-le since I had to
e handi::1:
of ghetto s.ihoolino-. However, it was not long
7 V' AS

in !1:c.

27'

rou.;7,

was

Before the end of my first year at
respetei.i n;ath-science student.

wcy.c.
c;avs. I loved the intellectual stimula!his wonderful school and was completely happy doing my daily rout:ne -s
!ob, :music s .-hool. I gave no serious thought to a professional
are.rtm yerY modest ,if.urnstarces, the school guidance couns,:lor efft-ri-d tn.: no career counselin7, nor did I seek such counseling. It was
-refer,- Ic. inertia that I passed from Hunter Hifth School to Hunter Colle,Itre.
ollege, I planned to niaor in elementary-school teaching, and to me,

tion

seemed to be a realistic and 1-c-wan:ling 7oal in life_

rofss:7nal career can 'ze said to have started with freshman physics.
fonmanite in that class imnressed my teacher sufficiently so that she,
tO offer me career s-ounselin_ She su7-.:Tested that a
car----er
scien:e weuld I.70 more sliitable than elementary- shool teaching; this
maim:lane:: an interest in me throu:Thout m undern-raduate day::
Coiloac and broadened my horizons by many orders of ntag-nitude.
7
essentially evert: connse that was offered 'n
rn-,fnematios. (No ent-tineerin courses were availwere not ve-r-y sophisticated or advanced and were in
e--s 7,7 inadodu,1-: nrept,r,-tion for a tob-fliztht graduate. school program.
-this
a pren=ration
aresent a serious obstacle in
oareer
ma a sar a: a lesser
zoliege had its benefits in

of guidan:

earnea

encour-,==tertert, and Finanoi-7-1 rett.---zr,4. In fat-%

7Tir

terms

eneu.-7-h mon-y to :-.v=7: all un"er7ra'uate costs hut also eno-ugh
of
zraiiii:ate education.

l-Ii_inter c ol.ege were vert.-,- supPortive and en:oura7-ing, and
set-t o'.-oushed me into 7:::17.
From Hunter Colle,:to I we...z awarded

for a. Year at the '---,ver,'"sh
For someone whose exPer'.ence har"-,.v
extend ed 17-Z'r.-01721 the
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rewarding experien,-e both professionally and socially. I used this year to
oy.ercome some inadequacies in preparation and to learn what science was
an about. I found that I could compete successfully with the very Lalented
students at Cambridge. Being an American helped greatly with the social
side of life; my strong liberal arts background and my extensive musical
education disguised my humble background, which would otherwise have been
a serious obstacle in the cl kss-conseious England of the early 1950's.

From Cambridge, England I went to Cambridre, Massachusetts to study
at Radcliffe College, and it was here that I completed most of my graduate
course work in physics. This was an exciting time in the Harvard Physics
Departrnent \iv arrival followed shortly after Professor Schwinger's major
breakthrouzt in quantum electrodynamics, for which he late: received tne
Nobel Prize in Physics During my first term at Radcliffe, Professor Purcell
was awarded the Nobel Prize for his pioneering work in nuc.lear magnetic resonance. Solid-state physics was also beginning to emerge at that time as a
discipline. In 1947 the transistor was discovered, ushering in an age of semiconductor technolo:ry.

After L ompletinrr the requirement 3 for the A1 degree I left Radcliffe, for
P-.1rely personal r- Asons, to continue with my graduate education at the University of Chica:ro.

At the University of Chica:ro, I developed a great deal of professional independence and self-confidence because of their emphasis on individual and
independent thesis research. Although mv thesis advisor was totally unsympathetic toward careers for women, this had very little effect on me because
I did mv thesis work pretty- much on my own, with essentially no help from
him. This was not particularly a matter of planning; it just happened that way_
I started working on a problem in the high-frequency behavior of a superconductor in a rrlaznetic field, with a visiting professor from the Cavendish Laboratory in England, and :here 7:ere no: many people around Chicago who could
provide me with much help_

teachinc: career had started with my first job, teaching a mentally r-etarde.:_' child to read and ta-T-it;,_ Throu7hout high sobooi and colle7.e, I did a
vast amount of titcrinz. In thoSe Vears I tutored an-c-thin,,, that was needed,
and was very successful a: it. This work not only r..,rovided me -ail:1-i a Plush
income 11-L:t gavEs me extensive t-,--achircr exPerience When there was a need
for a teaohin7 ac-zictant at the 'r,:n4ve-c--itv of Chicaro, I volunteered because of
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better opportunities than I did, but I could essentially choose what I wanted to
-io. I decided, for personal reasons, to go to Cornell University as a National
Science Foundation postdoctoral fellow. It was at this time that I married
Gene Dresselhaus, a theoretical solid-state physicist who was a junior faculty
member at Cornell. During the two years at Cornell I did some research and
undergraduate teaching in the Physics Department, but my performance was
not in any way outstanding. During that period my first child arrived. I was,
in part, learning how to manage a family and career, and I never did get things
organized particularly well. Because of nepotism rules, it was clear that my
husband and I both didn't have a promising professional future at Corneli, so
we decided to go to a place where we could both get good jobs and do research
work together.
We found an opportunity at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory. My seven years at I.Micoln Laboratory proved to be the most
productive years of my research career. The research facilities here were
excellent, and I was given a great deal of encouragement and support. At this
time I was still classified as a solid-state physicist. My years at Lincoln
Laboratory were the years when the child:: r were coming thick and fast (my
four children came in less than five years). By work on a number of research
problems with my husband, the mechanics of running an active research career
and a home were easily solved. Dr. Benjamin Lax, who headed the Solid State
Division at Lincoln Laboratory, had an enlightened view toward women scientists and was very proud to have both Laura Roth and me in his research group.
Some of my research activities brought me to the ALIT. campus and to the
National Magnet Laboratory. As a result of this interaction with the solid state
research groups on campus I was offered, in 1967, a visiting professorship in
the Electrical Engineering Department under the auspiees of the Abby Rockefeller Mauz4 Chair. I would consider this the time when I entered the engineering field. My appointment as a visiting professor allowed me to try out the life
of a professor for a year in order to see what it was like. I was fortunate in
having an active research program in progress at M. I. T. ; this gave me some
time to do other things. There seemed to be a need for a more comprehensive
solid-state graduate course and I began to teach such a course in the Ele Arical
Engineering Department. I sensed a need for an interdepartmental student research seminar in the solid-state area and organized that, too. I got lots of
student support and enthusiasm for these efforts. In addition, I ran a little
discussion group for women students which addressed itself to problems faced
by career women.

I really loved this year at M. I. T. and I suppose that my enthusiasm attracted the attention of some of the important people in the Electrical
neering Department. And so it happened that the Electrical Engineering Department did offer ine a permanent professorship when the visiting appou:tment
expired. I served in this capacity for three and a half years (1968-1972),
after w!.. time I was appointed an associate department head, in the Electrical Science and Engineering part of the department. This represents a
0,3
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significant administrative commitment hecause the d,-;artment has about 100
faculty meink-iers and 11N) students.

Duri-!g my stay at M. I.T. I hav. been involved with the normal activities
of a professor the Engineering School. have been active in teaching gradua+.e and undergraduate courses.
supervised theses of PhD, EE, MS, and
HS candidates. Our cesearch group has heen deeply 4nvolved in studies of the
electronic properties of solids, with 1.tarticular reference to optical and magneto-optical properi:es of semiconductors, semimetals, and metals. In these
activities, I have interac..ed almost exclusively with nirm. I have not found my
sex to be an obsta,le in getting any particular job done. In a first encounter
I am sometimes not taken seriousl, but it soon becomes clear that I am a professional and mean business. It may be th-. I have encountered discriminatory
practices during my professional career, but I was not aware of it. Whether it
is true or not, I have always felt that being a woman benefited my professional
career. I have always received a good deal of professional attention and recognition.

It is also of F o xn e significance to discuss my professional activities 'n
the cause of women. Prom the beginning, I have been involved with informal
counseling of women students. I have worked for a number of years with tl e
Undergraduate Admissions office th increase the number of women students
at I.LT. It is our experience that our women students tend to study science
and engineering course:7 in the same proportion as our men students. Therefore, the increase in the number of women students from about 6 percent when
I came to M. I. 1'. to 15 per7ent in this year's freshman class represents a
major inereas;, in the pool of women in science and engineering.
Two years ago, I worked with a group of students and a staff on a study of
the Role of Women Students at M. I. 1'. A number of reforms followed which
ha.: had a big impact on the lives of women students there. I have also been
inv-ived in starting the Women's Forum, a weekly discussion group on women's
issues,attended by women who work and study at M. I. T. This group has been
instrumental in bringing about many improvements in working conditions for
women staff members and employees Wc ...ave started an open-house meeting
for prospective engineering ,.:tudents, mainly addressed to freshmen; this was
very successful and we hope to continue this program in future years. We 7-tave
also had a Cai.ce!.s Day program for high-school students within 200 miles of
..\!. I. T. , sponsored by the Admissions Office and the Women's Student Association. This program has also been extremely successful and we hope to continue
reaching high-school students and interesting them in science arri engineering.
In closing, I must acknowledge the continued help, support, and encouragement from a loving husband and four wonderful children. My husband has always
been interested in furthering my career. With his help and a faithful baby-sitter
who has worked with us lovingly for 12 years, our household has been managed

happily. Our children take an interest in both mother's and father's work and
are quite fascinated by all the interesting house guests and foreign travel that
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are by-products of our careers. Our children have been given a great deal
of independence and responsibility at an early age and are the better for it.
I would assert that it is possible to provide loving care to a family while carrying out an active professional career.

Mildred S. Dres%aus
:Mildred S. Drenselhaus is Associate Department Head in Electrical Science and Engineezir.4 of the Electrical Engineering Department, and a member of the Centef
./iaterials Science and Engineering, at the Massachusetts
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MY CAREER AS A HEAT TRANSFER ENGINEER

Nancy D. Fitzroy
Manager - Heat Transfer Consulting
Research and Development Center
General Electric Company, Schenectady, New York
HOW I STARTED IN ENGINEERING

I first started thinking about engineering studies when I was a senior in
high school. I deliberately avoid the word "career" when referring to that

point in time because it never occurred to me that I might start work at the
finish of school (which at the time of my graduation was the bachelor's level
for most engineering students) or that I would continue to work until the present time. I won't belabor that point, because I believe that the social pressures that dictated that "ladies do not work" are no longer valid. Anyhow,
there I was nearing the end of my senior year in high school and I had not yet
applied to any, college for entrance, nor, indeed, was I interested in spending
four years studying English, as most of the other young ladies in my collegepreparatory course were planning to do. As you might expect, my father and
a f-iend of his, who was vice-principal of my high school, had a "talk" with me.
The discussion went down the usual route of teaching, nursing, mathematic., (,:e Olat I could teach, of course), et cetera. Finally Mr. Goodwin
(my vice-principal) said, "Have you considered engineering?" At first I
thought he was being facetious; then we realized he was serious and it was
v.orth further thought. My eldest brother was an engineer and my father a
building contractor, so I had someone to talk to about what engineering was
all about. I do not remember any comments from two elder sisters and anther elder brother. I only have the impression that they were not surprised
by my choice of engineering.
The next step was to find a school which had a good engineering curricuMother wanted ine to go to a girls' school. To seek advice, I wrote to
the two schools which nad reputations as being the best engineering schools
in the east (M.I. T., R. P. I. ), albeit they were men's schools (or so we
thought!). Lo and behold, they both sent back applications for enrollment,
with no mention of any other engineering schools. I filled out the forms and
returned the applications (a bit tongue-in-cheek). They both accepted me for
enrollment.
lum.

My choice of a branch of engineering was based on my idea of where it
was most likely that girls would be accepted in the work force and on the
basis of my strengths in high school., viz., mathematics and chemistry. I
had not had the opportunity to study physics or drafting in high school. I
wish I had had physics. It wasn't until much later that I found out how much
fun understanding the physical principles underlying things can be.
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I think that all branches of engineering offer employment opportunities
for women today. Where once civil engineering was the last place for a woman
to look, today I think she would find almost limitless opportunities, with the
current emphasis on the control of our environment.
The actual completion of the course work for a bachelor's degree in chemical engineering poses the fewest difficulties for a girl. The students don't
seem to mind your being there. For the most part the professors don't mind
either, except for one or two of the old school who resent their classes being
"disrupted" by the prescnce of a female. The only concrete objection whidi I
heard was that it cramped their style in joke telling. I hope that wasn't their
total basis for rapport with their students. The curriculum was carefully
scheduled, with few electives, so there was not much decision-making required on the part of the student in that area. Study partners were nonexistent, because I lived off campus (in a well-chaperoned private residence). In
my senior year, we girls were able to convince the president to make a private house available for girl students, although I remained in the same residence for all four years.
GETTING THE FIRST JOB

Getting the first job is the big hurdle. You can prove yourself after you
are there, but how to get there? Jobs were scarce when I graduated; scarce
for men, particularly so for girls. I \\M. ILA able to convince anyone that I
was serious about staying in an engineering job for a least five years. I was
told that the norm for girls was two years and that in a professional job it
takes at least three ycars before anyone is worth his salt. Somehow, those
two numbers came out negative. I was hired by a large corporation as an
engineering assistant, to perform engineering calculations. Actually I did
junior-engineer-type work. In two years, when some really exciting work
on guided missiles came up in another department of our company, I applied
for a job doing thermodynamic analysis of the alcohol and liqnid-oxygen tanks
of the missile during flight. Again, I met the same impasse. If you can do
engineering work, why aren''t you being treated as an engineer now? My prospective employer gave me a writ en test! I was terrified, and somewhat
lacking in confidence because of rny previous experience. I must have passed
the test, because I was offered employment in the new location, but still as
an engineering assistant. I felt was better to be on a job where "the action
is," in spite of the same positiel level, so I took it. In six months' time, I
received word that since I was doing the same caliber of work as the other
engineers I would henceforth have the title of development engineer, mid I
was given a raise in salary, too.
Since that time, things have gone relatively smoothly. I have continued
to be employed by the General Electric Company. I have continued to do very
specialized technical it ork, consulting in the field of heat transfer. The fun
in my job comes from the variety of prospective products which I work on -everything from space satellites to new ldtchen appliances.
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Working with all-male engineers seems to pose no more problems than
it did in school. Engineers in general are some of the most even-tempered,
steadiest people whom I have met. They treat you according to the caliber
of engineer you are. But may I add that for a girl it helps to be just a little
better than average.
As for discrimination, I was treated fairly within thc., context of what was
deemed fair at the time. I didn't make as much as the other (male) engineers,
but I did make a whale of a lot more than any girl I knew (although I admit
that none of my contemporaries continued to work for long). I do think that
salaries for women engineers everywhere will soon be on a par with male
engineers of the same caliber and productiveness. In fact, starting salaries
for women engineers, in many cases, now exceed those for males.
WHAT ENGINEERS Do

The first question I am usually asked is "What do engineers do?" They
invent, design, and manufacture nearly every article we use in our daily lives,
from the clothes we wear to the satellites which permit us to get the news live
while it's happening throughout the world. We also build all those things you
d!.dn't know you couldn't do without -- the electric toothbrush, self-cleaning
ovens, ice makers and automatic defrost for refrigerators, permanent-press
fabrics, Teflon pots and pans, cordless appliances, electric light dimmers,
air conditioners.
The example I like best, being a helicopter pilot, is the fact that although
the initial concept of the helicopter was devised by Leonardo da Vinci, close
to 400 years elapsed before a practical, flying helicopter was designed by
Igor Sikorsky, simply because of the lack of design technology and of engineers to carry out Leonardo's ideas. All disciplines of engineering are represented in the helicopter: mechanical drives, electrical control system, engine design and combustion processes, and in more sophisticated flying machines, computers that take primary navigational information and provide
flight commands and courses.
Another example which might interest you is the house of the future: a
sealed house with odor removers, dust removers, electrostatic precipitators,
and recirculating wastewater systems. In other words, it is a controlled,
totally self-contained environment.
WHAT I DO AS A HEAT TRANSFER ENGINEER:
A REPRESENTATIVE PROBLEM

A typical problem requires teamwork among several engineers with specialties in different technical areas. For example, I am part of a team working on the development of a high-temperature mcItor.
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Why a high-temperature motor? Conventional motors familiar to most
of us are designed to run in air at normal temperatures; that is, at temperatures encountered in a house (70'11 or those found outdoors .Art Phoenix, Arizona (110"F). The air that surrounds the motors is the coolant which keeps
the motor from "running hot." Now, suppose a motor is needed Nhich will
operate in an environment where the air temperature available for cooling
is very hot and where the surrounding surfaces are even hotter; for example,
in a steel mill near the furnaces, where the nearby steel temperatures are
as high as 1500'F, or in a power generation facility.
Why does it matter if the motor temperatures will be significantly higher
than in normal operation? One of the criteria for selection of materials used
in the electrical insulation used to insulate the coils in motors is the operating ttmperature. Conventional, electrical-insulation materials are limited
to temperatures below 400 F. Some ::;pecial insulations ean be used at temperatures to 430'F. These materials are limited in erl-tperature because
they are organic materials and they. will "burn up'' and the motor will short
out (fail) if the temperature is too high. Therefore, if we need a motor which
run at higher temperatures, a special inorganic i.nsulation will have to
be developed. This is the job of the ceramics engineer or ceramist. lie,
too, will impose temperature limitations on the design because there will be
a temperature above which his special insulation will not operate properly
without deterioration of the electrical characteristics, although it won't actually "burn up. This temperature limitation will be much higher ttiLi tor
conventional insulions.
ii0\% do you
-,-!-ttor'.' The air 3urrounding the motor is blown over
it or circulated tUrrogir i. Sometimes the surrounding walls are cooler, and
the motor thermally radiates to the cooler surroundings. The surroundings
may he hotter than thts motor, and thermal radiation shickling teill be needed
to minimize the incoming radiation. In addition to providing shielding for
radiation protection from surfaces at higher temperatures, or providing
fans to blow air, thermal analyses are made of the interlor of the motor,
namely in the coils, with their electrical insulation,and the steel laminations.

There may be other materials in the motor which will also have their
own temperature limitations; for example, copper or. aluminum wire oxidizes
or loses strength if it becomes too hot. Heat-transfer calculations are made
with a slide rule at first to "rough out" the design; when the geometry layout
becomes more nearly final, a computer is used to predict the operating temperatures throughout the motor and to help to pinpoint areas where design
changes can be made to give better heat transfer and, hence, lower temperatures. This is the job of the thermal (heat-transfer) engineer.
The electromagnetics (E.111) engineer, also, can help the thermal engineer to reduce temperatures. It's he who decides on the number of turns of
wire in the coil and their placement, and the amount or location of the steel
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in the laminations (core). It is these parts which generate the heat and are responsible for the need for cooling. By judicious arrangement of coils and
core, he can help to minimize the generated heat which the thermal engineer
will have to dissipate and can provide low thermal resistance paths from the
interior (:)f the motor to the surface so that the heat generated in the interior
can be rern oved.

These three engineers are the development part of the engineering team:
the ceramics engineer, the thermal engineer, and the electromagnetics entogether to make "trade-offs" which will give the
gineer. They must
best overall operation. In tnis stage of development, the work of these engineers is entirely analytical; that is, their expertise in their related fields
is used to perform computer-aided calculations to predict whether such a
design would operate as desired, both electrically and thermally.

The next stage is to make tests in the laboratory to determine whether
the motor will perform as predicted in the calculations. A "prototype II motor
is built in the development shop according to special design specifications
arrived at from the analyses mentioned above.
A motor is then built and instrumented both electrically and thermally
to confirm the temperatures shown by the thermal analysis. The instrumentation itself may not be simp.e. If the motor is very compact to keep it small
enough to fit in a confined space, there may be very little space available to
insert within the motor the numerous wires (thermocouples and magnetometers) which are necessary to obtain the required readings. Again a tradeoff must be made between the number of thermocouples and magnetometers
and the space available in the motor while still making certain that it is possible to take enough readings so that a successful design is assured.
The challenge comes in using one's ingenuity, combined with that of others on the team, to develop a workable design which will operate at conditions that are beyond the limitations of current practice in that area of design.
COMBINING WORK AND MARRIAGE

Combining work and marriage, for me, has not been difficult,for two
reasons. One is that we have no children, and two is that I have, since marriage, had outside help with the housework and laundry and my husband has
had help with yard and grounds maintenance. We have therefore had time to
devote to things we liked to do together, like building our house single (two)
handed without the help of arch:l.ects, contractors, carpenters, and masons.
I have always enjoyed cooking, and my husband is now taking it up. He's the
fish chef. I encourage fish seven days a week! I used to make most of my
clothes, including suits and coats, and have made sails for a small sailing
pram and have kept the sails for our Starboat in shape. We still have time
to do things together. We both like to travel and take occasional trips in our
twin-engine airplane. I continue to fly helicopters on occasion, too.
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I feel that a married woman engineer should have hired help v
household chores. The amount of money it takes from her salary will eventually be more than repaid by the promotions which come with being a good,
competent engineer. In the meantime, the reward is that of personal satisfaction that comes with the work. Extra time must be devoted to the job occasionally (and sometimes frequently), as is required of all professionals.
ONE FINAL BIT OF ADVICE

A young woman should not expect lots of glamour and boys, because
that is not the way it is. I'm a hard-working engineer, but it took something
silly like flying the helicopter to get invited to the White House for tea.

G
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I am delighted to have been asked to participate in this
wnference and high, flettered to have been asked to give a role-model preF,entation. Particula ty when consider the caliber of engineering talent
represented on the stage t'Ais morning
and that in the audienco iks a Iratter of fact, after the dresentations we've heard so far, I feel like Tommy Manville's tenth v,ritr, must have: I know what I'm expected to do
I just don't
know how io n -tke it 'nterestiog anu different.
Good r.lorning,

.

It is be. to start, I think, with the most important factors which have

shaped my I .fe and career and then briefly review some of the highlights of
!hat c11e(.,1'.

First and certainly the most important, of the three influencing factors

af my life is the fact that I am an only child and that I have pretty special
parents

As I grew up, I was never assigned a restrictive sex role, never told
-you can't do that bceause you're a little girl." Except, perhaps, the time

I blacked a little boy's eye on the football field and my mother explained that
that really wasn't very ladylike. I had both dolls and guns, erector sets along
with cooking sets, doll houses and toy microscopes. In other words, I was
not conditioned to aceept limitations in my career choices simply because 1
am a woman.
Additionally, it was taken for granted as I grew up that I would go to eollek.,e ;trid have some sort of career objective, in addition to a prebable role as
wile ud mother. When I did make my career choices, first in engineering
and later in the military, I received full support from my parents. I have
to admit, however, that my mother wasn't overjoyed about my joining the Air
Force. Fortunately, she later became one of our most enthusiastic recruiters.
The second most important element that influenced my career decisions
was the fact that peer approval or disapproval was not as important to me as
it appears to be for most young people. And I'm not sure I know why that
should have Leen; perhaps because we moved so much as I was growing up.
Nlv father's oi1-bu9iness career took us from Oklahomc. to Texas, Kansas,
Illinois, and Kentucky. All in all, 1 attended 19 schools and Iltred in some
60 houses before I went to co11e7,e. Of necessity, I became pretty independent
and self-assured. But whatever the reason, I rather liked being a "maverick,"
and my decision to become an aeronautical engineer in my sophomore :%.ear of
high school fitted that pattern,
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The decision to join the Air Force was another matter entirely. It was
simply a matter of point in time, as I shall explain later. I have to list then,
as the third influencing factor in my life, that particular part, of the 20th
Cewury in whirr I have lived. Pearl Harbor occurred my freshman year in
high school and World War II was over immediately following my graduation
from high school.
I'm sure that all of you who are old enough to remember World War II are
aware, but I doubt that our younger friends are, of the dynamic changes in attitudes toward the employment of women that came about as a result of that
war. During our 1971 conference here, John Par7-ish told us, "Changes in
the status of women and in the relations between the sexes tend to Occur when
they suit the needs of the society, which often means when they suit the needs
of men. The traditional view of wcmen's role ir always shelv.mi for the duration of awar, during which women are praised for leaving their homes and
holding down a 'man's job' while men are in the military services. At the
end of both world wars, fewer women returned home totraditionallives than
had left thei homes at the beginning of hostilities. A taste of independence
and active engagement in the work of the world can have a heady quality to it.
"Overwhelming manpower requirements during the 1940 to 1945 time period coupled with extraordinary technological advanements produced a demand
for engineers that could not be met by men alone. Women math and science
majors found themselves courted by both industry and government. Many
found themselves engineers-in-training, while others were enrolled in comprehensive, ac( elerated courses in almost every engineering discipline."

.After the war. hundreds of young, women -- and I was: one of them
ioined the returning G. I. and quite lit(.q-ally flooded the nation'F: engineering
schools. By 1950, there were 6314 women engineers in the Unit.,.-1 States,
as opposed to 991 in 1940. I'm sur.: that the influence of that period.on my
life must be apparent.
As I !nlid, my decisiml to become an aeronautical engineer was made my

sophk more year in high school. I owe a great deal to a very wonderful woman -my freshman algebra teacher
for her guidance and help in arriving at that
decision. It was through her wisdom that I investigated several careers that
would combine my love of mathematics, aptitude for art and mechanics, and
overwhelmin g. interest in aviation.

It was at this same time that I received some small inkling of what it
meant to be a woman in a man's career field- Because I was a girl, I was
not allowed to take high-school courses in drafting or aeronautics. My choice
of colleges was dictated to some degree by this same type of prejudiced thinking. I found that most schools offering a good curriculum in aeronautical
engineering were not open to women in 1945. A notable exceptthn, nd One
that prompted me eventually to travel from Owensboro, Kentucky, to Los
Ancleles, was the University of Southern California.
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Te trip was not direct. Although they supported my career choice my
parents decided that, as a woman, I would need some balance that would not
he provided in a College of Engineering. I therefore spent my first two years
at a select girls' school in Missouri, where, incidentally, I had a ball!
From one extreme to another, I left Missouri to enter SC at the height
of the post -World War II GI influx. The 1947 enrollment of the School of
Engineering was 3000 students, eight of whom were rumored to be women!
I say rumored because in my three years at SC I never had another woman in
any of my engineering classes
and, as a matter of fact, I only met one
other girl foolheartcd enough to brave the engineering campus! She, by the
way, went on to become the first woman to earn her Master's in aeronautical
engineering at SC.
I was privileged in 1963 to attend the National Conference on Women in
Engineering sponsored by SC's School of Engineering. It was gratifying to
see that in 13 years progress had indeed been made in tearing down the barriers to women in this field. For I discovered, in 1947, that although the
University of Southern California allowed women to register in engineering,
the Dean of Engineering and most of the professors didn't go along with the
idea. Quite a few of them, and some of my fellow students, lot ..ne know
quite emphatically that they felt that a,woman's place was in the home. It
was at this point I appreciated my,past two years of girls'-school social life,
for the next three years were jusf plain hard work.

My decision to join the Air Force when I graduated was a purely economic
one and hadn't been a part of my original plans at all. This was just prior to
the Korean War and aeronautical engineers were a dime a dozen. Many of
the men who graduated a year ahead of me were still looking for jobs. Industry wasn't about to hire a woman! I thought that I would join the Air Force
for a few years, get some experience under my belt, and thus be in a better
position for a job in i7,-!ustry. I never dreamed that such a practical decision
would lead me to a d
Med military career.
i

Incidentally, mv on.- and only taste of industry employment didn't leave
me with a very good impression. I had already bec-n accepted by the Air
Force but had a six-month delay before reporting to Officer Candidate School.
therefore took a job as a junior draftsman with a civilian firm who shall go
unnamed. I replaced a man who had been drafted, and immediately took a
S100-a-month cut in salary because I was a woman. I'm happy to hear that
this isn't happening very much any more.

Looking back at my early days in the Air Force, I wonder why I thought
it was any different. Nly first assignment as an officer was not as an engineer hut, of all things, as a recruiting officer. We were, of (k.:urse, in thc
midst of the Korean War and recruiting was an important job, but why an
engineer'? I still don't know the answer, but I must admit that I don't have
any regrets (other than that I froze to death in Minnesota) for Ciat asignment
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As I have since discovered, the best technical idea in this world is onil- as good
as you can sell to the boss. And this can really become important if the "boss"
is the Congress of the United States. SC didn't teach selling in engineering
school, but it was an important part of recruiting. Furthermore, where,in an
engineering job, could I have had the experience of having my own radio and
television programs, of making dozens of speeches, and of meeting some wonderful and important people in show business, politics, and community affairs?
After 26 months of recruiting duty, the Air Force assig ed Inc to one of
our main research and development centers -- Wright-Patter- Air Force
Base, in Dayton, Ohio. Although my orders said I was to be assigned as an
aeronautical engineer, neither the Air Force nor myself reckoned with
human element! The officer in charge of making specific assignments the
was
a very well-meaning if misguided man Ile firmly believed that all women excelled in administrative work and so assigned me a a personnel officer in
one of the R&D labs. But obviously the good Colonel had never read LADIES'
HOME JOURNAL. lie had not learned to "never underestimate the power of
a woman!" lie soon assigned to our lab a young male second lieutenant -- a
Fish and Wildlife forestry major from the University of Oregon. Not finding any better way to use his talents, I trained the lieutenant as a personnal
officer and my replacement, and assigned myself as an engineer. I've been
one ever since.
My tour in the Reconnaissance 1,aboratory at Wright-Pat was the dream
of eycr,. young Air Fore,. engineer, We do not do much pure research or development in the military, \lost of our work involves managing and monitoring the work of industry. My first engineering job -- to which I assigned myself
was one of our few exceptions. My work involved the design and development of various atmospheric sampling devices, some mounted on high:Teed aircraft and some ejeeted while in flight, with data being telemetered
baek to the aircraft. Each probe, instrument, or sounding device had a different purpose, but basically the information gathered by them was used to
predict weather conditions or to measure nuclear or radiological particles
in the atmosphere. As a part of the design effort required, I set up and ran
my own wind-tunnel tests and correlated results by running my own flight tests.
Being on non-crew night status for the purpose of testing my equipment
intrbduced some interesting proilems direcny attributable to noV
being a
worryar,). None of the standard Air Force oxygen masks fit
me.
Thy
are a11
too wide at the bridge of the nose, causing a small stream of oxygen to be
direr'id at earh e.N.o, The boys in the Aero medical lab finally solved tlut
one by making rile a new mask. It fitted like a glove. But, then, it should
have: I spent six hours in a plaster facial to ;2: et
L

.

There was also a small problem of a parachu e. Generally, paraelums
are kept at a central supply station, where they are checked
in and Out before
nd after missions. After my first few flights, I was assigned rn own
hute. Several six-foot, 200-pound pilots had expressed, in colorful paralanguage
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Pm sure, their irate displeasure at having to let cut all of the eight straps,

which I had carefully pulled in so that the chate would fit me
add that I was about 50 pounds lighter then

.

And I might

It was at Wright-Patterson that I made my decisiGn to make my career
in the Air Force. Sveral things influenced that d( cision. First of all, I
found I liked being in the military
the people, the feeling of one big happy
family, the travel (I was making an average of one or two trips a month -- to
Washington, to California, Texas, etc.). But most of all I liked the work I
was doing and the responsibility I was given. And at none of the contractors
with whom I was working did I find women in positions comparable with mine.
Finally, although it sounds a little corny to say so, I must adroit that I enjoy knowing I am doing something for my country, even if I don't get paid as
much as I would in industry to do it.
I could spend hours telling you of my five and a Lalf years at Wright-Pat,
hut I'll summarize by saying that two of my most interesting projects involved
the development of a high altitude, aircraft launened, rocket-sounding device;
and the design and installation of weather reconnaissance equipm,mt on the U-2
before Gary Powers made the world aware that we had such an aircraft.
From Wright-Patterson I went to Andrews Air Force Base in Washington,
where I served or the staff of General Bernard Schriever, Commander
of the Air Force Systems Command.. My main task there was to help in the
design and establishment of a real-time technical and management information
system that would enable General Schriever to be immediately aware of the
progress and problems of the key aeronautical, space, missile, and electronic
systems under development for the Air For;:e.
D.C.

The task was a real challenge, for the problems of ho%k to best manage
40 percent of the Air For:ie budget are not easy ones. For one man to he
aware of all problems and to be in a position to make final decisions concerning hundreds of systems and technical programs requires the application of
the best technical management techniques. Thning for such information is
partieularly critical. I think that those who are in indus.try can especially
appreciate the problem. When the president of Wigget Company, who is a
contractor to the Aeronautical Systems Division in Ohio, calls his Congressman aboii: some problem in his deatings with the Air Force, it is vital that
the Mr Force Systems Corm-I-arid in Washington also be aware of the problem,
because ail the Congressman will do is turn right around and call the Air
Force. it was my job to he sure we knew all the facts hefore we received
that call.
A 'r rour 'ears in Washington, I was finaliy able- to get hack to California.
rr.4 01, ,71' more I had a challenging and exciting job.
I was a captain when I
arrived at .'s'pace Systems Division in Los Angeles and a lieutenant colonel
when I returned to Washington five and a half years later. During that time,
eryed first as a project officer, later as deputy chief of engineering, and
finally as chief of program control fc.,- the Gemini Target Vehicle System.
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If you are at all familiar with the space program, you know that the Gemini
manned space program belonged to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. What most people do not realize is that the Air Force
specifically
the Space Systems Division -- launched over three-quarters of the nation's
civilian spacecraft and scientific satellites and actually developed many of
them for NASA

.

My office was responsible for the design, development, test, and launch
of the unmanned spacecraft which was used in space by the astronauts to develop the rendezvous and docking techniques whic-r, have been vital to the Apollo
program. The Gemini Target was a modification of the Air Force Agena D
standard space vehicle and was boosted into space by the Air Force Atlas
standard launch vehicle. It was a fascinating program to work on, from writing the requcst for proposal through launching six vehicles into 161-nauticalmile circular earth orbits and the world's first successful docking of two vehicles in space. Not the least of its fascination was working with the astronauts themselves. I was particularly inte.i-ested in our first moon landing because Buzz Aldrin, the second man to walk on the surface of the moon, was
a fellow project officer in the early days of the Gemini program and had the
desk next to mine.

I would like to emphasize, particularly for our students, thut the day-towork on a program even as significant as Gemini is not crlamorous or exEach dav is filled with dozens of small problems to solve, letters and
reports to be written, messages to be Loordinated, and meetings to be ...ttended.
It sernE7 at time::: that thc: telephone is permanently attached to your ea' and
that e-:erv caber in your IN basket reproduces itself when you're not looking.
The only real moments of excitement come when you sweat out the success or
failure of each launch. It is only when you can look back on a program that
you'-:e had a small part in that the total picture becomes apparert.
There was another significant facet of my tour at Space Systems Division
that I would like to discuss for a moment. As I stated earlier, I was promoted
from -;.-aptain to major to lieutenant colonel during this time period; all on one
proo-ram. it was not until the program was completed and there xas a need
to reassign me -to another job that I discovered that my wonderful Air FThrce,
where I had encountered no discrimination since that first assignment at Wri.:rhtPatterson, was suddenly doing everything possible to keep from viving me a
position of command. I must admit that encountering 'hat management barrier
was cuit -. a shock. Perhaps it should not have been, perhaps I should have expected it, but I had really received no warning_ I ?mew that women in other
career fields in the Air Force were having some 7roblems, but their circumstances were entirely different from mine. I was the only woman in the Air
Force in my position and I really thought I had it made.
And T =till thought so, althou':-h my comfidence was shaken somewhat, when
I was finally assigned as Chief of Program Cont.r-ol for the A -ena
reorganization a short time later showed me the pattern of the future. I was
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(Army, Navy, Air t'orce) agency of !Le D.:partment of Defense, I. carried a
duty-title of Research and Development Director. It was a misleading title,
however, for in fact I directed very li.tle. Because it was concerned with our
national intelligence program, I can say )ittle more than that.
Without a doubt, I virtually assured that .iould not be promoted when I
pulled strings to be returned to Los Angeles. However, I was not aware of it
at the time, or at least not aware that it was more than a calculated risk. I
should have been. 1 should not have allowed the fact that I was away from the
mainstream of the Air Force for two years to keep me from following the
changes that were taking place. Prio:itivs we.:e chznging within the Air Force,
primarily because of the war. Even women were now pulling repeated tours
in Viet Nam, and a Southeast Asia tour became almost a required ticket for
promotion. The other magic ticket was command -- and I couldn't get one.
When I returned to Los Angeles to the renamed Space and Missile Systems
Organization, I was first as .ned as a Deputy Chief of Programs, Budget Division, and have very recenti en reassigned as the Executive Officer for the
organization responsible for ali Department of Defense, and some international,
space communication satellites. Both are important and interesting jobs, but
they are not stepping stones for promotion. And I must acilina that I am still
findincr that pill a little hard to swallow. For that reason shall probably be
leaving the Air Force v.-Ithin a year or two to explore the great civilian world

To borrow a quote, "le'

o make it perfectl7, clear" that I am not feeling

sorry for myself or invokinz .,:-:.mpathy_ I have deliberately told you of the dis-

anpointments of r.;y ca7-eer as well as the successes bccause I think they are
important in career guidance discussions. Long ago one of my uncles told me
to set my sights on the most distant star I could find. He told me that I mic-ht
not reach it but I would certainly pass many bright and interesting stars along
the way. And I have, and I expect to pass man: more, but not on the original
path I established_ I fully expect that others will, howe7-er, for I am passing
along my lessons learned to the women enalneers who are followin:r my footsteps in the United States Air Force_
In conclusion, then, I would jus-t like to point out that succe--:s is a relative thing that can be measured in inany ways_ That is best illustrated, I
ti-zink, by the story oF a charwom-ait in a New York bank wbo was tellin7 of
hen 7,rowess in Dolishin,7 floors.
-.When 7 St
to work here the flo.-s.rs was in bad s-nan.e. Bu-.. since I've
c ir then-1,- s'he said with
:Drid;
-hree :adics has fel: down_
of
c,:reerc: "e as

cri

Arminta

Harness

Lieutenant Colonel Arty inta 3. Harness, as the first woman engineer to
loin the United States Air Force, has been in the unique position of trail blazer
oor the 21 years of her military career. After two years at Lindenwood Collep-e for Women, St. Charles, Missouri, she became the second woman aeronautical engineering student enrolled at the University of Southern California,
where she received her Bachelor of Engineering degree.

She entered the Air Force in 1950, serving as \VAC .`WAF recruiting officer in .711innesota. Kansas, and ..:1.1issouri during the Korean conflict. In 1953,

she was assigned to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Ohio, first as chief of
the personnel section of the Reconnaissance Laboratory. then as a photographic
and weather reconnaissance pro:ect engineer, and finally as technical executive officer to the laboratory chief.
Colonel Harness entered the field of research and development m.anagement in 1.'59, when she was transferred to Headquarters. Air Force Systems
Command. Andrews Air Force Base, Washington. D.C. In 1963 she was
assigned to the Space Systems Division, Los Angeles Air vorce Station,
..-orking as deputy chief of engineering and later as chief of program control
for the Gemini target vehicle program; in 1967. she received the Air Force
Commendation Aledal for outstandincr work on the Gemini manned space pro:Irani. She then was named chief of program control and later technical
assistant to the deputy director for the AcTena space vehicle procrram.
During a two-year assio-nment to the Defense Lntelligenoe Agency (Special

Activities Office) in 1.1.-ashinci-ton. as a research and development director, she
-.vas -i.o.va-ded the Mint Service Comrn,.ndation .-.1:eda1 for her contribution to the

national intell:frenoe effort. Returnincl- to Los Angeles Air Force Station in
l.-70 as deputy chief cf the Prog-i-ams Budt-Tet Division, she provided :rianagenient direction for the .S2 billion SA2,ISO budget. She :vas reassigned to her
present bostion n May

Colonel Harness is- urrently serving as president of

the Los Ans--_-eles

C17...:b of Zonta :nterriazional. is a senior life n.-iernber of the Society of Women
Engineers. a member of the Armed 1-7-orces Management Association and of
th,. ALr Foroe A.ssioo.iatior.. and a "-ello-.v ,Df the :nstitute for the Advancemen.t
cf Engineering,.
!=r1-'7-ioo to -her oioneerino assignment.s

enc7ineerir1 g. and RE-D manaoe-

ront. Colon-1 H-2-ne-ss has established a murober- of other -firsts- in the Air
Yorcco first -:.-orrian en orders as a :est ent-Meer duriro,--, flight testinc- of exrerimo.ntal ecuinment. first 7.-oro.a.- to receive the s2aliy ratinrr of Staff De-

aer

-.-elormen: T.:no:neer. .nd first -.7i-conln to)
the seh,:or rznci
badoes. She ren-iains the only woman holding the Master -Alit.zsilenian::acigo. in 1
she loocanto the f'irS: ..3:1:211:0 r7.-0 aS Chair:-nan f0:- all
Engin000-s
ac:ivities -Los Anoe:es.
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ENGINEERING AS AN IDEAL WOMAN'S CAREER

Alva T. Matthews
Consultant in Engineering Mechanics
Weidlinger Associates, New York, New York

My personal decision to study engineering came relatively early, at

about age 15. It resulted from a liking for math and science, and partly

from admiration for my father, who founded the industrial construction firm
of Brown and Nlatthews. It never occurred to me at that time that a female
could riot be an ,-..ngineer. My parents, bless them, brought me up to be a
girl, but never indicated that there were any liuntations implied by that role.
tramped over construction sites with my father, hut spent most of the time
with my mother, learning very domestic things.

In the early 50's a Lve-year "combined pian" of study was being encouraged for engineers. Three years of liberal arts, two of engineering were to
lead to two degrees: a BS and a BA. I started out at Middlebury College, in
Vermont, with expectation of spending three years there and two at M. I. T.
The first week of school my physics teacher and advisor told me not to study
engineering -- too difficult for a girl, and nobody would ever hire me. I was
hurt and surprised. After the hurt wore off I decided to ignore him.
With the death of my father I gave up the five-year plan and transferred
to Barnard Collee. I intended to enter the Columbia Engineering School in
my junior year. I lacked one course that was available at the all-male Columbia College, but women were not permitted even to sit in their classes.
I took the course during the summer, at my own extra expense. Neither
Columbia nor Barnard thought this unusual or even worthy of comment.
-time I was not hurt, I was mad.

This

By the time I entered engineering school as the only woman in sight (one
other existed Ln another department) it was apparent what I had gotten myself
into. Luckily, someone like Dean Wes Hennessey was there, who had started
to encourage women to enter engineering, so I had no problems with entrance
or with on-campus courses. Surveying Camp, however, was a requirement,
and a special situation. Columbia had a summer camp in the hills of Connecticut, but the boys stayed in dorms, and no girl had attended. They said it
was impossible; then had cecond thoughts, so I went a year later than normal_
I stayed off- campus at a gut:st house_

The settira was country, and we lugged our transits ever the hills and
through the fields_ One assignment included the sighting of the n-rth star,
Polaris. at a precise time near two o'clock in the mornin
v . quad p.,:rtners were considerate enough to call for me and walk me the Lille distanct:
the dark to the cightiro- area. It wasn't so bad tor one niaht, but clouds
csovered that star for four niht mnirg and for four nights running I dis-

appeared into the dark with two young men. The lady who owned the guest
house registered her disapproval. I am quite sure she never believed a word
of the story about Polaris.

For summer jobs I did secretarial work, assisted in the Graphics Department, and one summer worked in the field office of the contractor who
was digging the Delaware Water Gap tunnels to increase the water supply to
New York City. I gathered information from the field on quantities of construction materials used each day. I yearned to but was prohibited from
going down into the tunnels. Superstition about women causing collapse of
tunnels was very strong, and still is today. It was, however, a rare opportunity to seEl how heavy construction on a remote job site operates.
In retrospect my years at school were lonely. I was very tense about the
uniqueness of my situation, afraid of upsetting the balance of what I thought
were -privileges" being extended to me. As a result, I even avoided dating
the male engineering students -- which surely must have been a mistake.
Most of all I missed the give and take of information that students use as part
of their learning process. All the attention, of course, was
but I
was scared silly of making mistakes and looking idiotic in theflattering,
spotlight.
After graduation I joined the Civil Engineering Department
instructor in the Strength of Niaterials Laboratory and assisted the headasofanthe
Department, Professor Garrelts, in his structures courses. This extended
my
Master's work to two years, but it was well worth it for the teaching experience. Then, through Professor Salvadori, I joined
a small group of engineers
oanized by Poul Weidlinger to design unusual structures.

At first I worked on thin shell concrete design, but I later pecame involved in the research that Mel Baron was directing 'within the group in shock
and vibration studies of huge tras storage tanks. That research involved a
great deal of applied math and knowledge of elasticity and
of structures. Those were the days before wide use of coniputers,vibrations
and I n->r.cember
spending three months just expanding five-by-five determinants on a Friden
calculator. _At the same time I contint-ed taking courses at Columbia because
I needed _more theoretical background, and much more math.
At the doctoral level the pressures ,-)f -oeing an "only worran" were lifted.
loyrnen :. had proven to be no problem. In fact, in mv working
experience
T have- had no problems which can be related to being
a
ferna:e.
Because
I
needed The kncr.rlee in mv -.vork, takimr ccurses in er_zine--.'rg mechanics
at r...:ght was a bit easier. 5
rny
the course credit.:
fo the Dotor's defrree were accumulated_ I waF.-- 7henit abie
to write a dist=ertation directly from work done at the office. If :-cou can swing it, this is
a
,:-:r.nvenient way of ,.-ompl..eting degree requirements. The -.1-hole
took
seven Years from the. time- I =rot mv Master's. There were =anvprocess
times
wh-en
continui: :-,-eernd too much. aut I did finish, and must say that
ar,-ino- that
open.= many doers and oPportunittes.
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During the time I was going to school at night I married an indf.)strial
,rigineer with an MS, who quit work to go back to school for a second Master's
in Business, so we studied together. Incidentally, I had first seen my husband-to-be at that surveying camp. When he had finished his degree, but I
still had more to do on mine, he was offered a job with the Xerox Corporation in Rochester, New York. That brought up a problem that faces many
professional women who are married. He of course should take the job.
But where was Rochester? What about my degree that had taken so long
was about to be finished? For one year my husband lived in Rochester, and
commuted to New York on week ends. Then we moved there, and I started
commuting to New York during the week, staying at my mother's home. The
solution seemed to work. We felt unusual among corporation people at that
time, but since then I have learned of more and more commuting solutions
to maintaining a home and a marriage. We started beforo jets. Now, with
jets, people even commute weekly between coasts.

After the doctorate was finished I worked for a wthile in Rochester, again
with a small consulting firm. There I worked on dynamic analysis of helicopter blades. By this time big computers were part of every engineering
research problem, and those of us with small firms had all become selftaught computer pro7rammers. The helicopter blade study was a large computer problem, and I was very conscious of how the character of such research had changed. I was also part of a team investigating causes of automobile accidents. Together with another engineer and two doctors, we analyzed patient injuries and car wrecks to try to reconstruct what had happened.
At the sam,. time I taught elasticity and engineering mathematics at the University of Rochester, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Sciences.
This was great fun, and I hope always to be able to go back to teaching once in
a while for the rejuvenation it brinzs to your thinking.
But I micsed the work and The 5roup at Weidlinger's,so I rel-urned to the
commutin7 route. Now, as a consultant, I work two and one-half da.ys a week
in New York. I do some work at home and, when necessary, can usuall rearrange my working hours. With the mobility that moderri corporations r..:.rnand from their manazz.,nneM personnel, -transfer'. -' my husband has lo.omei
more than once. There is no q-JesTion Iri L-1:: mind hat. .;-e move if he has to.
7.lv lob is more flexible, and a t consultant I could conceivably set up a oractical minuting schedule fro.t. any city in the country_ This workin':.; =chedule
frives me time also to teach, 17ork on a t,or.k, and ciip
SOrr.:E other areas
I've lon=red to explcle. I eni,..Ly
k'iTh7 arc-anzi fhe 1:ouse,
Erarden, arra'
riding Aral-dan horses
y -York as a r-onsultan: now. :s in. -he
cf shock nr,.soafTation :7- Soils
=rid rocks. We t;o:- to mode: rr azhemat':call-- what hapnens soil or rock wh.--n
(,.zuch as fr.cm r_ nuclear blait-) travy t±u ol:rh !..he gro-tr-.1 over
1
dist=--ncez.
":1-Ork
c
s 1":12niulatic.n o= cr e
bacic uaics
of i:la.-ztio;:y art inela----Eioi7.v
ial .snr,..lvs:s of .:Tro-tnd sho:-k res.Lonse is pro7ramried for :arrTe
r: ..its ar=:- uz.ed for
7

_inderground defense structures, and for gauge placement in I-Lgh explosive
and underground nuclear testing.

Writing this paper has been a good exercise in looking back and sorting
I find the only real difficulties I had were of my own making -- mostly
overconcern about being "different." My generation of women engineers,
and those preceding, now tend to romanticize the difficulties they had.
Being told you cannot be an engineer, or not being able to enter a tunnel because
you are a woman make good story telling. On the other hand, where there
are injustices it was, and is, proper to speakupagainstthem. You are entitled to some of these experiences yourselves. You are still pioneers because
of your small numbers, and pioneers should have some problems to oven:orrice
out

.

I b here children are a valid option for women today. I think a lot about
the fact that I do not have any. I enjoy other people's enormously.
life
has been made infinitely easier by not having them, but I know it hasMy
lost
something, too. If you plan to marry, please marry a man secure enough to
be sympathetic to you7 goals. I sometimes wonder at my good fortune in
finding Hap. He is understanding and encouraging: and expects me to do more
sometimes than eve-- ez:.self expet.
Thus, frori ray own experience I feel the adv.entages of engineering specifically for women are une:-.1ored. Aside trorn the obvious
job satisfactir'n
and salaries which are eonsiderably better for a woman in engineering
tha.,:.
in marly of the more usual "fer.lale" occupations, there is the matter of
"pint's. If a oman is to incorporate a husband,
home, nnd family, she nee-:7a :ob that will expand or ..-er*-Pct or bend to the hours she wishes to devote to
it in different periods o
life. One war to achieve this is through specialization; deve;_lping a 2arti_ ,lar talent or expertise tha. will er.%.ble
an ei,,--,nloyer
to
:dfy hiring partor with flexible hours. Engineering is a
ficid for the developre
of spccities. This masculine field has been .x-fect
for my life as a

T,. 71.Iatthey:s
AT
";. _larthews, has rnsde sig.nificant coniributions in many areas of
engineo.iing mechanics anci structures,. Formerly senior _c-search engineer,
now cp,n,zultanz to \Veidlinger Assc,riates, her f:ndamental researth on the
mechanical behavior of materiaL.-7 '.\-Hon have been subjected to dynamic
irnpact loads has influenced the development of models for wave prooagation
in soil and rock and extended to nuckar -.,.-eaocas effects on structures_ Other
areas c,f effort were the development an:. adar-tat-lon of arge com_puter codes,
structural design cf thin shell concrete. application of Potential Theory to
under-eater acoustics, and com-outer Dr
ing in the deyeloomen: of the
Telszar :rac;,-ing antenna and of helicopter blade desigr

Dr. Matthews earned her BS and I.S (with honors) in 3cienc.2 and a Docmember
torate in Engineering Mechanics from Columbia University
of Tau Beta Pi and Sigma Xi honoraries.

ller publications in conlunction with co-workers have won recognition as
pioneering efforts in the area of pressure wave propagation and vibrations in
elastic media. Dr. Matthews also serves as a consultant to the Rochester
Applied Science Associates and lectures at the University of Rochester.
She has held office in the Society of Women Engineers, served on the
Board of Directors of the Engineers Joint Council, and participated in the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers and the New York State Professional Engineers. She received the 1971 Achievement Award of the Society
of V. omen iThgineers.
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MY CAREER AS A REUABILITY.QUAUTY ENGINEER

Naomi J. McAfee

Engineering ManagerQuality & Reliability Assurance
Defense and Electronic Systems Center
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland
Looking back, it is difficult to understand how I have arrived where I
am. The original plans were completely different. Engineering wasn't the
goal at all.
fact, it was one of my last considerations for a career. How
did it happei , then
HOW IT BEG

..

During my freshman year in high school I drew an assignment to write
a term paper on the development of the atomic bomb. I became so intrigued
with all of the physical and chemical reactions that took place that a conscious
decision to study chemistry was made. I dreamed of being a great
and of making ,iiscoveries that would equal those Marie Curie madechemist
in physics.
So the dream began.

The choice of school was no problem. It was going to be Western Kentucky
State College, because both of my brothers had gone there. It was a small,
inexpensive collegs,, which had a reputation for providing a good education,
and it also had one of the best basketball teams in the country.

\ly family agreed tha- it was a good school, that I should go, but that my
field of study should be either home economics or education, because these
were fields where a woman could always aet a job_ They didn't waver and
neither did 1, and as a result my father withdrew all financial support. This
turned out to be a blessing in disguise and only served to strencrthen my resolve to oonlete th4:: degree in the field of my choice.
I entered college in the fall of 1952 and began to study toward a BS deg:ee
in chemistry. All went well my freshman year, but during the first
semester
of my sopl--ornore year, be-cause of an altercation with a professor, I ch=ged
my major tc physics.... It was one of the best moves that I ever made_ Finally,
in 1956, I "-raduated with a ES degree in physics.
THE FIRST jOB

It was a great time to z.-Traduate because the job market was wide open.
The space a:re was on the verge of bec-inning and everyone -- industry, government and academia -- was lc oking for physical scientists and enzimpers. 17c)
indicate how great it was, had 17 :ob interviews and 16 job offers.
After considerable deliberation I accepted a job with tht. Westin--rhouse
Enectric Corporation Ln Balti=ore, Maryland. At as fate would
have 5t.,
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the job that I had been hired for was cancelled the day I reported to work.
That could have been catastrophic, but Westinghouse found me a job in another area, a job which was only to last until the original area got more work.
As a result, my entry into engin ...ring was purely accidental.
The area of endeavor I entered was Reliability Engineering, which was a
rapidly developing new field. I've been there ever since. The Reliability
Engineering Group was composed of four people, so we quickly became a
rather -Light-knit team. Two years later the entire group, sans rn, left the
company for greener pastures. I probably would have gone also, except that
I had just gotten married. That in a way was fortunate, because at that tErne
there was only one experienced reliability engineer in the complex me! Of
course, I was considered to be too young to direct the group activities, so
new leadership was brought in. He brought with him a group of new people,
most of whom had many years of experience, albeit in other engineering
fields. I was given the task of providing technical direction to these people
and it was a strange feeling having these older engineers follow my directions.
The feeling was quickly overcome.
It was at this point that the only open discrimination I have encountered
during my career orcurrt.A. In a discussion with my supervisor I suggested
that a pay increase and a promotion were in order. He replied by saying
we couldn't do that. it would put You on the same level as yotir hizsband!"
Needless to say, two weeks later I changed jobs within the company.

This turned out to be a very fortuitous happening, because it forced me
4.o broaden my field of interest and let me see what system reliability analysis
was. The oricrinal path as a reliability analyst was great fun, but it was a
dead-end street with no room for gr-wth. This happens to a lot of people and
they discover it too late. It was also fortunate that it put me in a new area of
reliability develo=ent, allowed me to interface with the customer ard to deal
tvith program ntanacement.
CAREER GROWTH

The new assignment was. One of the bes-t things that ccull have happened.
:7 f-ave me needed self-confidence, and the pro:Tram went so well that I received a do-..,:ble pro,ntotion. That :program Lasted for fc.,,ur years. However,
the end of 18 months it as Cbvi011:-7, thz,t there won:ld be nothing new tD be
nlemv of 7:ork, ht no real challenge.
done. There
Net lon:t after 7i-,.alizinz this, I happt.-,m7c1 to see an old friend who worked

in another area. He described the new program th.2.-..t. was being sold. He
nointe-i out the difficu:-ty of meeting the strinztent reliability requirements
and de=crined the .-.Y-no of individual needed to direet the reliability prorant.
We talked another few -minutes about fishing and huntirn- and otl-..er things: the:,
feet for that ,spo- -- s yours if Yon want "
=a'
_-,
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This posed a dilemma. The program on which I was working had a lot
of items to be completed -- no creative things but things that had to be done.
The people had been extremely good to me and it was going to be very difficult
to leave. In fact, leaving would show a total lack of gratithde for all of their
support. After much deliberation I decided that gratitude was like a marriage
certificate: if that is all you have, it's not worth much! So screwing up my.
courage, I announced my decision. It was not well received, many arguments
were posed against it, but I took the new job.
It lasted two years and was great fun. There were eight people in the
group and evervonE- seemed to accept the fact that the group leader was a
woman. Still, the responsibility was only for technical direction, with no
control over individual career growth, pronaotions, or salary administration.

At this time mv toss was promoted to Manager, Reliability and Maintain-

ability Engineering and moved out 7q.' program management.

Without saying

a word tc me, he transferred me to the new group. The work was different,
exciting and demandirz. We were developing space hardware for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, and I was assigned full-time to three
different pt ograms. This assignment lasted two years.
T-NTRY INTO 7,.7ANAGE7VENT

After airecting Proctrams and perople for a number of years, I began makin:: it perfectlY clear that I wanted to try my hand st management. There
were many discussions about some of the unPleasant things that could happen.
7,1y ":_oss wanted to knew if T was rellv serious about going into rranacrement,
be,:ause all I was going to do was add -lousy people problems.. to the load of
te:hnical problems I had. After nt.u_th rationalization the step
taken ard
was promoted to supervisory engineer. There was an understanding that
Peth parties had the right to back er,t; that is, 'f management felt that my
performan:e was sub-par the:, would cremate me to an advisory position, or
if 1 didn't like the work I could say so and be moved to an advisory position.
Tha7- hapcne in 11?!=)':, and I'm still in management: so draw your own eon:I:is-ions.

first mana':Tentent assinn_cnt was as a supervisory enF-ineer respon-

f:r the reliability entineerin:7: activities on aP space pra,rams.

I was

for the adnlinistration and the technical direction of 13 engineers.
-.rorked on --he de--elopm:-nt of the Lunar Te:e-:ision Camera. This was the
-D.' camera that tho astronauls left en the meon. That 7:7:0:7-ram was tvpi
:nts for ---,ver s Year. Then on,- of -.1-0
supervisor: engineers
put on special ass::nment and 1 had to bar
tlie reliabilcv pre:trants fYr the --)ivis'en, with 25 Peenle to sunct--,i.
Th's assignmert lasted
yoar. The pro:, ram activities recuired a lot c travel and this took a
lot of tin:- awaY from the day-to-day activit'es
it e-as a hectic time. I
was ve7,- happy
tl-:e man on specit,1 sssir-r-hent came bs:k to his fob.
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MANAGEMENT GROW"I'll

After the initial entry into management, moving ahead becomes much
easier. When openings occur or new management positions are created, a
member of management tends to get considered for these positions without
regard to sex. So, when my boss took a special four-month assignment no

one was really surp_:;ed when I was asked to fill ip forhim. He never re-

turned, and the iob became mine. I held the job for Iwo years and began to
wonder what I was going to do next. I had fallen into the trap of learning
more and more about less and less, and consequently limited my mrn future.
I didn't realize this when it was happening and was rudely awakened when my
boss said that I could continue my narrow interests and remain the Manager
of Reliability and Vaintair,ability Ernzineering forever. That was a .oather
strong statement and made me do a lot c-7 t.inking ahnyt how to g- e t my career
hack on the right track.
.At this time, there was a sudden chan,i'e in the economy. Everyone
sartod talkinfr austeritx and cutting back on planned expenditures_ Organizaticns be;..an to shrink and similar operations were combined. The various
assurance groups were combined into a single operation under the title of
Qualitv and Reliability _-k-surance. Thus, the chan: e to advance my career
came without any impetus from me. It wasn't long after the new organization
was formed that I bo--ran to pick up additional responsibility, and today I have
-he tizle of Engineering Manager.
AT I DO AS ENGINEERLNG MANAGER

_As Engineering :\laina:rer, Quality and Reliab'lity Assurance for the
Vestinghouse Electric Corporation's Defense and Electronic Systems Center
n-_\* r=.sponsibilities include directing all of the engineering department's reliability, 1---.artainability, and safetY engineering ,..:_tivi'Cies in support of the
Centt,:r's
equipment clesicsn, and production. programs_ It also
=r_c,udes plamtn. c ganizin:i, implementing, and controlling all Functions of
duality n
oncent r_iitcfrra=s as well as airectin7 the activities of the
Failure
'_aboratory, Data Center, and the Semiconductor AnalYsis
Laboratori. of. z.7..e Applied Technolc5-Y Center. The responsibilities inclide
the development of new c-oncepts and techniques, selection and training of
personrel, esaolsing burett,
exip.-n'tures, an' maintaining
schedules. To accomplish all of f:14= 7 have a sta'f of six raa-:_agers and four
advisor:- en7ineers. who have l7Cs
w.erkim--r for them.
J

RR:ACE AND A CAREEFC'
7=cetole ask,

Yht: answer is: Gre.:,t!
He's an zin:tineer also, an' works in computer desi:7n. ie sl-lare a common
anaze fer work, and many of cur o-.:7sid, interests are he sarne.
are
avid ...orp-fcscall fans: in
we have held season tickets for tlie I3altintore
Colt _:=Es for fifteen years. Early in our marriage. adjustritents
made
,ird a i7.---reer mix
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so that our respective careers would work Ut' helps around the house, does
his share of cooking and anything else that needs to be dore. This allows us
time to de many extra things we enjoy; last year we vacationed in Kenya, East
Africa. lv working also allows us to have the money to do that type of thing
wli never we want to do it. It allows both or us more freedom than we could
possibly have otherwise
FINAI THOUGHT",

Beino- intelligent and a hard worker is not enough to assure success. You
oar be tilt. most creatIve person in the whole world, but if the talent isn't
needed Or if people aren't aware that it exists,
never go anywhere. A
lOt of shccess is based on luck: being at the right spot at the right time is very
ortant. This "right" spot is really being in the mind of the decision mak?r
at the time he is deciding. whom to choose to fill a slot. While there is luck
involved in havirJr the right position open up when yoa are ready for it, you
oar help the -11:ek- alono- by being sure your boss knows what your desires
and ambitions are. ',Vhile marchin7 in and applying for a promotion opportunity :hat opens up, may be a little too abrupt to be effective, there are plenty
of more sublle ways of making i known that you are interested in being considered

Den'. be deterred by ,:ertain myths that arise. The same characteristics
are often defined quite differently when displayed by a man and when displayed
a woman. For example, one ar:rument i-iven for not trory.:in,r wcmen into
inanafternent is that tbey subtly influence men_
stran:rt_, 1,ut, t'n::s ability in
rcaH:' ox:-.cutivos is called leadershii).
:-..n77.- 2 .y.ir te-ss

earr to :ak to him on a reasonahle, rational basis_
at your career :toals are and the time Schedlt,-accem_r_lishinc.- thorn. If you don't- tell bin:, he will never know' Re-nember, people don't bay-., ;lass beads, so other pebple csn't read their minds.
Think hi:- otd plar:
Tell

_

him wh

for

nt to do,

-v

WI":

ou don't think big for

no one

,

Alomr this line,

gorahac loct-ti-,:n is

will do

find t.":1a: most men -issume that a promotion to a

nossible for a ntr-trred woman beoause ber husband
n't be:n:7 offered a :neve to the same location: therofore the offer to the
woman iF7.7. anode It never occurs t'C' then-. that the de:ision to moye or not
7-0 move should he made by tho mcst likely candidate. For so-L:e reason,
wh,n a woman 4_5= inol".-ed, men wan: to make that decisien for her_
e rr
make tnat depisfen:
"*.X

Never be af.-aid to seek a:vibe. Yo-_: can't be sucoessfu' b yourself.
and remember people al-A-ays 71-ant to help_ Almost overyene is

-_-atterod by beimr asked for adt.--i,de and 7-ill respond ae.cord,r_gly.

JOB DESCRIPTION AND RESPONSIBILII1ES

Donna Ozern
Engineer
Colorirnetry ant: Sensitornetry Unit

Xerox Corporation, Rochester, New York

Colorimetry and sensitometry are my areas of specialization in the field
of optics. Basically, colorimetry concerns the quantification of color sensitometry involves the study of system responses.
ADMINISTRATIVE-TYPE RESPONSIBILITIES

I am responsible for the support of various projects within the C&S (Colorimetry and Sensitometry) unit of thc- Xerox Corporation. This includes
negotiation arid scheduling of completion dates with project engineers and the
person (or persons) performing the task. Another responsibility is the planning and maintaining of a computer program library ;3 nd card files. I have
also boon responsible for supervising an engineering aide and assisting in
the PERT planning of developmental efforts.
TECE:FICAI. AREA

My endneerinr functions incluce initiating and perfo:ming analyses, sumr.tarizing the conclusions and recor-endations in report form for distribution, as well as writing cornputer Trograms and providing ,.-.xtensive consultation.

An example of the type of analysis I ant invoh-ed in would be the inv esti.zation of the effect of various parameters (filters, lamps, documents, etc.)
on the Process response of systems. This might bc7 done to check the teasibilii7 of a Proposed vstem, improve a systems color copyability or its exPoz:ure. !'nother ex nple alorg this line would be the determination of the
theoretical and., or rt:al filter.= or filter combinations tic.h would: 1) provide
the mso-imum co:or copyability for a sy--tem with fixed enerc-v- levels, or '))
hr 7.-_atch one ,-..v.stem to --rther
-1,,ecific examples of s,2,2h anaLvsis -aould include s Ineoretical pho,zphor
blending s-tudy to aevelop a lam hith -Aould pro\ ide increased energy in a
dezrading its color coPyability. Another example is a spoctral set.siton-,etri: 7ilonte Carlo an.a1y---:'_s
oolor oopi.er.
In thr.
ye,ar,z, I Ir,ve been enersivl 1:- 5_7'47' 01 cod in the dove:op-men: of the re:er.:11: szinounced Xorox 6t;f3C; color corrier.. I hay,- orkE-d on

the design ar)d sPecificn.tions of the

I have aso -yorked or the idevelc=e-tt
ati

f or,

fi e7S, a r.C., C
7'2

ar-d have -.yr-it:en the
_

r'ed

771 at E.:1 a -S

same line I have provided extensive support to the characterization of colored
toners and colorants for the development of the toner specifications.
The computer programs that I rite and/or revise can be either of a general or very specific nature. The general programs are written to be as multipurpose as possible. Usually they are used for analysis irvolving large amounts
of data. A specific program is used to evaluate a component's adherence to
its sensitornetric specification based on its spectral response curve as measure(' en a spectrophotometer. The programs generally have "idiot-proofing"

an...

.:-Asion-making capability programmed into them. The output might conacceptable or 2) rejectable and why rejected. This capability will
al!ciu ..:ure evaluations of such materials to be made very quickly by a 1..erson with a very limited technical capability.

I have .'ry definite opinions concerning computer programs. I feel that
in the tralisition from the slide rule to the computer in engineering, the computer is not being used to its full capacity. Too many people use it as strictly
a large calculator. I feel that in standardized procedures, if an engin_or can
look at the numerical output of a program and make a decision on suen, then
the computer program can be written to evaluate those same numbe and print
out the evaluation.
Among my other duties I have had the sole responsibility for obtaining
acceptable colored materials in the Xerox color creation kit. This has included development of optimum materia!s, writing of specifications, liaison
work with the vendors and evaluating their facilities and technical capabilities,
explaining technical requirements, and when necessary translating these requirements into their terminology.

In a time of crisis, when materials were badly needed, I traveled to the
vendor and assisted in achieving acceptable colors and in "QCing" the materials as they were printed so that the delivery dates couid be met. This included consultation in revising their ink formulations when necessary.
My duties on this particular project are quite diversified. I get to travel,
attend a lot of meetings both in-house and outside of Xerox, meet a lot of
people, see how other crilnpanies operate, and provide consultation both in
and out of Xerox on the color creation kit.
'The traveling and vendor contact with this job are an interesting divrsion from my normal duties. In this position, being a female has resulted
in som' unusual experiences. Quite frequently, if I am traveling with a group
of men (such as from Frocurement, QC, etc. ), most motels will put the men
all together in one area and isolate me in anotner area. This is usually done
when we arrive. The clerk erases the room number given to me when the
reservations were made and replaces it with another. One clerk in New Jersey
went so flr as to put me in the only room visible from his desk, while the
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men were at the extreme end of the motel. The only way he could have put
me further from the guys would have been to give me a sleeping bag and put
me out in the parldng lot. We still haven't figured who room clerks in general don't trust, thc guys or me. (I'm curious as to why this policy is so
prevalent. )
Another common experience I have found when traveling to other companies as a woman with one or more men is that initially both the females
and males that you come in contact with treat you as an excess piece of baggage. All conversation, othr than "good morning" and introductions, is directed to the men. I have found receptionists and secretaries staring at my
attac4 case as if they are expecting any minute a steno pad to jump out (or
possibly a bomb to go off). The men generally change when the technical part
of the discussion is turned over to me. They find that I am a "technical expert" on the project and treat me as such. The women, on the other hand,
are different. When they serve the coffee and when I leave, some of them
actually stare at me as if I had three heads or had recently escaped from the
zoo. On repeat visits to these companies, the men immediately treat me as
engineer, the "technical expert" from Xerox. The women still tend to behave strangely.

When this first occurred, I was rather surprised. But after giving some
thought to it, I concluded that these are small companies (about 300 employees
or less) in small towns and that the girls p:.obably were brought up to believe
women were secretaries and men were engineers, and anything else had to
be some kind of freak or something.
Brth in my work experience at Xerox and in visiting other rompanieS,
have found that if you are technically competent, it does not take men long to
regard you as a competent engineer who happens to be a woman rather than
a "female" playing at engineering or one of those "Libbers."

The preferential treatment one gets traveling in this capacity is kind of

nice. In addition to the escorted tours of their facilities and essentially com-

plete attention when you talk, you dine in fine restaurants and sometimes get
little goodies to take home with you (samples of a..ir product).

At one place, ,vhen I rri out of cigarettes at a meeting the man in charge
sent someone out of the meeting to get me a pack of the brand I smoked. A
dedicated employee had given up a pack of cigarettes for me, as there was no
vending machine in the company. Another time, the plant manager at a company called home and had his wife pack me a box lunch to eat on the airplane.
as my flight schedule was such that I would not be able to have dinner till after
9:30 p. m. (as if I really needed any supper after the huge lunch I had eaten).
We stopped by his home to pick up the lunch when he drove me to the airport.
I find little things such as these quite enjoyable.
8
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A challenging aspect of this vendor liaison work is explaining the technical requirements of the kit. As the technical cal,abilities of a company can
vary' from excellent to almost nonexistent, it can be quite tricky coming down
to a level at which they can fully understand without overshooting the mark
and insulting their intelligence. To do this, you must remain very observant
of the reactions to everything you say (especially the nonverbal reactions).
Occasionally, the person(s) whom you are interacting with will say yes, they
understand everything, when in fact they don't understand a word you've said.
Generally, this only occurs in meetings where their upper management is
present.
As you can see, my .1 ork responJibilities and duties are quite diversified.
I find it to be both challenging and qiLu satisfying.
HISTORY

I did not enter engineering by the normal route. Fourteen years ago,
.,.hen I graduated from high school, the tendency was for guidance counselors
to direct girls with an inclination to the sciences and mathematics into careers
such as teaching, nursing, and dental technology. As I had no great desire
to get into these fields, I skipped college, against much protest, and married
:ny high-scl:ool sweetheart. By the age of 19 my career consisted of being
a housewife and mother of two children. As with many teen-age marriages
mine broke up, and since I had no plans for ever remarrying, I had to find
a \.ay to support and raise my two children.

I became a grinder and polisher of critical lenses in Precision Optics
at Bausch and Louth. While working thAt, my interests in science in genf'ral (optics specifically) were revived. I discovered a local college offered
an Associates Degree in optics and enrolled in the program. During the day,
,Aas a full-time student; eight hours a night, six nights a week, I was a lens
polisher; and on week endF I \.as a mother. It was a rather busy schedule.
Just prior to graduation, I enrolled in summer school at the University of
Rochester and worked cut a program \kfth the Fniversity that would lead me
to a BS degree in physic:.
Alter graduation I wz.:, employed as an engineering technician, grade 7,
in optical technology at ti. Nerox Corporation. l\ly ,ork for the next two
year s consisted of settin:,, up experiments in the laboratory, taking data, and
:naking spectral measur-eients of various optical components (lamps, filters,
lenses, documents, etc. ) on various equipment. During this time, I was let
out of the labs just long enough to meet and marry one of my coworkers. Then
I became extensively involved in the characterization of experimental highpressure mercury arc 7oui <.:es and was promoted to a grade 10.
In August of 1 969, I took a four-month maternity leave. Upon returning
tO Xerox, I st arted vori:Ing for a new supervisor in a different .rea. This
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was probably somewhat due to my demonstrating certain analytical abilities
just prior to my leave of absence. At first I was a little disappointed about
the change in supervisors, but later I discovered that as a manager he was
far superior to my previous one. lie not only spends extensive time helping
his people to develop their technical capabilities but gives them as much responsibility as they can handle and are willing to accept. (It is not usual fotengineering aides to be given the opportunity to participate in technical discussions at meetings. )

Ile points out arcas \vhere you can stand improvement as well as your assets. You might be told you should become more knowledgeable in a particular area as he finds and gives you references on the subject or he might tell
you to be more outspoken at meetings (to stand up and back tip your ideas).
In other words, he gives his people the direction and -he jpporturity to improve
their engineering skills and effectiveness. lie is a uck1er for documentation
hy the person doing the kvock. ile also happens to 1)(2 very competent in his
I hope you will excuse this slight diversion into a discussion of managers.
I just \t'anted to point out that a good manager can help you reach your full
potential as quickly as possible and a poor n,anager can hold you back and
make your career advancement very slow. lie leery or any manag-n- that insists on his documenting your work. In such cases your work may be utstanding, but no one will ever know. This also applies to maaagers who coauthor 111 their subordinates' 'work. In such cases, pee71e tend to think that
sir.ce he is the seMor author, he is drawing all the conclusioes anC making
all the recommen(ations and you are simply a data taker and manipulator.
Ilet,..,een December 1 f69 and June 1)71, my work became more analytical in nature. It consisted of providing; optical support hi the areas of sensitometry, eolorimetry, and radiometry. I took on tEe responsibility for C&S
data files and computer prograrts.
In June 1 97 I, I received my I3S in mathematics and physics from the Uni-

versity ef Rochester, and in July I was promoted to associate engineer. As
such, I continued to carry out various sensitometry and colorirnetry analysis,
v rote computer programs for such analysis, and provided consultation in
optical support to various X(...rox projects. Aly promotion to engineer, grade
5, the following ;July reflected the increased responsibility I had ..s>umed.
In 1V72,

I started taking cour;es in the ...Itister of Engineing program

at the Roehester Institute of Technology. At this time I hope to eventually
get an AIL degree in engineering management, or possibly an NIE in electrical engineering. The reasons for the minor indecision at this point are that
while I feel the managerneivt-type degree would be more beneficial in my
Career, I really prefer taking more technical courses than are required for
Inanar rlent deg,ree. The choice of elect rict,.I engineering as an alternatiN.e
1;
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is strictly a practical reason: electrical engineering is the field of engineer-

ing in which HIT offers a degree which most closely approximates optical engineering.,

COMBINING CAREERS

I have not had any difficulties being both an engineer and a wife and mother.
On occasion, people have tried to tell me that this is impossible. That if a
woman works she must automatically be neglecting her children, When this
occurs I quietly point out that I did spend some time at home being strictly a
housewife and was quite observant of other housewives. I saw that many, far
too many, were so wrapped up in their "kaffee-klatches," clubs, and soap
operas that the major part of the attention given the children consisted "go
out and play," "don't bother me," and so on. I also observed that as cit
grew older they were at school most of the day, and as they got still olde:
they became involved in so many after-school activities that they general].)
were gone till supper time. These obsecvations have led me to the conclusic:_
that a working mother who gives her full attention to her children a few hours
every evening and at least one day out of the week end is actually giving her
children more, and at times better, quality attention than many nonworking
mothers.

During the infant years, if a woman takes thl: time to look around sh.:: can
generally find a "natural" mother (the type who just adores giving attention to
young children) to baby-sit her child. In such a situation, the child is generally provided with far more attention than he could every need. Older preschool children can be put in highly qualified preschools where thr-y have constant professional supervision, regulated play and learning, association with
people their own size, and develop social skills.
SUMMARY

I enjoy being an engineer, wife, and mother and wotod not cw,rige this for
anything in the world.

Donna Ozern

Donna Ozern is an Engineer in the Optical Technology Section o7the Xcrox
Corporation. She has i)een extensively involved in the development of the recently announced Xerox 6500 color copier, and currently has sole rcsponsibilitv for the Xerox Color Creation Kit.
She received an AAS in Optics from Monroe Community College in 1967,
a BS in Mathematics and Physics from the University of Rochester in 1971,
and is currently taking courses in the Masters of Engineering Program at the
Rochester Institute of Technology.
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She is a member of the Optical Society of American, Rochester Section.
As a member of the Xerox Science Consultant Program, she teaches science
to inner-city children. In private life she is Mrs. Mitchell Ozern and the
Liother of three children.
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CAING UNLIMITED

Irene Cerswell Peden
Professor of Electrical Engineering
and Associate f:ean of the College of Engineering
lint.rersity of Washinpton, Seattle, Washington
11 i have the correct perception of our mutual functions here, we are all
ieterested in examining the reality of the proposition that engineering is a
ree.sonable, workable, Ti..otent.ially satisfying career choice for young women
to wake. I admit to being teillly persuaded that the statement is true. I
have not said that the road to success is obstacle-free, nor will I say that
at any time during the next 1mM-hour. It is worth the trouble, though, for
those who have
aptitude and interest.
Occupatiort s. are very important in our culture. They give us some unique
Ezatisfactions nut ot,tairede in any other way. They permit us to know that
we are of value in. our society. This is particularly true of an applied quantitPtive field like engineering. Put simplistically, your bridge stands or falls;
the radio you 11:!le either plays or it doesn't. I was hooked for good after my
initial e:perience a beginning electronics laboratory in college. We were
given a kit and a wieirig diagram with simple instructions. The job was to
pat together a little rn.etio set. This was back in the 1940's, when radio was
very bi,z end television was not yet an option. Three of us worked on this
task dueing the course of an afternoon, and when we ere finally ready to
throw the switch we ell held our breath. It played! All we got was Ma Perkins, an old-time soap opera, but it played. There are no words to describe
the r;atisfaction.
is this kind of success experience, which can be had at
any level of sophiMication and complexity, that sustains the engineer or scientist :.:ering the dry periods when nothing works (and there are plenty of

Oee's goi to hae success in some area of endeavor, and those of us who

tr) 'ike the science and math-based challenges can enjoy some very
7cte etoments of triumph. One does not have to do experiments; there
is lea_ satisfaction to be found in solving a math problem and knowing that
your solution is indisputably correct. The kind of person who likes to argue
a point of vicw in connection with a hovlessly complex problem that has no
real solution seems to go into law, political science, and so forth. The kind
of person who is attracted to engineering typically is pleased by the ability
to obtain well-circumscribed solutions to well-defined problems. It is perfectly realistic to gauge your degree of match to an engineering career in
terms of your liking for science and math in high school and early college.
The problems become more complex as your education and experience increase, I-:ut this is a step-by-step process that presumably will not leave you
behind. The good news is that the problems also become more interesting.
,

.
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7Iechanical aptitude has little to do with suitability for an engineering
ear( cr anymore. In some fields, such as mine, it won't hurt you, but it
ofl do you any good, either. Much of modern engineering is done in partnership with the computer, in a laboratory, or at a desk. Students who succeed
in engineering school are typically good at math, intelligent, and have rather
intellectual hobbies. Scientific curiosity, abstract reasoning skills, and good
spatial visualization are relevant characteristics. In common with other highlevel professional pursuits, engineering also calls for self-discipline, emotional strength, arid objectivity. One does not have to be terribly brilliant,
howe er, because engineering does not require more intelligence than any
other profession; just a different set of aptitudes and interests.

The situation is similar for women, and many women have these qualities.
Still, there have been less than 1 percent of them in the engineering population
during the recent past in this country. The reasons are cultural, in my view,
conformance to a stereotype of feminity -- a response on the part of young
'NOM ell at the age of career decision to nearly overwhelming societal pressures.
It is gratifying to see college women feeling more free to express themselves
now via career choice," nod commitment than used to be the case. It is my
hope that more and more of these young women will see themselves as potential engineers and that they will go on to succeed professionally. There are
more opportunities available to them than ever before; for example, choices
of jobs in new fields, promotion possibilities including management, support
for graduate studies, and the welcoming attitudes of universities with respect
to teaching and research positions for those who are so inclined and whose
life circumstances make this possible.
I want to come back to tLat point; for the moment, the thread to follow
concerns the role models that these young women would then become for women engineering students. More faculty role models for women engineering
students could not help but serve tht
interests of those students. We
can provide moral support in addition to technical information, helping to
sustain the woman student through periods of self-doubt, of lonelinesrir aid
unfamiliarity with the university environment, difficulty with husband or male
friend about the career choice, and other assorted personal problems, Most
of us have experienced them all in some way.

Trw earlier the exposure to one's role model the better, however, and
while the woman professor may play a part in assisting the student to stay in
school arr' ibtain her degree, her impact on initial motivation may be. small.
Female reiatives and family friends are excellent sources of inspiratilon for
many irls, and need not be engineers to serve this. funf_lion. My role model
was my mother, who had majored in mathematics in college an ' had taught
in country high schools before her marriage. Mother was ahead of him' time.
She had even takcn a course in surveying, just as a matter of interest, an(1
loved to tell her three daughters about her college and teaching days. As a
result, I had no particular negative feelings about math and :i.7ience, lilthough
!:1.)
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I did not turn on to them until relatively late. My parents had programmed
me to be a musician, so much time and energy went into practice and performance. Iligh-school chemistry, which I selected because 1 had to have a
saience (the word was that physics was too hard), captured my interest completely and I entered college as a chemistry major. Then I took physics, and
that waF it

Tay revelation was short-lived. In the early '40s, physics was still just
something physicists did; one had to plan to obtain a PhD and to teach in a
university. At 1 7, such lofty career goals were of no interest. My physics
professor was v...ry helpful at that point, and introduced me to the idea that
there was a four-year curriculum available in any of several applied aspects
of physics in %thich I had a good chance for success. Electricity and magnetism
were the aspeeta of that very clvssi.cal tmdergraduate course that had been
most enjoyable. here was some time lost in changing gears and making up
for lost time with prerequisites. It actually took 4 -1/2 years, includirr2,- two
summer-school sessions, before I obtained my I3S. This is not so unusual.
Rather few engineering students today actually graduate in four calendar years,
for a variety of reasons.
The chairman of the Electrical Engineering Department at my school
was a fatherly type, near retirement age at that time. Ilis well-intentioned
advice to me was that I go immediately to business school to learn shorthand
and typing. Ile was convinced that I would be much in demand as secretary
to an engineec. It was not a delibernte put-down. This was 1947, and he had
never heard of the professional success of any woman engineer. Possibly he
never did.
My first job was won after much persistence in the face of rejection and
dissouragement. The phrase "but we have never had a woman engineer before" was an acceptable reason at that time to refuse even to interiew you.
When I finally did get past the personnel office and into that of a chief engineer,
I learned that the position had been open for some time, and that small power
and light company was really desperate. No other qualified applicant had been
willing to work for such a substandard salary. In all fairness, I should say
that I had married and lost my fa:.ographie mobility by that time, a problem
not uncommon among professional women today.
I learned quite a bit on tiat job during the year and a half of association,
including the fact that the old Department chairman was on the right traca in
some ways. The temptation of the cnief engineer to turn me into his secretary
-.vas a real factor. Quickly, I learned to he a very bad typist , and on subsequent jobs I learned to say that I oid not know how to type at all.
We moved to California in 1949 so that my husband could go lo school at
Stanfosd, and I found a loa in the antenna laborato..y of a now-prestigious research institute that was then just struggling to its feel. My foaa years of
81
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undergraduate work were not sufficient to provide much insight into antenna
theory and practice, and my brief experience with the power company had provided no basis either. I started out with a Friden desk calculator doing computations for thc theorists; other awesome figures taught me how to do precision laboratc)ry measurements. I learned a great deal at first, and the Exalted
Ones '.vere really very generous with their time, explaining the nature and
goals of the projects insofar as I could understand them.

e clear rather soon that the same hand and finger skills that had
once threatened to make a violinist of me were very valuable for making precision measurements in the meter and centimeter wavelength ranges. The
equipment was small and easy to handle. Heavy boxes of electronics gear
could always be delegated to a technician to move around. In addition to fine
finger dexterity, I learned that I had the patience with detail and close work
that is said to be typical of women. It serves them well in sewing, knitting,
and so forth, and would do so equally well in other nonstandard but prestigious
fields now dominated by men -- surgery would be another example. The work
was fun, though frustratingly difficult conceptually. We had a higher standard
of living than most student couples.
It

;A

The marriage lasted through thr2e degrees (all his), but did not survive
beyond the final graduation. I continued to work, and eventually found that I
had reached the limit of my ability to learn the antenna business without sonic

formal structure. The really interesting, responsible projects were going to
those who had advanced degrees. For a whil I hung on, not knowing which
of the many unsatisfactory aspects of my life was accessible to change by
my own efforts. My personal life was lonely and unhappy after the divorce,
and the job held no further challenges that I seemed able to meet. Finally, 1
persuaded myself that a iaster's degree in electrical engineering was what
I really wanted, that it was within the scope of my capabilities, and that it
would get life moving again.

terflies in the stomach.

Thus I entered Stanford with high hopes and but-

To make a long story short, it was terribly difficult to be a student again,

at first. The workloads and pressures were enormous, and the undergraduate
material of ten years before was too out-of-date to be of any real help. The
first quarter was awful, but survival and success were swee'. By the end of
that year I couldn't quit. (Not bcing willing to quit may be a personality characteristic of women engineers. It certainly is where polar explorer types of
both sexes are concern( ) I was then over 30, and my Limited savings were
dwindling fast, but I v.as saved by the offer of a research assitantship in the
Stanford Microwave Laboralory. Four years later I had my PhD in that field,
and some teaching experience in the Electrical Engineering Department. !t
was the first PhD the Stanford Engineering School had ever given to a woran,
but I only learned that a couple of months ago. No one ever nirntioned it while
I was in school.
9 -)
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I was looking fo: a faculty position in the preaffirmative-action days of
1961, but no One was looking for a woman to fill such an opening. Some deans
and department chairmen would not even interview me, but others were willing to overlook this Obvious drawback, since I was clearly qualfied. Fortunatel, the University of Washington was one of the latter. The department
was staffed with dynamic people doing interesting things, good teaching was
viewed as favorably as research, and Seattle was Leautifill. It was a fortu-

nate choice, career-wise and personally. My true life partner appeared on
the scene only months after my arrival in Se:?ttle, and we were married just
a few months later, Ile had two preteenage daughters who spent their summers with us at first. Later, one of them came to live with us while she was
in high school. Both have been with us for a year or more at a time while
they were college students.

A faculty career is very t.rmsurning. We prepare and give lectures, develop new courses and curricula, advise and consult with students; write proposals and research papers, try to find a little time to just think about the
rese.areh, guide graduate students who work with us on projects, often administer our own grants internally, and serve on various kinds of committees
with the University and outside, in our professional areas, The faculty woman
typically also runs a home and may also manage her husband's social life,
It takes good health, a great deal of energy, strong commitment to all of your
goals, flexibility, and the right husband. The importance of having the right
husband cannot bc overemphasized. When there is trouble at home, with ail
the sul)sequent division of attention and energy, I do not know how it could all
be managed successfully. Neither do I know from personal experience how
one manages with small children, I do know that it can be done, from my
friends who have done or are presently doing it. There are women here at
this eonference who can ;hare such experiences with you. I admire them most
sincerely.
It seems safe to say that professional women, including faculty women,
obtain real satisfaction from their work. I know that this is true of women
engineurs in four western states. Five years ago, a colleague, Helen
L.
Bee, and I did a study for the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) that culminated in a lengthy report
The A cc ess of Technical Careers to Women in the West Coast Statesentitled
of the
l:.nlited States of America.
NI:; colleague, a woman, is a developmental
psychologist; thc merger produced some interesting resuhs, too many to reeoum here, From the responses of 59 women engineers to one of our questionnaires, we learned that 83 percent of them work for some degree of job satis'Some of the material quoted in this manuscript was taken directly from the
unpublished report. Copies can be obtained from Julia T. Apter, MD, PhD,
Chairwoman, IEEE Committee on Professional Opportunities for Women,
Rush Medical College, 1753 West Congress Parkway, Chicago, Illinois 60612.
Dr. Apter charges $2 to cover duplication and mailing costs.
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faction whether or not they need to earn their own living. Seventeen percent
were the only child in the family, which makes an interesting constrast with
the 6 to a percent of only-children in the general population. i.'orty-one percent had been the oldest child: hence the percentage of first-horns (onlies plus
oldests) in this sample is 58 percent; 40 to 45 percent would be expected in a
sample of college women.
The following summary statement about first-born individuals was produced by the psychologist: they tend to be higher on academic aehevemcnt
and motivation to achieve, but higher on affiliation -- that is, as 4 group,
first borns are likely to prefer being with people to being alone, particularly
in stressful iituations. There is also evidence that first-borns are more conforming, which might well suggest that first-born girls would be more likely
to select more traditional occupations or those in which solitary w(wrk is at
a minimum. We examined that in light of the perceived similarity between
the respondent and her parents.

For a woman to perceive herself as more like her father suggests that
she has identified with him and would be attempting to be like him in other
ways. There was a disnroportionate identification of the women engineers
in our sample with thei: thers in terms of their belief that they were like
him in personality and temperament, and 60 percent saw themselves as more
like him in intelligence. Perhaps the very high rates of first-born women in
our sample can be understood in these terms; these may be the first-born::
who did identify with daddy, and who, because of the greater emphasis placed
on achievement for first-borns, were more persistent in achieving their educational and professional objectives. It is also possthle that the girl who
could identify with her mother (or other female relative) and still choose an
engineering care.. r would find it less stressful to sustain that choice r our
culture.
There is no question in my mind that women engineers are re narkalAy
persistent. In another study done at the University of Wrshington several
years ago, the following pattern was found: each of 19 \N. omen engineering
students whose records were examined had a higher high-school grade point
average than the average of her male classmates. Typically, she experienced
more difficulty with academic performance in the engineering currculum than

they during the first year, as evidenced by her cumulative G. P. A. after three
quarte.s. It was observed that it was not necessarily those girls with the best
enterinty scholastic records who were the in,Ist successful Curing the freshman yea-, nor were they necessarily the women who eventually graduated from
the emf, uering cu ci.culum. Those who did graduate exhibited the gradual
cecovery pattern in their academie records that was lypical of male classmates.
It was clear that the girls wno selected engineering- had more difficulty
sustaining the choice than is typical of male students. After all, dt:rirL; the
years 1962 to 1967, from which these records were taken, enOneering was
9k
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vie Ned sociztlly as u deviant choice for girls. I am hopeful that this is less
so today. Although the attrition rate for all engineering students is high until
the third year, these young women appeared to become discouraged sooner
and more easOf than men. The ability to persevere is not a simple function
of scholastic so:e'ess as evidenced by grades.
I have commmted before on the role of faculty women in helping women
students over the rough spots and in giving visibility to the message that longrange goals are worthy of some short-range sacrifice. I am told that there
are about
ty of us in American engineering schools, not enough to go around.
Perhaps t. an be referred to as secondary role models. The primary model,
the one who is a factor in the original choice, was mother in my case, an aunt
in the case of my psychologist colleague, and might be a childhood tgacher
or family friend for someone else. High-school teachers were influential in
my earlier days, some as positive models and others as negative factors.
The college physics professor played a strong role. We did not have counselors in the schools or colleges in those days, so I cannot comment on their
possible role; I suspect it is an important one for many students today. We
asked our UNESCO study sample about the discouragement they had c.xperienced
from significant persons during their student days; 40 percent said they had
been discouraged by high-school counselors, 28 percent by college counselors;
spcciNo high-school teachers had been more supportive. I hope that there is
flO
mort, enthusiasm and support for young Nk omen when they express interest
in engineering. he jobs are there, and so are the jot) satisfactions.
There is a current tendency on the part of co:liege women to say that faculty -.omen of n:y generation are poor role models for women students, in,-;ofar as direct conlbat with sexism is concerned. We are not sufficiently
outspoken, it is said, and not militant enough in our feminism. Many of you
are students. I am sure you would agree that you have no responsibility to

meet the expectations of the faculty. he other side of that is that it is not
realistic to ask us to incet your expectations. Early in our careers we learned
that 'Ae had to worh terribly hard and try to de everything a little better in
order to stay e% en. We learnt::: to be terribly tactful, even charming, on the
Job, and to avoid confrontations that would wound
the male egos of peers and
superiors. That was Professional survival, and some degree of such adaptation can still smooth the path to success for all of us.
.Iztt you can do is
try to sort out for yourselves those of our characteristies th.it have relevance
to your ottn lives. Although we typically did not have our consciousness
raised ory early in life, many of us have moved our points of reference
considerably in recent years. One thing that hasn't changed is our desire to
`sk

help you along the road to academic and professional success any way tve
can, and to cheer for the exciting opportunities that are available to you.

Engineering is a fine ca:eer choice. If you have already made it, stand
Iy if. If you are in a position to recommend it to i qualified, tqlt nted, and
interested girl, don't hesitate. The water's fine.

1,(ne (.. Pedt,n
Dr. Peden ionied the faculty of the Fniversity of Washington m Vitil nd
has developed courses in radio science, electromagnetic theory. and microwave te iii qus
research interests are in radio science vvith applica.
tIWIS tn the polar regions, and she is the author of a number of publications
in this field; she was the fir:st American woman engineer scientist to live and
work in tile interior of the Antarctic continent (1.970).
I I

:-.he holds the BS degree from the l'inver..sity of Colorado dnd the MS and

l'hD degrees from Stanford Fniversit:, all in electrical engineering. Iler
earlier work irn:luded two years with the Delaware Power and Light Cenipany.
at Wilming-to.. before joining the staff of the Stanford Research Institute,
rk, Californ. a,
e :.he worked on antenna problems. From 1!!5$
to 1!,1,1 she ...as a research assistant in the Stanford Microwave Laboratory,
develoning measurement tc:chniques for microwave periodic circuits.
Dr. Peden is z) senior member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, the tirst woman to chair a secticm of that organization. She has
served on the Editorial Board of the Proceedings of the IEEE, and is now a
tni) et- of the Educational Activities Board, the LAB Minority Committee,
the (.;ominittee on Professio.lal Opportunities for Women, and the Educatkm
c)mmittee of the (;roup on Antennas and Propagation of the IEEE. She represents 1EFE (in Visiting ( ,immittees of the Engineering and Accreditation Committee to: the ,:ivineers Council for Professional Development.
Dr. Pe(len is a senior member of the Society of Women Engineers k SWE)
and a past-chairwoman ot the I .1cific Northwest Section, other niemberships
include American Women in Sciencetkmerican Association for the Advancement of Science, Tau Beta Pi, SIgmr. Xi, Mortar Board and the American
(;eoph.\sical Union. 11er many honors in;lude the Alpha Chi Omega National
Award of Achievement in 1h72 and the Pr73 SWE Achievement Award. She is
a member of the Advist rv Council to the School of Engineering of Stanford
1.niver,:;itv antl f thc National Advisory Drug Committee )1. the Food and Drug
Adinniistration. and has, been a consultant to I.NES(._k) on the Access of Women
to '''et..:17iical Carter.- in the 'West Coast Region of the I nited States (1n611),
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I WOULD NOT HAVE BELIEVED IT !

Carolyn F. Phillips
Senior Engineer
Division of Industrial Hygiene
New York State Department of Labor, New York, New York

If someone, during my last year as an undergraduate mechanical enginec.'ing student, had tried to tell me that 10 years later I would be a licensed
professional engineer practiciAg in a field I had never heard of and currently
fighting for a leave to do postgraduate research work involving animals, I
would have assumed that they were completely out of their minds. But how
true it turned out to be. However', let's go back and start at the beginning,
if I earl figure out where that was!
I grew up as an only child, in a household where there was a real do-ityourself attitude toward repairs, as a rroney-saving method. I always had
an interest in how things worked, what made them tick, and preferred my
cousin's train set to my dolls. An avid reader, I found out in junior high
school that science and mathematics were by far the most interesting of the
required subjects, and in addition, I was interested .:.n art.
I was fortunate to attend one of the better academic high schools in New
York City, with opportunity for extra courses in math and science as well as
special subjects, such as advertising art. I was encouraged by my mother
to look for a field of study that would lead to a good career. My mother had
only had the opportunity for an eighth-grade education and, my father having
died when I was three, she faced the necessity of a lifetime of work tlIPt she
was not well prepared for and had not expe cted. She strongly feh that, if at
all possible, I should have the background for an interesting, well-paying
career in ease it should be necessary or I should desire it, married or not.

One of my first interests was commercial art, and while considerir
that I also came up with the idea of a drafting career. A t this point in
I had no contact with engineers, knew little of the field, and probably c.
sidered it slightly "far out." I found that there was another girl in my class
interested in the same types of things, and we requested permission to take
the mechanical drawing course as one of our eleclives. That request provel
to be the first stumbling block. "That's part of the boys' shop-course program. You can't take that." We asked around and found that the teacher was
a woman, actually an art teacher who became a draftsman during World War
II. Armed with that fact, we tried again with the guidance counselor, managed
to get her support and eventually permission to take the course, which we both
enjoyed; but we began to realize there was a lot more interesting work behind
the drafting. Thus the idea of engineering became important.
I had never heard of SWE, which was in its early stages at that time, but
wrote to engineering schools for information, tried to find people who knew
.
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engineers, to get some more details, invaded the librcry, and bev.r: to be
convinced that was what Pd like to have a go at. After all, it combined my
interests in math and science, even touched on the art interest, and tied in
with my interest in how and why things did work.
While there were some people who tried to discourage the idea of studying
engineering, the second real stumbling block came when I found that some of
the engineering schools in the New York City area did not accept women lindergraduate students. (This has since changed!) I was fairly restricted te the
New York State boundaries due to the Regents Scholarship I had, and because
of other financial factors, a school that was within commuting distance was a
better choice. This was helped by the number of schools in New York (-ity.

The decision narrowed down to City College, a large city-supported engineering school with no tuition charges, or Pratt Institute, a small school
where about 50 percent of the students lived on-campus, with a good reputation
in engineering as well as art. The de-scision was made when Pratt offered onie
scholarship help, and I became a commuter to Brooklyn. I found it a tough
curriculum, p)enty of work, but challenging and interesting. There were some
minor problems (the school wasn't used to women engineering students), but
fortur..Ately there were three (:);. us in the mechanical engineering program. A
few professors delighted in 'making life difficult, but we found our classmates
friendly and helpful, and even an initial problem with gym classes turned out
to be a benefit for us sim.-7e we were allowed to take fencing and life-saving as
substitutes. The guys in the classes (a good percentage recently back from
Korea and studying under the G.I. bill) stood up for us to one professor who
delighted in ernbarra.2..sing us, and they thought it great fun when an older
professor almost panicked when he saw three girls walk into his machine shop
to use the equipment (we proved that we could run the lathe if shown how, and

that our forged c:isels were usable).

By my junior yenr in mechanical engineering I was becoming very interested in the nuclear field, and somehow managed to find a summer job at the
Atomic Energy Commission's Health and Safety Laboratories in New York,
doing drafting and some limited design work on parts that were built in the
shop next door. Those machinists sure didn't hesitate to ask pointed questions
when the drawing didn't make sense! While I learned nothing more about the
nuclear field that summer, I at least had an introduction to the AEC and some
of its workings.

Job hunting became another problem during our senior year. Many of the
companies that came to the campus did not want to talk to women; some of
those that I wrote to sent polite replies but had "good" excuses for not offering
interviews. One was that I was too young; one company even required that my
mother sign a form since I was under 21. I managed to get a job as a reactor
engineer for the AEC at their New York Operations Office, and happily went to
work. (The other girls in my class also had job difficulties -a n d did not get
them until after graduation. )
98
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I worked on various SNAP (Systems for Nuclear AuxiLary Power) projects
a project engineer, visited work sites, and the various odds and ends
that junior engineers in an organization get to do as they learn the ropes. I
discovered I
given inereasing responsibilities but was not considered eligihte t'or a trainin,; program for young engineers involving periods at such
Haces as Olk, Ridge and ArJonne National Laboratories. The real reason
that the wore afraid I wouldn't stay long enough (I'd get married and leave),
though othei reasons were given. They did have a tuition reimbursement plan,
start ,q1 en a Naster's degn,e at New York University, at night, in the noel ,ar engineering program, By my second year I was beginning to wonder if
really what I wanted to spend a lifetime at, but before I came to a firm
th0 A EC suffered a periodic budget cut anri instituted ;1 RIF (Reduetien
Yorc(s); being the low girl on the totem pole, I was given a RIF notice
and st:Arted job hunting and rethinking my goals and interests.
est igated a number of areas that I might be qualified to tackle, had a
offers in the nuclear field, and looked into the computer areas. Then by
rhance, someone suggested that I go to the New York State Employ.:nent Office,
which had a section for professional people. I decided I hal nothing to lose, so
I went, and ainfmg the jobs that were possible was something that they c .1led
Industrial Hygiene Engineer. My immediate reaction was "What is it'.'"; but
the interviewer knew only th-,, brief description listed, which sounded int:resting, as it involved field work and seemed to have a good deal of variety. We
made an appointment for an interview with the chief engineer, though he was a
bit doubtful about a girl. I became fascinated with the job
the basis being
the prevention of occupational health problems through engineering evaluations
and control -- and he was interested in hiring e. However, he said one poss:ble problem involved the mines. They were the responshdlity of the group,
hut there was an old superst;tion among ITliVers about letting women underground. We discussed the problem, and thcn he asked if I minded climbing
or heights, My answer was "No," and he said some of the men were afraid
to elimb and wouldn't, so that if I'd do that he guessed it would work out evenly,
and I was hired.
This was the turning poim for me, and I've been in that field ever since.
I switehed iii Mast?r's program to the civil engineering curriculum, with the
sanitary engineering option and an air and water pollution emphasis, So I was
:In industrial hygiene engineer, doing work mainly on air pollution problems in
industry within New York State, as an employee of the Labor Department. We
did a fair amount. of stack sampling and somehow this got written up in the Department's papc r and picked up by the NEW YORK TIMES, and there ensued a
spate of articles with such title.; as: "She's Up in Smoke," "She's Climbing in
Her Career as an Engin, -r," Woman Rises in Man's Position," and "Woman
state Factory Inspector Reaches Heights in a Man's Job. The last title
aused some consternation at work, as there was an inspection group, and
we always had made sure we weren't considered a part of them. Hut I learned
that writers do put words in your mouth that you see only when the item is
printed. These even led to an appearance on "To Tell the Truth that was
great fun even it I was a nervous wreck (but they guessed me!).
unci1

ue
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finisned my evening studies, reeeived a Master Of Civil Engineering degree in 1964, and hegan studies for the professional eng..neering license that
would be necessary for further promotions because of the involvement Lf our
division in plan review of exhaust systems for control purposes in industrial
installations. I had foolishly figured that I wouldn't need the P. E. license in
the nuclear areri and had not taken the Engineer-in-Training examinations
when I first gradua.,ed, so I had to go hack to the beginning and take all three
parts. Finally, I did get niv lieense, in 1967.

About 1968 or '69 I realized that there were a number of gaps in my hack;.,.rmind that I'd like to fill in. Because of the interdisciplinary nak.ure of the
,.york, felt I needed better background training in some areas: engineering,
felt that I had found the field for rue, that it was a
me -heal, and laboratk)rv.
relevant career that zillowed ni, tO tala constructive act:on in today's society,
hut tliat my scope needed to be broader. .:,11 a:ong, I had been sent by the
State to speeial courses in pollution control, noise eyaluation, and such subjects, hut felt the nef.d for a coordinated program. After some investigati-in
of local facilities I enrolled I-. evening or late-afternoon courses :3t the New
li)rh Iniverstv post-Graduale Medical School's Institute of Environmental
`-siedicine. After a year or so of this part-time study one of my professors
asked what I intended to (1o; was this it. or was I interested in going on for the
Phi). I hadn't given too much serious thought to that aspect until then but began to do some asking around about potential research projects and possible
funding, ;Ind to investigate the possibilities of a leave :7.f absence to do the
worh. This brings us hack to the point where I started tl-ris paper: I would
not have believed it, would you?
It took a good deal of dise ission and argument regarding benefits to the
Ihvisiun and the State, doubt about my return, and many other points before
I was able to get a leave of ahsenc( for a two-year peciod to do potential
Phl) research, hut I was suceessful. In October of 1970 I enrolled full-time
in a joint program of the Institutc of Environmental laedicine and the Graduate
!..ngineering School at NYU for a PhD, through the Department ot Civil Engineering. 'dy research project was to involve the development of equipmeni
for conducting the researeh experiments to evaluate the effect of mass eon( entritions of re:,pirable-dusts inhalation on the clearance mechanisms of
the lung. Since dust inhalation is frequently the cause of occupational disease,
this project 'A'aS directly job-related.
I

I

I

began studies in toxicology, various environmental problems, and special ;inalytical techniques, and became engrossed in the development of the experimental equipment, The innalation studies were conducted by using radioactive, taggf,d aerosols along with coal and iron-oxide dusts on miniature
donkeys, with the data being taken via external detection of gamma ray emissions. Just picture an engineer, city born and raised, taking blood samples
from a donkey!
I have no.,k retuen«1 to New York State as a senior industrial hygiene ('ngineer and ani trying to complete 01,, .vrite-up of the thesis. The job now includes
i) 0
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evaluatIon of -..:thIstrial M!-Iallations, examination uf c(Auplex plans for ex;ind actu:d im-lallatimis for cornplianee ,gith
Lv-;
Z1S
with the inedieal and laburatory personriel on evaluation of pntential effects of ervironn-.ontal tnxicants, required samp:ing techrr.:iues and effective rc-ans of control, planning of joint field visits, and subsequent data analysis. Supervisien of field teams often becomes humorous
some nf the junior 110*0 are ,ilder than I or we have a joint visit with a
woman doctor, rivale nur.se, and hoth niaie and female engineers. I've noted
that We plant engineorl-, nr iminagors z,ften forget which of the men have been
there reel nth; but
rememher me. That can he good or had, depending
Orl the report we submitted and its requirements.
itaw-t

During my two ears :it sellout I did 501114' work as a consultant in the
field: planning survevi-, cnnducting field sampling, and making recornmt.ndathins fur fli:iineering ennt rol;-:. This helped give in:- a slightly different perspective than I had from inv work for the State government. All through
t,
.inhs I have b, en active (Jr becnine active in professional groups sue!)

ASNIE (1ne, hani il engineers), A PHA (public h(alth), ACGIII iindustrial
hygien('), and of nurse
Pin currently husy as a inernber of the
Sz:fetv Divisinn's I;xecutive Cummittee (which Motu les oc('upational health),
and an Intersociet,,' l'imimittee on Partieulate Sampling, and as Vne-Presith,nt of
Those activities have been most heneficial, both personally
and professionally, and I plan to rontinue them. Presentations of papers,
sernnars, and leading meetings have all added to rny professional growth.

Wirq's the next step') I do not know, but I'm ouite positive that it will not
bo dull and have learned that You can make ehanges, that one curriculum does
nnt lock you into a career, that sometimes changes must he made afterward,
when you are bettor able to grasp the tutal picture and know what you want
ye.mr life-stYle to he. I./Joking hack, I have often realized that the turning
pnint fur nie was probably the RIF notire. As much as it shattered me, MOrrlf.,ntaril,:-, it v., IAS an event that fore id new thoughts and decisions. It resulted
in a totally new eareer that I w()uld never have thought nt and might never have
knuwn about.

At t;rnes, perhaps, I'ye had to be on my toes a little more than my nude
counterparts, be ready to overcome sow.- problems -- discriminations that
don't exist for a mon
some prejudices. But the harriers have crumbled,
fewer doors are clnsed, and I've learned it's easy to command respect from
male associates in general. both as a lady and as a professional. I have fnund
that sometimes I can znal-a' 0 «mtribution ho 1.11S(' uf differences in psychological makeup, combining them with training and aptitude to help find a unique
snlution to the problem nf the moment.

In conclusion
despite any stumbling blocks, tempnrarv harriers, and
son'J, eontinuing antagonisms in coworkers in some areas, I've found engineering a multifaceted career with all kinds of potential, a lot 0:-. rocwi for imprnve91
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:-unji Li-yf.ptance of engineers (in general, not iust
fhll of fun, challenge, and fascination.
pre1
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colyn F. Phillips

1\lisi; Carolyn I:. Phillips, specializing in industrial hygiene and air polLirion control engineering, -:upervises engineering field teams in conducting
complete industrial plant evaluations, from in-piant health and safety to surveys (incliiding sainpling for contarinnants) Of plant emissions. ller responsil.i lilies also inc lade the t raining, for office and field, of nc..w industrial hygiene

:-he examines plans awl installations of exhaust systems for Loinpliance
with the labor law. Industrial codes, and sound engineering practice, approving
p:-oposed insthllations or making, reconmendations for revision or redesign.
She evaluates process operations to discover possible ill effects to workers
pollution control methods and
from industrial health liazards and checks
techniques to d:terrnine compliance with rules and regulations Of the Department of Environmental Conservat,on. Ifer work requires coordinat(on with the
state Nledical Department and the Chemistry Laboratory in pint engineering,'
medical field visits and data compilatif m and analysis.
She rtceived her liME from Pratt It-r-titute in 1960 and her MCE (Sanitary/
Nuclear) from New York Lnlyerstv in 1:164; she has completed hor Phl.)
studies and research at l`lew York I. niversity. She is a registered professional
engineer in the State of New York, and was !;reviously a reactor engineer at
the New Y(Tk office of the S. Atomic Energy Commission and a c:msultant
to nvironmental Analysts Inc. , of Garden City, New York.

Miss Phillips has written or coauthored numerous scientific papers and
art.cles; she was an invited participant in the 1 li66 International Conference
on Atmospheric Emissions from Sulfate Pulping, sponsored b the I...S. Public
Health Service.

lier professional affdiations include senior membership in the Soeiety
of \Vonien Engineers ( vic:-.prosident. 1972-74) and membership and committee
work in the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the American Public
Health Association, the American ihdustrial Hygiene Association, and the
American Conference of Governmental Industrial Ilygienist..;.
She is also active in the :Metropolitan Synod Youth Ministry Committee,
the A;..ipalaehian Mountain Club, and the International 0(...eanographic Fouridatiiin.
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AT11TUDES ABOUT AND OF PROFESSIONAL WOMEN: NOW AND THEN

Vera Pless
Research Associate
Project MAC

Massachusects Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts
1 reeeived my PhD from Northwestern University at about the same time
my first child was born, and we moved to the Boston area because iny husband
accepted a position at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. I was :)
lecturer at Boston t7niversity when my two older children were young. This
was a part-time teaching position. For those of you planning families and careers, I think You should consider w1-1;n in your career is a good time to have
( hildren, and as much as is possible work full time. In academic areas a
continuous career is expected, and it is very difficult to return after an abseil( o. Until this situation is changed, as I think it should be both for women
and men, I think you should be aware of it.

After five years at B. U, , I felt that I must return to research. The first
time I realized that professional life was really different for a woman was
when I looked for a job. I received replies like "Don't you know this is a
men's college?" (there was awomen's college attached to it) arid "You don't
look t- sigh enough to teach men," or "The last wGman we hired here did., ."
and this was followed by items like how well she computed or s'tle was not innovative, as though all women were alike. In facing these problems, I felt
iso;ated; nobody was concerned, and I knew no one in that position. I accepted a position as research mathematician at the Air Force Cambridge
Research thoratories. It presented me with a good opportunity to do the
type of research which I enjoyed very much. This was in the area of erro.correcting codes, a mathematicaltopic with practical electrical engineering
applications. I enjoy both activo mathematical research and the challenge
presented by practical pt.obletns. When my laboratory was closed last year
joired the M. I.T. Electrical Engineering DeparLment, working in computer
sciences for Projoct MAC.
The main impediment to a womaros pursuing a professional career is the
well-nigh universal assumption that she will not. The assumption is that she
will marry and stop her professional activities. If she continues with her career while married it is assumed that the arrival of children will terminate
or seriously slow down her activities I believe ihat we must all fight these
assumptions in every wav possible both in ourselves and in others.

The best course for a woman herself to follow is to pursue a career contiruously, whether or not she has a family. A man does not need to choose
between a career and a family, and a woman should not be faced with such a
choice either. A woman sho.uld realize that it is important to pursue a career
in adult life, that it is much mcr .. difficult to resume a career after an extended
93
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(although this latter is more diffielt than it needs to be). If she
marries, this attitude should he shared by her husband. She should not leave
liLJnce that things will n.ork themselves out. Ihought also should be given
it t
to the timing of the hirth of children. At certain times, from both professional
:ind economic views, children are less disruptitc to a career than at other
interrupt

times. Thls might involve the p()stponernent of children.
In .1.dd1tion to the woman's awareness of her own career, she should be
ay.-are of the attitudes around her toward w(fflien. She will have to ign ire Li
great numher signais telling her that certain oaths are closed to her. She
will have to pursue her goals, on manv occasions, on her own initiative and
the encouragement that a man would receive. Men are more often eneou rag, d to present papers at professional meetings than women are; they are
more often encou-aged to apply for fellowships. They are more often advised
to apply for the best possible positions they could occupy. Many times women
are advised to make do with second-rate positions because it is felt that they

not serious abont a career, or that a woman, whether she is serious or

n,.;t

inst would not he considered.

A womr:An should not he deterred by all-male institutions. She should attempt to en`er them. When silV sees predominantly male departments in our

,ini,...ersities, she should not lake this as a signal that she has no place there.
She will he doing herself and all women a servne if she can get in. So apply
for the st positions and fdlowships '1/4-u can. Some of you will make it and
1,kon't. At least vmi will have tried,and if many won en try, women will
n,t those positions eventually. It is fir your own sakes and for the benefit
cannot oyerempaasize the importan: e of role models for women. If
v.-mnen are present in the scimces at universities, women students will believe they too can be achievers if they work hard and have the ability, the
men faculty menthers will have different expectations for their women students,
and the men students will regard women as professional also. If a young
woman wants to marry, have children, and pursue a career, she should have
examples to pattern herself by. She should have people to go to for guidance
and counsel. I doubt that most men faculties could fill that role. Women on
the faculty could also act as advocates for women; not all women will, but it
is inore likely that a woman will. The presence of women will stop the un,-onscious signals given to women that they cannot succeed. Nothing else will.

Needlens to say, women in important positions in industry could be the
neces:,;ary role models for the yotinger women in industry. Another impediment to the advancement of women is their absence from the buddy system.
People get job offers, positions on important committees and so on, based
merely on a phone call from one friend to another. The qualifications of all
possible canciidates are not weighed; just a name is mentioned in a friendly
conversation. This is the buddy system, and unfortunately women are not
often mentioned. If there are women in top positions, they ('an give input to
1)-i-
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the nomination of women for good positions. When all things are equal,
special efforts by and for women will hopefully not be necessary, but until then
we all have to give women all the push we can..

Vera S. Pless

ra S. Plebs is a Reseat

Associat.: at the Massachusetts Institute of
She received
1-113 degree in 1 949 and
MS in 7llathematies in
hoLli at the University of Chicago, and a PhD inan
mathematics at NorthUniversity in 1957.

i.r.....(ygy.

-

in 1957 she joined Boston University as a lecturer.
From 1961 to 1972
she was a research matht tilatician at the Air Force
Cambridge
1.aboratories. She received the 1969 Marcus O'Day Award for Research
best AFCRL.
research paper of the year and in 1971 the Patricia Kayes Glassthe
Award
for
the best scientific contribution throughout the Air Force by
a woman.
She is married and the thothe t. of three children, ages 6 to 16.
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MODEL OUTLINE

Margaret Pritchard
Consulting Industrial Engineer
Portland, Oregon
INTHOijijCTION

One of '..he important facts of life to a career-oriented individual is the

ever-preseat resume. A resume, to get the job done and literally "get the
job," should tell the important and interesting first -- immediately after your
name, rank, and serial-number information. Don't make the mistake I did,
early in my career, by trying to impress them first with the fact that I was
a high-school newspaper photographer when they were looking for my enginering qualifications (which I had put at the bottom of the page).

Therefore, I am going to record my engineering dossier for you in reverse order. This tells you a bit more than Dr. Matthews did, about my
current activities. Taking this as the top of the tree I shaA retrace my engineering career to its roots -- my basic characteristics and education.
2

PHESENT SITl!A.TION

ndicated to you, presently I am a self-employed consulting industrial
engineer. The current project is ecology-oriented in that I have developed
a wastewater treatment system that recycles water for the large commercial
laundries and some food service industries. (Other applications are waiting
in the wings to see if the system can handle their effluent also.) Earlier I
used the word design; to clearly define this term let'; say I modified existing hardware and married existing systems to get the job done after I had
broken the problem down into components that could be handled by each of
the systems that were part of the marriage. The big mistake others have
made in the past was attempting to handle the waste in total rather than as
components.

As a consultant I work not only in wastewater treatment but also in all
other facets of industrial engineering, such as inaterial handling problems,
methods analysis, job description and evaluation, and most important -- engineering management and training. At the present, due to its national impact, water pollution solutions are taking the major portion of my time.

My extracurricular activities tend to be engineering-oriented. At present
I am cochairman cf the 1973 Joint Engineering Management Conference, in
St. Petersburg, Florida, October 25 and 26, 1973. This conference is sponsored by the management groups of eleven of the engineering societies. I
participate as a member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
The conference is for engineering managers and vice-presidents, providing
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information and educatior, in up -(71ting !heir skills. The theme of the conference is the Impact Of Competitive Tef hnology on Engineering

'Management.

Next year the conference is in ',Iexico City and I have the dubious honor
of being general onference chairnian. (Do I heur any offers
to help.' No,
just like the arn;y - - don't volunteer')
\r-1 ust in case you are wondering what I do with rny sparo tirne,
I still
play with that camera left over from high school. Then,
as
a
nati\
e
(iregonian, I erOov wilderness hiking. And now, if my colleagues
promise not
to laugh, I en;.:,y travel
foreign travel. With that comment I close that
portion of T:lv resume which has the heading; Present Situati('n.
3.

PJ'.1111)I.A1

E'111'1,017\IENT

Prier ft hanging out my shingle as a eonsultant, was employed
as a
plant industrial engineer, working for a national chainI of
large
industrial
laundries. Before leaving the company I was reporting directly
to the chairman of the hoard Of directors and president and carried a business
card with
the title Corporate Review Engineer. My job in this capacity
required that
I visit the 12 company plants twice each year and audit the engineering
function of eaH( plant, much in the some way you would audit the fiscal/financial
function. I'll givl you one guess as to who designed the
audit system and
format. ( My one objection to role modc.s is the
horn-blowing
tenure in this job was three years and I worked with six other aspect.) NIy
men, of cotJ.se! A human interest point aboui one of those sixengineers -a Hindu, so not only dia we have to adjust regarding the "He mem he was
versus
the "She Engineer," but basic philosophies and attitudes wereEngineer"
involved.
Our
secretary had to explain one shouting match to clients in the fover.
lier
(-eminent Was "They work well together really!" Ours were just friendly discussions but carried on the higher decibel range of India and femininity.
During this period in my career my extroeurricular

activities included
the 'Soriely of Women Engineers with assignments
involving.science-fair judging and guidance activities with JESSI (Junior Engineers
and Scientists Summer Institute, a two-week

summer program for high-school juniors and seniors giving them insight into a teehnically oriented college experience).

Back to the job history. My reasong for leaving this job was that the
c(impany closed out its engineering department and went to service by outside
engineering consulting firms. So I became a consultant.
4.

E7d1'1,0V.VIENT

This category on a resume is a catch-all, with main emphasis on jobs
that are applicable to your rhosen field of endeavor.
TIvrefore I shall start
this brief section with eight years as a valuation and :napping
:.lerk for
an electric utility company, designing and mapping transmission
and distri97
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...ition lines for electrie power, working with and for engineers. Alv reason
v.as to return to school to finish my engineering :--;tudie*
te;i-,,-in/
p.ant ziU b, c,,..-ered in detail in the section regarding 4-.ducatie)n.)
r employment included eight years in the stock market as head clerk
T.:0:1;h:Lr f;irni in their local office; also three Years spent self-employed
!Or
.

a.<-

f.10:-,h.t.;11tT' !or ther:,.peutic toys. One summar as a fire lookout, and

Li

newf-; serviye; arid sin-e this is not a :;obhistor; for
No more tows.

suminer
1Y. ;.leararn

i--L( eur-

l'i:; :-;tepping here

Por per.sonal and ecorionlie reasons, the ,Lsduezttion of this engineer is a
patchvvork

hours, hut

firS \.car

high school was limited to 3
managed to finish in four Years wPh my class.

1)()110 ntle: DU!' ^o p0h0

p(sint Two:

mother and I fought and %VIM x victory in g(ttin,2, me enrol-

d in inechani, al engineering, preparatory rather than home economics or
o.:7;riLereial 1-wIrsi.s. This is where my natural talents intended me to be.
A tir!!r. 'Intl.', is Hat it was during wartime and the niechiinical-drawing teacher
we still had a fight
wctran
schwd, family cireunistances
P.amt f'nree: Upon eonlplet ion of
the lahur nuirket h, IiiconLe family breadwinner. This meant
'L'or
en;!,ineering education was forced into the nu:Olt-school channel, with its
lie:!ted
Hiint

IL>uring my tenure wttl... the electric utility company I was

\,..crking with etwineers, drawing L'.;2-L-i00 less-ear.
per. This rankled to the
p,.ant 'hat I Inok thy load, quit a $77,1,11)-per-year joh,and went back to college
a-, a "mature student." In 4: iet, the fellows in ('n,ss with me called ale "Ala':
Ill()W.,h, whi'n One uf the guysrwiy ,s had a baby and they
tlh
nnknalue.
chang,e
..,.anted
Vtift" tHi!Crttir.,11 never eease:.: EN.arnple:
'oint rive.
'.viirking with :.vastewater treatnnnt, an industrial engineer had to reeducate
.

1

'if in Lairiim'y engineering.

ll,'n 'her('

the 'onsfa.nt process or up-datitrz, in the fields of new techin'scr Illihti Ica:11.111:21

yornparison with s()11-,0 of my friends in engineering, mine lias basically
(-xpl-rii.act-. I have already mentioned the one instance of unpAy whiih Lj,.ay(push to gr, back to school. In retrospect, the
ot'ner situations worth :nentioning involved two professors: One who used the
:.,a5, to disuadi Tn,,, arid another who thought he could drive rne
failed because of my follow classmates'
clio-s ,.vith dirty 5;1_,aii

thrtn to 'ask for i'.

11)8

A final situation many of the girl engineers have run into is inadequate
rest-room facilities that prevent hiring a woman. I solved this one for my
future employer by asking him to install a signal light over the door. Needless to say, the guys in the office changed the color of the light from white
to red within my first week there. Office horseplay doesn't come under
E. E. O. C.
7

"PUBLISH OR PERISH"

This the axiom of the teaching side of the profession has carry-over
in practice to some degree. Therefore it is essential to be -able
to write and
and speak comprehensively. Aly career to date includes several publications,
not of the quality and quantity of my colleagues' here. 1\Iy problem is I
prefer to get my hands dirty with problem solving rather than with a typewriter
ribbon.
8.

REWARDS

Being an engineer is being a member of one of the world's la/Test fraternities oflike minds and attitudes. This is one of the prime rewards of being an engineer. You can really "plug in" when you're with the engineers.

The other rewards are monetary and a sense of accomplishment. The
monetary tends to take third place in this list of prime
rewards; challenge
and accomplishment are second on my list.
BASIC TRAITS

In the introduction to this paper I stated that I would trace my career
from the present back to its roots
my education and basic charar-teristics.
I have covered education briefly, so that leaves basics.

have often said I was born to engineering as a musician
music or
an artist to painting. 'My basic engineering talent,was obviousisbytothe
time I
was four years old. -Aly ability to construct and destnict toys and furniture
plus the inquiring "why" and "how come" that kept my mother and grandparents busy supplying the full answers, as I wouldn't settle for half-explanations.
Their handling of a four-year-old with a talent, plus 14 more years
of moral
support, even to my mother taking on the whole school board to get me into
high-school shop and graphics, was essential to my becoming an encrineer.

Another aspect, regarding my basic talent of an inquiring mind and activ, handq, is that of teacher cooperation throughout my education (with two
exceptions already mentioned). Teachers
or the word I prefer, educators
who recoznize and nurture a talent to its fruition have much to do with the
success or -failure of an engineer. In the initial job situation there are also
teachers. In a sense, the individual training you for your txosition is the
17th-grade teacher in your formal education.

10 0

s a student in tiis 17-year program of edu,N.3.ion, be vocal in letting your

neec_!..; be known. The squeaking wheel gets the oil so it can do a better job. As
an example, one of the SWE scholarship winners was having trouble with her
job situation in one of the country's largest companies. She mentioned it to me
in the course of a gussip session. In turn,being the tease that I am, at the next
meeting of the JEMC sponsors I was teasing this company's representative
about the situation. He got serious with me and asked for details. The outcome was that a computer error in her category number, which had job-rated
her into a position with a trainer at the wrong level, had caused her unhappy
situation. The situation and the category number were corrected and she is
doing a great job for the company. The moral to this story is: when it's going to help the situation, in building your talents, be vocal.
10. CONCLUSION

Even after that last statement the time has come for rne to quit talking,

so vo:: can be vocal. Engineering has been a happy experience for me.
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THE EVOWTION OF AN ENGINEER

Della M. Ro;
Associate Professor of Materials Science
Materials Research Laboratory
The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania
There a re at least two avenues to becoming an engineer: one, to train
,pecifically for this field, and the second to come in by the back door. While
most women now selecting this career will probably choose the direct process,
still others may come by circuitous routes, and those may find something of
interest in my personal experience. M.:- career has not been in any sense typical, but instead has proceeded by an evolutionary process, one which was not
at all predictable from my background and past (in my view). But in comparison with the unusual experiences that certain others in the program have had
in their professional development, mine may seem rather conventional.
But first a word about what this particular material.; scientist or materials engineer does. The field of materials defined some 10 to 12 years ago,
and my particular interests within it involve chemistry, preparative aspects,
microstructure and related phenomena, basic materials characteristics of inorganic and ceramic materials. My responsibilities include conducting research, supervising graduate student and postdoctoral research in the areas
of biomaterials, ceramics, glass, cement and concrete. Also, I organized
and edit an international research journal, and do some consulting. It was

really highly improbable that from my background I should become an engineer.

Born in a rural Eastern Oregon community where even most of the boys didn't
go to college and the girls typically got married after graduating from high
school, it seems strange that I considered pursuing a career at all. I was
turned on by science at an early age and led along by the goal of pursuing this
dream, and was encouraged at the right moments so that eventually this was
possible. I went to college, where I received a BS in Liberal Arts with a
chemistry major (engineering did not exist at the University at that time).
Then I went on to graduate school to pursue studies best defined as applied
science; and from there my professional orientation evolved and changed as
did my research interests and efforts up to the present.
There were certain unique factors which helped shape this evolutionary
process. My hope and ewectation for the futare is that girls will have the
possibility much more clearly open to them of following the careers they want,
that it will be more natural and accepted, that it will be much less unique -this direction is clearly evident already. Nevertheless, for a woman the reasons for following a particular career may never be quite the same as for a
man, and some factors which shaped the evolution of my career may speak to
those present.
It is useful to raise the q-_:estion: Given equal ability or Do t en tial, what

factors are responsible for a certain woman's enterin:T an engineerin:T field
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while so many others do not? And one may need to step back from this a bit

turther to raise a second question: A career or not a career? Fortunately,
the latter battle is almost won, for a substantial proportion of people now accept as legitimate a woman's desire to pursue a career, but even this does not
receive universal acceptance. I think the single most essential factor in answering both questions is for the person to have a deep sense within herself that
this is a proper and logical course, that it is somehow right and is the most
suitable use of her talents. Secondly, it is important to receive encouragement
from the proper persons at critical points in time. Those in guidance will certainly affirm this second factor as vital in enabling persons to shape a career.
Thirdly, there is a factor one might call luck, or circumstance, winch opens
opportunities. And finally a fourth that I call stubbornness, which keeps one
at it. Each of you may add your own additional ones to this list.

I have already mentioned my early and persisting fascination with science,
but th:re was not much opportunity to develop this interest during my highchool years. In fact, there was not much challenge, for in a small rural school
easy to stay at the top of the class, and I used the considerable spare
tim: for readinJ and pursuing my own interests, music, athletics, drama, des;ightly bored over all. When it became apparent that by
bate, etc.; but
takinc, extra York I could graduate in three years instead of four, I proceeded
do so ;to the Principal's mild coristernation:l. My biggest administrative,
battle, '1.(.1-...-ever, was to be allowed to take physics instead of shorthand (-But
the ir1s take shorthand, and you will be the only girl in the physics class.' -there I got rhy first glimpse of the shape of things to come).
important at this sta=re ',vas the influence of
Q.
and I shoul not ::ro further without mentionimg

7he

central people in my

First,

good and

wise mother, who had not felt highly fulfilled in her ov,n life, since she was
ahle to be only a housewife, and -xho patiently stood by to encourage me and
help make possible my doing what I really wanted to do. She also saved me
front a couple of false E.ttarts, when I appeared to be set on goinFr in other diwas cloing so through a sense of duty rather than trenuine interest
rections
auilitv. Second, my sister, several years older, who was well on her way
1)1_:t

:',7).:Occr-ninir a geologist, and who with much more difficulty and a::Tainst greater

obstacles than I later encountered had been able to s'urniount them, and had
already provided for me a model. Andthird, 777y-fat:het., who, thoucth he thought
home, felt that his daughters w-:re rather
that most wernens places were i
special and that ii advice did not necessarily apply them; thus, while he

did not actually spur me on ze raer trg,z, he was able at critical ritcnt.-nts
7-ive support or at the very least not op:Doc-%

Co1le7e days brought ne-k- and wondrous experiences, the tree of knowledz,e
fruit literally waiting to-co plucked, 7:he opportunity to explore Philosophi-

cal ideas, the rredium of study in small, intimate classes (and this at a state

tini-,-ersity.:1, the latter a by-product of war vears and low fenroliments-. The
sante circtintstances also meant that science classes had about ecuaI enrollments
the only time I have experienced this in ---?Ilst.-hii_t-school
of worn-z-n and men
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days

and that the men professors paid more speci ,'. attention to us than
opportunity ordinarily would have allowed. I have still fond memories of the
chemistry pro t--:soti who ,'onvineed me that an intelligent being could nia':w up
for la,k of ba,' kgreund: of the ti-athematics. professor who encouraged me to
stret,h :nvself to my utmost mentally; of the small physics laboratory s:-'ssions
where 'The studen.s really forgot the time of day: we discussed nulny things,
but learned ph.. sies too: of the mineralogy classes where I literally got Mdiinstruction
All these were privileged experiences and involved special persons. The
war years also caused my being recruited while an undergraduate to assist in
tea,hin.:', returning veterans (there were not sufficient graduate assistants),
and I came to realize, though somewhat humblv . that even though the men were
much more experienced generally, I knew more physics and chemistry and had
something to teach them. This probably shaped more than I realized at the
time the possibility of wer-king in a 9o-called Man's field.
When I said that mv career was an evolutionary process, that wa s. certainly true of graduate school, as advanced traininF was not conceived as a
possibility when I entered colle7e but appeared necessary to me as graduation
amr,roaeheei. Jobs open to a I3S chemist were net very challenging at that time,
and I began to explore available assistantships to support me in graduate school.
After had applied to various chemistry departments and geology departments,
and th .n refused all offers, none of which seemed just right, some information
came to me thou:Th a professor (with whom I had previously spent many hours
talking) about a new -:Teochemistry- curriculum which seemed to be
just the
ric-ht combination of applied science I was looking for. I would. call this a
combination of the two factors: influence of the right person, and luck.

The Professor with whom I would be working on the assistantship had not
expected a woman, but looked at my qualifications and said, why not? This
continued to be his attitude as I finished my Alaster's and looked to a PhD, as
long as I worked for him, and was a great asset. Working also for the same
professor at that time :vas the man who was to become my husband (just
finishing his PhD as I started ctraduate school) and a second young man from
Georgia. With tri.ie Southern gentlemanly consideration the latter insisted
that he do everythimt for me that it wasn't proper for a woman to do, while
my future husband was content to show me how to do thin7s and then leave it
to me. Somehow he never doubted that I was capable of doin5 most anything.
And this pattern was to carry through in our marriage, later. Thus, again
at this stage, the influence of specific persons was strong in em'ouraging,
mnkim7- to.7ssib'e.

Af7.er my first child was b-,rn. I slowed down 7 bit, 7:=--king leaves of absen-r'e for three to feur months to s-ay home with the new baby and then workenly ba:f-time when I returned. Part-time work provides the hariby ment of ;_77tc::a.: and rroiessienal stimulation -.1-11"hotit beir-t to-7
-4,ns.anding ::-h case, after few months. leave I knew it was time to z-P
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back to work again, though I must admit that after our third child was born
days wore yerY full, Again, let me emphasize that this pattern sf.emed for
me the right course: I would not want to pretend that it is desirable for everyone. Fortunately, my husband supported me wholeheartedly in this choice; I
can imagine how exceedingly difficult it would be if there were only a grudging
accertance from someone so very important and central. In niv case it was
not only thorough o.ecerance but the fact that we worked together very closely
and shared most interests. He has bee:., a constant souree of encouragement,
and my best critic.
lt.Thiat are some of the difficulties encount-red in pursuing such a career°
At the top of the list, and by far the most limiting factor, in my impression,
ts simply time. In choosing w ork which is so involving, one simply has to unchoose so many other ativities, To be very careful in deciding to take on additior-A tasks or explore interests, and simply in budgeting the existing time
to mect the needs. Perhaps this time faetor loomed greater, when the children ,sene small, in eomparison with the lives of others, as in those days
not ream women worked; but now it seems that the anomaly is rather those
who don't. There -Acre some rathcr painful times of :-eeonsidering decisions,
Typified by the moment when my oldest son, then about ae 9, asked rather
poignantly, "Mother, w-hy do you -vork': The other mothe:-s don't see,th to
have to." Either the age changeci, or else it, was imerpf.eted to his younger
adcd,uatelv, as this :question ,.vas not raised as such by thee:.
:=.reser-,-ation of my own peace of mind was aided in
I Lin: conyLned
I was a research
thcse days throurh not having c: highly responsible position
atzS:-)ciate, and 7hen senior research associate -- so that if I missed work cceasionall:: the world
not stop turnin.-r. But it was there to challenc-e me
:-.4;ain on my return_ I shall have to leave it to my children's memoirs to see

what they reall. felt abcut the succession of nursery schools, bab\sitters,
and other creathe activities desiFned for them while
tunior rhusiums,
was 0:7'27:7d with work (if they can remember that lonrt, or be olective).

, he:re is constantly the problem of working in a segreTated society -but this will beoome far less
beino- such a small minority in a "man's field"
with time. Occasionally this has given rise to some embarrassing or amusing
situations. In many professional meetings and gatherings I have attended in
the Past few years I have fot.ind myself wincing as the audience was automati-

cally addressed, "Gentlemen"; and have received my share of letters addressed
"Dear Sir," and even been tentatively offered an academic position (by letter)
by someone who Thou.rht I must be a man. In I.) rofessicnal dealins any number
of times I would speculate whether someone knew I was a woman, and if 7137
would he change his impression after he realized the fact. More than once
I have been introdu-ed to a colleartue who knew me by narne only, to meet the
incredulous but. apparently pleased response, "But, You're a :adv." In the
journal which I edit, the 25-member international board of associate editors
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is all male (invited by me), and I have jokingly been accused by some of 'he
h,00nd reerohers of being anti-female! The basic fact is that there simply
weren't obviously suitable female candidates (although presently I am negotiating for one oarticular woman from overseas).
When ! was younger, in a professional situation a number of men did not
really take me seriously at first: but I remember very few examples of what
ould be alled ohvious direct discrimination because I was a woman. Generally, personal eontact and working together erases suspicion and theoretical
doobts along, these lines even from the skeptic. People sometimes raise the

con- stiOrl, Do men like to take orders from a woman? (Maybe we should ask
as well the euestion, Do women like taking orders from a woman?) I do not
have, nor have 7 I:- ver had large numbers of men working for me, because of
be particular nature of my work, and cannot give statistically significant data.
I remember well the occasion when my first graduate-student thesis advisee had taken his final PhD exam; afterward I found a bouquet of roses on
roy d sk. This erased some doubts that I had in my own mind at that time.
In elosing, I do not want to paint sucnr a rosy picture that it glosses over
all difficulties, and hope I have not done that By my expectations for the
future based on the present and reasonable extrapolation are that the job situation for women engineers -will continue steadily to open up, that there will
be a lessening of direct pressures and opposition to those girls who seek to
follow this nrofessien. Employment opportunities right now, as others have
indicated, are good in enTineering, and the greatest future difficulties may
be expected in the eventuality that all jobs are drastically cut back and the
eompetitiveness becomes much greater. For a particular situation the individual must be aware of subtleties which may be present in an immediate
employer's attitode, of which even the employer may not be aware. If married
and desiring to have a family, she should consider carefully what is her husband's attitude, and the couple should discuss thoroughly how they hope to
rieenage and share the responsibilities. I still see considerable value for
part-time professions, where -,)ossiblv both husband and wife could have half.

or three-qoarterme jobs, allowing each the opportunity for outside pursuits.

I would like to say a word here also about ecual rights for men, since I
-zon't feel that we should go overboard the other v:av, to the point where a mar,-ied woman is automatically guaranteed security and _thereby is able to do
anythin7 she 7:leases. One good example which I am pleased to report is the
cituation where a wife, after her family was nearly grown, went back to cole-e, took a job which che finds very fulfillincr, and at the same time has made
pecsille for her husband to pursue a lifelono. interest
to be a freelance
artist. I hone we will see more cuch exarooles ac well_ Finally, from my own
limited experience, I feel that there are plenty of opportunities for women in
onoinee-ino, and wc.,,ld like to lielto spread the word that those who really have
,n interest in this area should rot hold b.ack becauce of past imaees or imacinationc of others.
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This presentation will consist of: a concise description of the secondary
education in some European countries, and the American counterp-Art, during
the 19th and 20th centuries. Along with this, some data on the role women
play in higher education today in Western societies will be presented, and a
correlation between the selection of careers women make and the influence
these diverse educational systems may have on this critical step they take
be established.
NINETEENTH CENTURY EDUCATION

It was during the 1800's that the western world was swept by ideological
currents anzi countercurrents; when strong nationalisms emerged and when the
industrial revolution made its full impact. The new nations emerging and the
old ones that were changing modes and rulers, sometimes explosively, needed
to instill national and moral feelings in their people; their economy, through
industrialization, needed workers with some special skills. To attain all this,
popular education was the key,
GENT:RAL CONSIDERATIONS

The educational system of any given country at any given time is shaped
and affected by interacting historical, social, economical, and political fac:ors. Also, in the history of humanity an event does not occur in a vacuum;
on the contrary, there are precise causes for it to happen, and always its
consequences will infl.:ence the followinc occurrences. Thus, before entering into. the women s side of the educational Process. let us review in general
hannened in this field during the last two centuries.

can be seen, then,beginnina with Prussia and the Scandinavian countries
in Lne first half of the 19th century; the establishment, in more or less successful ways, of compulsory elementary systems. Many circumstances helped:
concentration of population in urban areas where schools could reach more
childrn easily; industry's economic support, through taxation, of national
systems; strong ideologies like liberalism, socialism, etc. that souctit the
enforcement of universal education. But still on both sides" of the ocean only
:he sons of the unper classes attended secondary schools and universites.
1.07
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The important distinction that appears is the centralized, state-controlled
educational programs implemented in continental Europe and the laissez-faire
concept that prevails in the English, and subsequently Ameeican, education.,
The general picture that emerged in Europe hy the end of the 1800's was
the lower classes attending elementary primary, followed by higher primary,
,.ocational and continuation schools, with structured programs, supported by
the state, and compulsory attendance up to age 13 to 16. On the other hand,
for the children of the upper classes, highly selective secondavy systems were
still the norm, with strong classical curreula in the gymnasiums, lycees, or
grammar schools. But already children of the middle classes were beginning
to infiltrate- the system. Nevertheless, through screening, examinations
(eleven-plus) and demanding standards, secoridary and higher education were
kepi quite exclusive and always very much structured.
In the United States, instead, education wr.s not a national prerogative and
it was left to each state (usually wit:i variations within a state) to establish
programs and to enforce support. This decentralization is in sharp contrast
-0:ith the European systems.
Up to the 1860'5, private secondary schools educated the gentr.Y's sons
(in Latin grammar schools, military academies, religious schools); it was
aftcr the Civil War that public high schools began to appear and they had a
enique system, as we have today. The German influence at this stae was
very strong up to the time of World War I.

It is only at the beginning of this century :hat efforts in standardizing the
cerriculum were set in motion. At the higher education level,
any intent to establish a national university feeled even though men like -Was:1ing7on, :leffersen, and I\Iadison ere enthesiastic al.:eel the idea.

.ae: point, for tee perpose of this Conference, is to realize that wornen in any si--Inifican: n=hor did not enter :ne hig'aer
st.ranirr until tr_e en:1 of tne Ic'th century.
all the educational proOne verv

descrirsed, the forni-sl instruction of -...-ornen was incidntal: and as far
as. secondary or niEther et'ecation is concerned, i: was r.tcr censidered neees-

zry

EDI-CAT:ON

rn

in tue f:eld of edtion. after
Eevolution, with chiin=--es

forrns

men:, traditional val_ies, social and family structures, and with
and the dein:, at' stron::,- technocracies. is a :rend :owards i:niversal
-celoprinent of sc"-----c and tec-iinol 'oal elites.
e main thre-zt into achieving this :J.irpose is the d.,..iimocratization of
-d1.:cation -o-r the ncessibility for any individeal to participate in the cultural
to:te7her with the rnodern;zation of ediicational methods.

In Europe the dual system still is in effect, and so we find in England the
highly selective grammar sciool, the technical and vocational high schools,
and the modern High School.

In Germany, youngsters attend four different kinds of secondary schools:
the gymnasium (classic), t-ie real-gymnasium, the ober-real-schule (strong
in sciences), and the Aufbauschule that seeks to give advanced basic education
to children of rural communities.

In France, the first educational phase is from six to eleven years old.
After an -eleven-plus- exam, different secondary possibilities, according
TO performance, from age 11 to 15 and from age 15 to 18, the academically
inclined students attend the preparatoires aux grandes écoles. The other
youngsters aro provided with vocational training programs.
In Russia, where a tremendous effort was accomplished in the last fifty
years (from a 75 percent illiteracy in 1.17 to a very high literacy rate today)
a classless, centralized, and strongly scientific and technologically oriented
educational system has been developed. After eight years of elementary instruction, two types of high schools are in function: a) the regular general,
four veors, that offer mixed humanistic and scientific disciplines; and b) thc
technical school, four years also, training nonscholastically oriented students
for practical, technical, and manual labors.
In Sweden, the upper secondary school is divided into what is called
the liberal arts lihe, the social sciences line, the economics line,
the naniral sciences line, and the technical line, each with two- to four-year
programs. In all cases there are certain subjects that have to be studied, for
a longer or shorter period, by all the students: the national language, another
language
usually Enolish, history, mathematics, general sciences, civics,
psychology, and others.

Other countries of the Americas, v.here educational systems were shaped
after European models, follow similar paths of dual secondary education. For
example, in Argentina, after seven years of elementary compulsory instruction, the student can atzend any of the following four types of high schools (after an entrance examination): a) the lyceum or national school, a five-year,
completely structured program for academically oriented students; b) the normal =chool, five Years ef for teachers' preparation, followed.by two to four

years of special programs in speific subiects; e) the corer-cial school,
five years of business and economics programs: d) industrial schools, six to
seven years of technological progrant. -The a), c), and d) degree,z,

with entrance exag-irations, qualify the students to enter colleges and univer,sitie: these again are centrai red and highly .-ztrt:.ctur-d. The -shilosophv 'behind these formal educational zystems, with cothoulsor:, programs and few or
no elective courses, is that:
:01?

l 19

1.

The ae,-iernically oriented student needs a broad education in humanities and sciences, so that when he-she enters a specific discipline in
higher education this person has more than a basic knowledge of subjects not pertaining to his-her postsecondary studies. This is the encyclopedic concept cf culture.
The nonacademically oriented student can acquire technical or manu;-.1 skills along with some broadening in the education already received
during elementary school.

3.

Some fields of studies need to be treated specially, beginning at the
secordary level, as in business, technological, or normal schools.
Along with the specific subIects, general ones are also covered.

This organization of the secondary education is in contrast with the ladder syste-hi in the United States, which gives to the high-school student a large freedom of choice.
INFLUENCE OF SECONDARY SYSTEMS ON WOMEN':: `11GHER
EDUCATION CHOICES

The proposition of this paper is hat: along with many other reasons that
we will not enter here to diseuss, the emphasis and relevance of secondar
school's curriculum, together with strmger requirements in mathematics and
sciences, would improve the chances of academically oriented women in entering scientific and technological fields.
rh denionstration of this theorem lies in the figl;res presented in Tables
2, and 3, and in studies performed in the United States on primary- and
secondary-level sthdents. It was found that girls are -turned off' on sciences
and math as early as the 5th grade, though performing equally with or better
than the boys up to the Sth grade. At the high-school levei the attendance of
girls in mathematics and: science courses decreases sharply after the minimum college requirements are covered. The contention here is that during
all the four Years of high-school education, sciences and mathematics should
be not only encouraged but required, at least for the students with scholastic
1,

A reform of this kind would b r.:2t an easy task to perform and probably
qt:ite unpopular with sonte students.. It would also be against what C.S. Lewis
his -Screw Tape Prpooses a Toast- calls the basic principle of the new
education,- which says -that dunces and idlers must not be made to feel infe.rior to intelligent and industrious pupils. That would be undemocratic- ...
.in a word. we may reasmablv hope for the virtual abolition of education when
i'rri a.s c-ood as vou has fully had its way.' Taking this Ia sentence and giving it a twist, let us say that: -education will better serve society when I
(woman) am as good as you (man) has fully had its wav.
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ON BEING A WOMAN ENGINEER

Irene W. Sharpe
General Engineer
Engineering and Research Center, Bureau of Reclamation
U.S. Department of the Interior, Denver, Colorado
When I was invited to make a presentation before this group, it never occurred to me to declind the invitation. Once I learned what I was in for -...%:iting a speech -- you c
imagine how I wished I had declined. You might
say, "What's so bad about writing a speech?" Well, nothing, unless you happen to be one who talks incoherently but can't stand the sight of something
ritten that way.

Of course, by now we all know we're here to share our ideas and experiences on being w omen engineers. During the next few minutes, I'm going
to tell you some of my beliefs and what it's been like for me as a woman who
works a 40-hour week as an engineer, has a husband, two children, and num-

erous other interests.

I have spoken to high-school and junior-high groups some three to five
times per year for the past six years about engineering as a career. Not
once did I write a speech; I was geherally able to gear my talk to the interest of the group after w2tting up before them. Usually, I could just say, "I'm
an engineer, and that alone would provoke enough questions to use up the remaining time.

This past December, I went to speak during Career Day at one of the
local high schools; a teacher made the introduction; the students asked no
questions, and I had to come up with something fast for the first time. And
having to write out this speech has caused me to have to come up with something a second time, though not quite as fast.
I didn't always want o be an engineer. I wanted to be a math teacher until
was in the ninth grade. I decided that I didn't want to be a teacher, with no
idea of what I did want to be. Once I decided on engineering, I pursued it with
extrem2 determination. And I must say that I was not always happy with my
engineering studies. I found my junior year extremely uninteresting and became quite bored. But my senior year I was back to courses that I felt were
useful for what I expected to do with my engineering education, and I was very
happy that I had stuck with it.
Colwerning my desire to become an engineer, of course my mother was
against it. She didn't know what it was, she probably still doesn't, but she
knew- 'A hat teachers were and she fully approved of my being a teacher. When
I told 'ler I would not go to the State College, that I wanted to go to an engineering school, that I'd finance my own way even if it meant going to school longer,
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I think she became aware of my definite intentions. She asked my sister, a
math teacher, what she thought; she said she wished she had become something other than a teacher. That ended that difference, and I went through
with my plans.
During my four years in college, I v.as very active in campus life and activities. I found having participated in such activities an asset when I joined
the work world. I think perhaps you gain experience in teamwork from such
participation.
ic;ned t? Society of Women Engineers as a student in 1962. I occasionally attend k. a
Ltion meeting from then until 1968, when I attended the Na-

tional Convention in Los Angeles. I'm asham to say what attracted me to
the 1968 Convention. I have now been to four SWE National Conventions, and
this is my third Engineering Foundation Conference dealing with women in
engineering.

At one of the National Conventions, someone stated, "I wouldn't miss
one of these things for anything. At these Conventions, lasting fciendships

are made, leadership potentials are developed, and self-confidence is ti
mendously increased." I have found those words to be incredibly true.

I graduated in June 1963 and went to work in the Chief Engineer's Office
of the IWreau of Reclamation, located in Denver, Colorado. My job for one
week to a month there was to be photographed, talk to news reporters, and
tell any employee who asked why I studied to be an electrical engineer. As
a participant in the Rotation Program for new engineers and other professionals, I was given four 13-week assignments in various areas of the Bureau
to learn how my job related to the overall mission of the Bureau and to eventually settle in one of the four areas as a permanent employee.

One of my assignramts was a field assignment to a regional office, which
wasn't approved until about halfway through my second assignment. The field
assignment had been denied me by a personnel department employee within

two hours of the tizne 1 first reported to work.... because "you're a woman, It

he said. During my second 13-week assignmont, I asked my supervisor why
I couldn't go on a field assignment. That was the first time anyone working
with me knew ef the denial. Within a matter of several hours, what the personnel employee had told me was out of the window and I was scheduled to go to
a field office.
flaying experienced that, I soon concluded that asking naive questions
sometimes hrings quick and desirable results. I also feel that opportunities
to travel and ren- ,te training assignments should not be turned down without
very sound reasons after having been seriously thought about.
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I was married in October of the same year that I graduated from college,
and though I was one who used to set goals years ahead and work toward them,
I've found myself altering many of my goals as the situation required.
So far as a workz...ble solution to career, marriage, ancl family are con-

cerned, I've found almost every goal that I set altered. For instance, upon
graduation I had an immediate goal to work two years before getting married.
So you can see how I flubbed that one. Being married led to my leaving engineering for a little more than two years (January 1965 to March 1967), during which time I worked as an instructor, counselor, and/or examiner for the
U.S. Armed Forces Institute at the Army Education Center in Verdun, France.
I have considered going into teaching, but it isn't in the very near future of the
goals I've set. :\iy most immediate goal is to go back to college.
I never wanted to go to graduate school as soon as I finished my BS. I
had professors who suggested that no engineer should do that, and I am personally glad that I couldn't afford to do it; finances forced me to go to work.
The professors reasoned that you needed to find your "area" so you'd know
what to study i n r ad unte school. A former Chief Engineer whore I work once
suggested that five years of experience working as an engineer be a prerequisite for admission to engineering graduate school. I've learned through work
experience that I'd prefer a second I3S degree rather than an MS in engineering. I do think, however, that I would like to pursue graduate work in something like engineering management, public administration, personnel management, or the likes.
I believe that an undergraduate background in engineering is probably the
best springboard one could have for entering any one of a number of careers.
I have known individuals with engineering backgrounds to become sales personnel, medical doctors, attorneys, pilots, mayors.
Of the many goals I've set and then changed, another was to cease working
when I had my first child. That goal was changed primarily because I needed
to return to work for 16 weeks to obtain career status, after which I could
leave Federal Service and request reinstatement at any time.
When I had worked the 16 weeks, things were going so great and I liked
my work so well that I didn't even consider quitting. With my secr-nd child,
I had reached a point of boredom on my job and was seriously considering us-

ing my child's birth as a "valid" reason to retire, at least temporarily, from
the work world. But it seems somewhere along the line someone decided that
I was worth keeping, and I was given a reassignment in which I worked only
seven weeks before I went on maternity leave. I found during that seven weeks
that the job offered a challenge that I wanted to undertake, and I've remained
in it ever since. I plan to spend at least another year in that job. Because I
know I have a goal to stay where I am another year, I'm not doing any hard
looking; however, I have been approached by several government agencies
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from time to time, as many private companies, and two universities for possible employment. Just to know that employers are looking for women engineers
gives me a certain amount of satisfaction in knowing that I'm in an area of work
where the supply isn't greater than the demand.
All in all, I feel that the success of a woman as an engineer will depend
a lot on the four keys to the executive powder room presented at last year's
Engineering Foundation Conference on "Women in Engineering and Managenwnt": 1) Know the territory, 2) Know thyself, 3) Know the law (and I might
add, use it if need be), and 4) Know your stuff (subject field/continuing education). You know better than anyone whether you're lacking in any of those
areas; if you are, set goals to achieve strengthening where needed.

As a woman engineer, I'm convinced that on the job one should spend little tinw dwelling on the fact that she's a woman engineer. The more time s
spent just being an engineer, the better. There is competition even between
the men for recognition and higher positions, and a woman can be left far behind if she spends her time daydreaming about being a woman engineer.

I'm not saying you should not dress feminine and maintain a feminine air;
I' m saying that thinldng and using your brain isn't peculiar to either sex. If
you have the appearance of a woman, you will on first sight be viewed in the
same light as every other woman, anyway. Then it will be up to you as an
individual to show your individuality and that you are indeed different. There
are many aspects of being a woman that I think we each desire, or at least accept, but being paid less and being denied opportunities in our chosen work
aren't among them.

I currently vork as a general engineer, and my job consists mostly of
technical editing. It is extremely interesting to me because of contacts with
so many authors. I find much satisfaction in completing one of these projects
but an awful lot of frustration in not receiving a serious word from my immediate supervisors about whether the job was good, bad, or indifferent. Many of
the authors and their superiors have thanked me and said they were pleased
that I did a good job. This falls in the category of "knowing thyself." Do you
want to know if you did a good job? If your immediate bosses won't comment,
is what you hear from others sufficient? This may be a case of having to "accept that which you cannot change or having the courage to change that which
should be changed, " and that might mean changing jobs, or at least supervisors. I once heard a woman luncheon speaker admonish, "I3e careful how
you choose your supervisors.
Though I've stayed with the same employer for more than eight years, I
httve spent approxilL.ately three years in each of three different areas of work.
Personally, I have found each of tnem rewarding in different ways. I think
that one, whether engineer or not, should be happy in his or her work, no matter what the work is. This can be achieved in many ways. Sometimes one is
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unhappy in

s:ork because the person, in my opinion, chooses to be unhappy.
If such were not the case, I think the person could and would take the risk, loss
in pay, and seek additional training or whatever is required to make a switch.
If you are a grouch who would be unhappy no matter what you are doing, then
von are the problem and not the job. Sometimes, it may require changing jobs
several times to learn this. But once you learn it, then you can start working
on the real problem -- yourself; your attitude towards yourseff.
b,ecause v.omen make up suoh a small p, rcentage of the engineers in this
country, I think for years to come we'll find ourselves working within an envi ron:nent predominantly male. If you have a chip on your shoulder about be-

ing t.i7.her infelior (u- superior to these men, get it off, because you will waste
vast amounts of tit :11 and energy thinking about the environment rather than
the
at hand,
It's my understanding that .o are all tigineers or contemplating becoming engineers. So I'in sure we' ie II had the experience of being the only girl
in a elass r on.. f enly two or three. For this reason, to end up as the only
.,..otsan enginee; in a (s olpany or the only one working in a particular area within
a cwnpany isn't go:ng tt) I u raumatic from the standpoint of being the only
Wri;;An1 amidst an osean of .11 .to If you're husband-hunting, that may be an
ideal situation, 1,rovided, of tourse, that the husband you're hunting isn't already sontoone
Ifwvt.%er, I do think that you may sense a difference of
satisfaction in being treated equally nnd fairly. In school, your professors
for the most part will ev:Aluate you in much the same way they evaluate the
gents in ..)ourt class.
r:he job you may find yourself being watched more
closely and a "brig deal" being made, or you may be razzed, about any error
you might make,
littJe if anything said about things done well.
I

Fro afraid many of my associates placed me in a different light than they
placed my male counterparts. I was young (21) when I was hired; I was expected to get married, which I did after working only five months. I was expteh.d to become pregnant, which I did after working more than five years;
I 'sas expected to stop working, and that I haven't done.

Hcause I was expecte] to quit work. I'm convinced that training (onIti,-jol) as well as oth(' r types) was denied ine until sonic six to eight months
ago There are two possible r(asons why this is no longer the case: 1) I've
convinced the "powe es that be" that I am going to work indefinitely, whether
at the I;ureau or elsewhere, and 2)1 finally got the courage to start squawking
about it. I think probably the latter is the real reason for the change.
I've done so touch talking about me, myqbeliefs, experiences, and goals,
il bet some of you are out there thinking, What about her poor husband and
her poor little children7 I have never been able to put any of the three (career,
husband, and children) in numerical order of importance. I somohow feel that
they are all on the same level and that one adds to the importance or significance of the others. Whichever needs attention at a particular time is usually
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ever demand
the one dealt with just then. I don't think that my husband
that I stop working, because he lived with me those five months that I didn't
I have since learned that I wa.s ne:,:t to impossible to live 's:ith then.
..s:ork.

I've had a hard time taking my husband seriously about some of his career
have a 13-year-old
goals. lie 1.vants to retire at age 45. At that age,
son and an 11-year-olil daughter. I can't 1.:(,Aeve he's serious. Ile apparently
likes the military acid, e:,:e,Ypt for me and now the children, would probably
spend the next 10 years on aclik;c: duty, and then he could retire at age 45. I'm
afraid it would just be military retirement and he'd be back in some work force
within months to nwet the financial obligations of our young family.
I enjoy my kids immensely when I am home, and they appreciate me. I
also watch very closely to see that my being away isn't affecting them adversely
I honestly believe that (22,y kids are better off with me worldng, and by working
as an engineer I'm able to pay fair wages to someone to look after them. I
believe that in baby-sitters, like anything else, you pay for what you get. The
sitter in my opinion is apt to do a good job if she feels she's being paid a fair
-Ies must also be one who likes worki:ig with children.
wage.
Some of you might have reservations about ge-Aing in-to such an apparently
demanding field a engineering, with hopes to nairy and raise a family. There
arc so many aspects to engineering that One should not rule out engineering in
total just because one or two of the aspects don't fit your plans.

I think that the most one can get out of gatherings like this conference is
the self-confidence one gains after learning there arc others who started out
with the same weird ideas, encountered the same obstacles, but somehow
managed to get along. I have a friend, w.ho was in my college class and sorority and whose children are five years older than mine, who upon learning
of my intentions to start a family had nothing but encouragement, and (snded
with a chuckle that "misery just loves company."
So if you feel miserable in your job as a 1.voinan engineer or in your contemplation of becoming one, don't feel alone; and I should hope that certainly
the reverse is also true. I'm sure you'll find that you have much company
no matter how you feel, if you'll just get to know other women engineers. I
know of no better way than to become involved in the activities of SWE; somehow that bsd me to become involved in Engineering Foundation Conferences on
women engineers. I also took part in the Federal Women's Program Committee
of the Denver Federal Executive Board, and a local Association of Federal
Professional and Administrative WAnen whose goals \vcre to dispel notions
that all women who work for the Federal government are elerk-typists.
It was thce types of involvement that kept me going when the job was not
challenging but these activities \vere. I have in lies past year dropped some of
these activities, and I find that no sooner do I drop any of them than I pick up
something else just as demanding.
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\ly husband, who is here, finally did the same thing to me concerning these
involvements that I did to him concerning week-end football before we had
children; that is
if you can't beat 'em, join 'ern. I couldn't get him away
Iron: the TV set On w'eekends, so I started sitting there staring at the boob tube
all weel-: end, too. Of course, when the kids came along that was changed.
Ile couldn't get me to not get involved in SWE and similar activities, so he
is littending his second Engineering Foundation Conference on Women in Engineering as a guest, and he has already indicated to me that he wants to go to
ne:.:t year's SWE Convention. There is only one thing wrong with all this togetherness; he used to be my built-in baby-sitter. The kids are almost 4 and
2 no%%, ard in about lwo more years my guess is that they will be as excited
about going on trips
me as my husband is. Last year, the 1-dds attended
the :-.;WLi'onvention in Cambridge with me, but I'm sure they don't remember it.

I'm iz014; all this to say, a career woman with a family must have a fam:.ho
interested in her and in her career; if her husband fears her successes rather than encouraging them, she'll have additional domestic prob-

lenn. If her kids are more demanding than her job will allow her to be at-

ternling, again there are problems.

I have in my career experienced some unpleasantries, but I don't believe
anyone goes through life with absolutely no unpleasantries. Life just isn't
a bed of roses, and neither is being a woman engineer.
If 1 had it to do over, what would I change? Well, very little, I'm afraid.
I.00king back to the time when I chose to enter engineering, the one thing
that stands out most significantly in my mind is not having spent some time
in the military. Benefits derived from having served in the military, particularly for Federal government employees, are unmeasureable. I would also
take my professors' advice and take the Engineer-in-Training examination
v:hile still a student.

Irene W. Sharpe

Irene \\ . Sharpe was born in Campbell County, Virginia, the sixth of
nine children of self-employed farmers. She was valedictorian of the Campbell County public school system in June 1959 and received a 135 degree in
electrical engineering at th.n\ard University in 1963. During her stay at
ard, she met the scholastic (but nc+t sex) requirements for Tau Beta 11
met her future husband.
pon her graduation she joined the U.S. Department of the Interior,
Ruread of Reclamation, Office of the Chief Engineer, at Denver, Coloradd,
here she has held engineering positions in the Pow or and Mimping Plant
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Design Secti::)n, Electrical Branch, and the Buildings and Utilities Design
Section, Structural and Architectural Branch, specializing in lighting and
lo..,.-voltage distribution system design. Since 1071, she has been ritb the
Technical liaison and Documents Section, Technical Services Branch. (During her husband's two-yenr service in France, she worked part-time as a U.S.
Arrned Forces Institute instructor, counselor, and examiner.)

-Mrs. Sharpe has participated in the Association of Federal Professional
and Administrative Women, has served on the Federal Women's Program
Com:!'ittee of the Denver Federal Executive Board, and is a senior member
of the Society of \k'ouram Engineers,in ..%hich she has been active since 1962.
She is also associated with the Colorado Coordinating Council of Women's

()rganizations and is a charter member of the Virginia Neal Blue Center for
Colorado women. The mother of tv,o small children, she also %,.orks with
high- ,,,chool students in her church, keeps up a regular schedule of family
sports, and is an avid bridge player.
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Part III

GENERAL STATUS OF THE WOMEN'S RIGHTS MOVEMENT

ENGINEERING TODAY AND TOMORROW

- WOMEN NEEDED TOO

Arleen D. Winfield
Social Science Adviser
Division of Economic Status aqd Opportunities, Women's Bureau
U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C.

I have been asked to discuss the status of the employment of women in general and more specifically of the employment of women in engineering and science. The Women's Bureau has long been concerned with expanding women's
occupational and educational opportunities. It provides the basic information
as to how women are faring in the work force, what needs to be done to improve their status, and shares this information with congresswomen and mm,
business and industry leaders, individuals from schools, colleges, and universities, the media, groups like the ones participating in this conference,
and others. The Burea.1 advises women of their rights under the law in an
cffort to eliminate discrimination on the basis of sex and race, so as to help
make Federal policy a reality in practice.
It goes without saying that most women in our democratic society have
faced discrimination of some kind or other with respect to education and employment, but not always overtly. And that is why it has been so hard to make
headway in this area. Much of the discrimination encountered by k1 omen is
based on outmoded attitudes and misconceptions about their needs, desires,
and abilities in the world of work. In the Bureau, we most often call these
myths, and we're trying to explode them with the facts. These myths are perpetuated by employers, educators, parents, and women themselves. Of course,
some chai41,es are coming about. We read about breakthroughs by women in
many nontraditional fields today. However, the old saying "You've come a
long 'Aay, Baby, but you've still got a long way to go" is still too true for far
too many females. And with the small number of women in engineering, the
saying is probably more true than for most fields.
So fot

qft:ckly point out the breakthroughs nnd subtly ask, "Well,
just what do those ...omen want new? They've gotten into everything these days, "
we only ask that they look at the facts concerning the status of women. Perhaps these will stand alone as reasons why we need "Career Guidance for Women Entering Engineering" and for some other occupations also. After I have
given you some facts,
focus on the Federal and other remedies women have
at their disposal to help change the statu.s quo of their position in the work
force.
w

In recent years there have been sharp increases in the number of w(,n-len
workers, rising from 2f3 million in 1060 to nearly 35 xillion in June 1073, an
increase of more than 50 percent. Furthermore, the increases have been in
large part among married women, and among young women, those 20 to 34
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years of age, %\hich are the child bearing and rearing years. Today three
out of every five ...:Ornen 20 to 24 years of age and nearly half of all wcmen 25
to 34 years of age are in the labor force. Only about one-fifth of these v.orc,en
are a orking ,n voluntary nart-time schedules. :\lost of them arc full-time
..;orkers. I think these facts go far in e:Tloding the old myth that women are
not seriously attached to tht.. labor force -- in other aords, that worl-jng
just fills a short span of time betv.een sch;Jol and the first child after marriage
or is sona.thing to fill the void for older women once the children have become
:ndepen(lent.

The facts coneerning women's .orklife patterns present a picture far different from the notion that women as a class arc secondary .vage earners.
the contrary, e\ idence strongly supports the fact that women's reasons
for ....orking outside the home are basically the same as inert's. Worrien work
7-() r ec c;lomic reasons. We have a chart that depicts this very vividly. It's
entitled ":\ios: W,;.ftnen Work Because of Economic Need." Accordingly, 42
percent of %%omen orkers in March 1971, were single, widowed, diN,orced,
or separated from their husbands. These women must support themselves
and ia many cases children andior other dependents. If we add to that the
23 percent of all women workers who were married to men who earned less
!.nani'7000 a year in 1970 (which is less than the i:7200 that the Bureau of
-;iatistics says is needed by an urban family of four for a low standard of living), we find that nearly two-thirds (65 percent) of all women workers were either supporting themselves or families or helping to support a
fainily that would otherwise not have sufficient means tbr even a low standard of living. In these high-cost-of-living days, a two-paycheck family is
inereasirwly necessary for adequate food, clothing, medical and dental cart.,
and a good education. These facts certainly dispute another long-standing
myth, that women work only for -zperiding change and a few luxuries.
A related myth that women's training is eostly and largely \ asted because
they don't a ork as long as their male counterparts is exploded in the revelation that the average single %ornan worker has a wol:.klife expectancy of 45
years in the labor force, while the average male worker has 43 years in the
labor force. Even the married woman who quits to rear her family and reenters the labor force at the age of 33 has a remaining worklife expectancy
of 24 years; she certainly seems worthy of hiring and training. The full returns of any investment may be only delayed for a V hi 1 e -- not entirely lost.
Despite the evidence that so many %%omen need desperately to it ork, we
find a rather gloomy picture when we look at women's earnings compared to
men's. For example, women who it o r k at .cull-time jobs the year round earn,
t
erage, only 3 for ever:, $5 earned by fully employed men. This gap
in earnings is shoan
a ehrii!'t '. :
at ing
e earninv of it bite and rninot.ity
n and i\omen in 1960 and Pval.. As rA.1 can see, the picture .was pretty much
1

the same in 1970 as in 1960 on the !:,:-1.:11\ e earnings of mnen and wcinen.

Now

some of ou ma,- lx thinkira; that with Vederal equal-pay leL,,islation Were
.-;uch L;ap ill earnings. But there is inore 10 the story than appear-,
¶ 0 '1
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in these fig-ures
rnen :'S`!"37, minority men i'.6598, white ..vomen
n:inority omen is467-1 in 1970). We can look at another chart for part of the
explanation: "Women are Underrepresented as NIanagers and Skilled Craftsrden.
liece
see the major occupation categories, and find that women
make up 3 percent of the craftsmen, 17 percent of the managers and administrators, 40 percent of professional workers, 57 percent of service workers,

61 percent of retail sa;es workers, 76 percent of clerical workers, and 97 percent of the private household w orkers.

'i-he earnings gap is not so much an indication that %%omen are receiving
unequal pay for equal ....ork; rather they are concentrated in those jobs that
p:_ly the i(. r wagts. Those jobs reserved for men are the better paying ones.

i.et's look rdore closely at the categoiy of professional \.orkers. We're
But let's not
be too illusioned, for many of the professional women are nurses rather than
physicians; they are teachers in elementary and secondary schools rather
than the principals and superintendents; women ar;.: the librarians and social
.orker! rather than the engineers. Women are only percent of the dentists,
percent of the physicists, 5 per..ent of the veterinarians, percent of the
about e% en here with the percentage \%e are of the work force.

physic tans, anil

rytfla of the chemist s.

Arothen look at the category of craftsmen shows that even the name implies
..on..er,
nnd this is true for some of the specific job titles within
the ;_noup (repai:nnan, etc.
Only the stout-hearted females have bucked the
tide 7,i) !!.;1;;! up
St11:111 percentage.
I am pleased we nye now engaged in
: :ea refl.
enu,,we ..:odie of the outdated

ha e these inequities been justified" Well, some put forth zinother
aren't as capab!e. Hut thi.: too is shattered, based on
tests re\ ealing thut viris show as much aptitude as boys for fields thought of
as man's domain. \\hen the Johnson O'Connor Research Foundation's Human
I:ngineering .abonatory measured 22 inherent aptitude and knowledge areas
ni::th I hat

.

among men and %%omen, it found that there \%as no sex difference in 1.1, women
excelled in six, and men excelled in only two. Those aptitude areas which

cd no sex cliff ..rence were: analytical reasoning, foresight, imluctive
reasoning, ln-rnory for design, number rnemory, objective personality,

twee-,7.er dexterity, and others. In fact, there is no job for %%Rich all men :a-t
suited or a rc hi.)1, to perform, as there is no job .,%hich at least some \.omen

can't perforn_

hright
on th4. hori/on is seen from a study by l)r. Frank Endicott
of Ni,rt.lr:. est(.rn niversity. 0f the jobs and salaries expected to be offered

r6 codlpanies lo June 1'173 college graduates, there v,as a marked redu,;tion in the spread between salaries for v.onien and men trained in the same
e\ainph., in 1970 the monthly gap ranged from $86 down to $1;3;
in 197::. the gap ranged from

in ar..:-ounting down to ;
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ad% antage for

.2:emen in engineering. These figures do not indicate that different salaries

are being offered to women and n-len hired by the same company for the same
joi), but are averages of offers by all companies planning to employ graduates
in a particular field. Dr. Endicott's survey speaks very welt far the field
engineering. Not only does this occupation show an advantage for women in
monthly starting salary, but it is listed as the one with the highest starting
salary compared to six other major fields in which women are expected to be
hired (accounting $867; science $830; data processing-mathematics $823; liberal arts $715; general business $729; and marketing-retailing $715). But it's a
little too much to expect to find a large number of women available to compete
in the job market %%hen they've been told from junior high school or earlier
that girls needn't bother with or can't learn math and science.
Action t-roni Yariety of sources is needed to overcome the one-sided
thinking that lu,s produced these zinc' other inequitable situations and attitudes
in our society. I am reminded of an incident that occurred at one of our sessions in the labor Department last year. It 'A a s a minicourse, designed to
pruvide lage-Ifour Compliance Officers %kith sonic background on the range
of discriminatory practice:, %%-onien faced in employment. It was thought that
if they %%ere more sensitive to the problems, they might be able to counsel
the %%omen as
as advise the imployers and keep them within the law. In
the course of a discussion, we asked the officers to give some reasons why
they felt employers might not want to hire women. Of course we got many of
the usual myths, but one intrigued me the most. One man said that in offices
%l here women had not beet: employed in the past, the employer felt it would
he bad for him to have to break with tradition and hire women because when
they came in, ,%ith their short skirts and dresses, it would upset and distract
the men. Now, I was rather surprised at this, because the way I had always
heard it was that women were the overly emotional creatures and couldn't
hold a trend of thought. But apparently we've been wrong -- if men, who've
been nurtured oer years by women, can get so upset at the sight of a leg or
thigh, then thc emotional issue is a toss up.

Fortunalely, not withstanding the personal whims, the Federal governmdnt
is striving to set exatnples in prGrnoting full equality of opportunity for women
within both the public and the private sectors. Miss Markoff will tell you
about what's going on in the Federal government; I'll discuss briefly the policies affecting the private sector. Several laws and regulations are being used
and enforced.

he Equal Pay Act of 1963 (to which I referred earlier), requires employers
to compensate %omen and men in the same establishment equally for work of
substantially equal skill, effort, and responsibility. As of July 1, 1972, the
Act %-as xtended to executive, administrative, and professional employees
(including academic administrative personnel and teachers in elementary and
secondary schools) and outside sales persons. Although a number of men
have w on back .,%ages as a result of equal-pay litigation or conciliation, women
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have been the prime beneficiaries. One of the 1%rgest settlements involved
a glass manufacturing company in the East; nearly $1 million in back pay was
awarded to some 2000 women employees. The Equal Pay Act is enforced by
the Wage-Hour Division of the U. S. Department of Labor.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, enforced by the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC), prohibits discrimination in private employment based on sex as %%ell as race, color, religion, and national origin in industries affecting commerce. The law also applies to labor organizations and
to employment agencies, including the Federal-State eniployment service sys..em. The Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 172 e--stended coverage of
Title VII to state and local governments, to educational institutions that ad
formerly been excluded, and to smaller employers and unions; that is, those
sith at least 15 or more employees or members. It also gave the EEOC ent:orcement po',%kr through the courts.

Executive Order 11246, as anended by Exeoutive Order .11375 on October
1967, reqlOres a nondiscrimination clause in every Fcc:eral contract of
more than $10, 000 and "affirmative action" to assure full employment opportunity regardless of race, color, religion, sex, ot national origin. Order
Ne. 4. under the Executive .)i-der, which had not applied to women in the beginning, %%as revised in December 1971, est. Aishing guidelines for employers
to set goals and timetables for hiri.g , omen. This Order, effective April
is the responsibility of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance of
the I S. Department of l.abors
Title IN of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits discrimination in
educational programs or activities on the basis of sex, and is enforced by
the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Further information
On the Education Amendments and other legislation affecting female students
and staff in schools and colleges is contained in the article "Education and
Women's Rights: What the I.aw Now Says, " prepared by HEW for AMERICAN
EDICATION magazine. Reprints are available f.-on: the U. S. Government
l'rinting Office.

These laws are definitely on the side of women, as, well as all other people.
sit v,.e must use them and see, too, that they are corrected in areas where
icy might fall short as we put them to the test. It has been said by a member
of the EEOC that legislation plays 3 vital role because "people change their at
titudes when they arc forced to change their behavior. " Now, it is fine to
speak of attitudes of employers and school officials, to which the legislation
is directed in helping them carry out their responsibilities for the equal opportunity of females in employment and education. But we must look at all
sides of the issue of attitudes, including areas where legislation does irc)t
reach. What about the attitudes of parents and females themselves -- the
"hang-ups" these two groups have been conditioned to accept regarding "ferninity" and "masculinity"? Of course, it has not as yet been adequately ex125

plained, as far as I'm concerned, what these terms mean when it comes to
who is best qualified to do the job that needs doing, and when it comes to money
in the pocket and bread on the table.
We need to look at the roles we riAnforce for girls long before we get to
the doors of our schools and places of employment, or our courts where laws
are enforced. Will we continue to give girls only dolls, dishes, and make-

up Idts, while we give boys the trains, doctor's kits and erector sets? For

women who want to enter engineering, it is a fine profession and I think the
future is bright indeed. The November 4, 1972 issue of BUSINESS WEEK
magazine stated that the supply of engineers was heading for another famine.
The article, based on information from the Engineers Joint Council's Engineering Manpower Commission, indicated that the drop in total undergraduate enrollment in engineering freshman classes would cause a shortage in the supply of engineers that will fall far below the demands through the end of the
decade.

A release by the Engineers Joint Council, dated May 29, 1973, indicates
that industrial research organizations are experiencing a pick-up in demand
for engineers and scientists. After reading this, I compared it with information the Women's Bureau had tabulated, namely the detailed occupations of
employed women based on Census Bureau data of 1970. I found that of 11 engineering specialties listed, the proportion of women was highest in industrial
engineering, 3, 0 percent; in chemical, civil, and metallurgical engineering
women ere 1. 3 percent; in petroleum 1. 4, aeronautical 1. 6, and in electrical and electronic engineering 1. 7. Women's less than one-tenth of one percent representation in mechanical and sales engineering (0, 9 ary' 0.7 percent,
respectively) pulled down the average so that women overall were 1. 6 percent
of employed engineers.

Finally, vdth respect to enrollments, I found of interest another survey
report of the Engineers Joint Council, published in June 1973, and I quote:
"With regard to the fall freshman class, the respondents (165 engineering
schools returning their survey forms) anticipate a net increase of 2.6 percent over Fall 1972. If this materializes, it 'will represent a break in the
sharp downward trend in entering enrollments that has prevailed since 1969.
However, the magnitude of the projec-ed increase is not great enough to produce cheers on the average campus. nor is it prounouced enouc;h to produce
as many new engineering gradua.:es in 1977 as the 1.7.S. Office of Education
has projected."
A highlight of this report is that the Engineering Manpower Commission
made a special follow-up survey to obtain more complete data on women
and blacks. For women, figures for both surveys of engineering degrees
awarded during the school year ending in June 1972 are:

BS

MS

PhD

Originally reported
493
271
27
New estimated total
519
297
35
Percent women of ail degrees
1.2 1.7 0. 9
Somewhere in those figures there is perhaps a young woman named Helene
Cole. She was cited in an article in THE ATLANTA JOURNAL of June 19,
1973, captioned "Timing i Right for Women To Enter Engineering Field."
A little of the story about her says that she played with erector sets instead
of dolls. She said, "As far as I'm concerned, there's nothing in the world
as beautiful as a new machine that functions perfectly." She certainly expresses my sentiments. Frankly, I don't have enough fingers and toes to
count the times I have honestly wished I had some engineering knowledge of
any kind about a lot of things. When I see highway design that's all too confusing for apparelitly many drivers, and when I use household equipment that
defies the imagination as to how and why it's made the way it is and works the
way it does (and very often it does not work properly), I just feel that there
has to be a better waly and maybe my ideas would work if I knew more of the
principles.

Just last week my husband, in performing a tune-up on his sports car, said
"Sure wish I knew an automotive engineer so I could figure out how to c_lange

the sway bar to a stiffer one in order to decrease the roll on cornering, because this is not easy to do without adversely affecting the steering geometry. "
Incidentally, he has wondered about some other automotive principles and
practices when doing some of his own mechanical work. In fact, he's said
some unprintable things as to why "they" made the car so that one has to take
the fender or wheel off to get to a spark plug. I know that many of us have
had similar experiences in dealing with our world of technology. There is
perhaps no single field that so greatly touches our lives -- particularly our
comfort and well-being -- as does engineering. For women, this is important
from two points of view: 1) women as consumers, demanding ever more of
the goods and services that an economy based on scientific and technological
innovation can produce; and 2) women as workers, contributing to an expanding economy, one from which we expect increased efficiency and convenience
from science, technoloo-, and engineering.
In the way of suggestions as to how we all can help fulfill the theme of this
conference, Pm sure my thinking probably differs little from that of others,
but as I read more of the article about Helene Cole, a few things came through
with a special twist. I was appalled at the part that "when she presented that
belief (about the perfectly functioning machine) to a male high-school counselor
she was told ts1 forget about her hopes of studying engineering in college. He
said nursing would be more 'azpropriate for her." Now most of us here know
that this is not an isolated case. Last year we received a letter in the Bureau
from a high-school girl with a similar complaint -- the counselor told her and
other girls with A's in chemistry to go into nursing, while he told the boys to
go into chemical engineering and so forth. So one suggestion I would make
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is that we must work not only to see that girls get better counseling but that
perhaps we need to look at the way counselors are trained and bring them into
the 20th century.
Concerning Ms. Cole again, a senior in the University of Thchigzn Department of 'Mechanical Engineering (she lasted one semester in nursing school
then followed the urgings of her interest) who was eight months pregnant when
the article was written, she said her major obstacle was fitting in the spacesaving classroom chairs. This reminds me of another suggestion. We must
stop penalizing women and discouraging them from going into nontraditional
fields because they happen to be gifted with the biological function of bearing
the offspring. We would do better to advise girls that most of them will work
(9 out of 10) at some time during their lives and that they should follow their
best aptitudes; then if they care not to work when their children are young,
we should find ways to help them keep abreast of their professions, and if they
choose to continue to work (and many do), we inust arrt:...1ge for proper ch:Id
care. Some of the women appearing in our leaflet Why Not Be An Engineer
are married and have families. We want a realistic portrayal, and to date
we have distributed 134, 000 copies of this leaflet to help guide young women
into a rewarding profession.

Finally, as we all help fulfill the theme of this conference .or those interested in "Career Guidance for Women Entering Engineering," I think we can
go one step further in our work of the future.. This is a special and somewhat
expensive conference for those 'eady .erested in engineering. Let's make
a special effort in our daily work, community gatherings, and school career
days to inform girls about what engineering is and what it can do. Engineering just might be that one profession that at least a few girls never knew eNisted
as a possibility. We can let them all know that engineering today and tomorrow needs females too.
Arleen D. Winfield

Arleen D. Winfield's primary responsibilities as a Social Science Advisor
in the U. S. Department of Labor involve programs to promote career opportunities for women and girls of all ages. She served as the occupational outlook and employment opportunities workshop leader for Women's Bureau consultations held in Atlanta, Georgia arid Baltimore,. Maryland in 1972. She was
a member of the steering committee that planned and executed the National
Conference on Career Educaon for Minorities held in Washington, D. C. in
February 1973. She serves on the Bureau's Yot-th Development and other
task forces, and is the author of Careers for Women in the Seventies.
Mrs. Winfield has a BS degree (with a major in biolog% and a minor in
mathematcs) in secondary education from Harnpton Institute, Hampton, Virginia. Before joining the Bureau she taught in Prince George's County, 1:Iary-
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land junior high schools and was a scientific intelligence analyst for the Department of the Army. She is doing graduate work in the social sciences and
business administration at the University of Maryland.

Mrs. Winfield is married to Erneile I. Winfield, Jr., Chief of Graphics
for the Office of the Secretary, Department of Health, Education and Welfare;
they have one daughter, Tawana, who is a junior at Howard University, Washington, D.C.
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THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT REVISITED: OPPORTUNMES
FOR ENGINEERS

Helene S. Markoff
Director
Federal Women's Program
U.S. Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.

Thank you, engineers and future engineers of the U.S.A., for this opportunity to address you. As you know, I represent the United States Civil
Service Commission. Our representative at your 1971 conference was a very
fine gentleman by the name of Mr. Harold Le!ch, from the Commission's
Bureau of Policies and Standards. Some of you in this workshop might remember him.
Mr. Leich has since retired from Federal service and achieved new i'ame
Several weeks ago, the WASHINGTON POST editorial section featured an article written by him entitled "The Terrible Toilet." In spite of the utylikely

name, it was a serious article discussing new methods of solid-waste dipoSal.
Mr. Leich, who incidentally is an engineer, wants to do awy with the water
closet, and his article presents compelling reasons for this position. I wish
I had saved the article to share with you, but, unfortunately, when I read it
I did not Imow I would be here this evcning. If any of you are particularly
interested in water canservation you might wish to write Mr. Leich or the
WASHINGTON POST for a copy of the article. I am not an engineer nor an
expert on solid-waste disposal, so this evening my priorities for discussion
are somewhat different.
I took the time to review the proceedings of your outstanding conference,
"Women in Engineering, " that s held here at Henniker in 1971. After perusing the excellent papers, thc wealth of information, the problems discussed
during the workshops, the comprehensive stailLstics, I pondered about what
I could share with you this evenin.g that might be new, refreshing, inspiradonal, and challenging. And believe it or not, I came up with something.

First of all, I gleaned from the last Conference report that little is really
Imown about the Federal government as an employer.

Weil, we are big ... you might even say enormous. There are 2,865, 000
civilian employees in Federal azencies. Yet we are actually smaller than

the combined work forces of all the state governments (2, 921, 000 employees)
and the combined work forces of local governments (7, 804, 000 employees).
Federal civilian ernployeez--, includinz full-.drne, part-time, temporary, and
intermitte:It employees, make up 3. 3 percent of the nation's work force.

the exception of a very small percentage (less than 9 percent of the
z excepted by statute), Federal employment

Federa: -.vork force, v.I.Lich
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is covered by merit systems where race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, physical handicap, and politics are irrelevant.
Within this structure, the Federal government employs
engineers,
of whom 19, 558 are in the District of Columbia metropolitan 152,319
area and 130, 571
in the United States other than the D.C. metropolitan area. Women
represent
1.1 percent of the engineering group as a whole, but about 0. 5 percent
the
professional categories. As you know, this compares to their general in
availability in the nation.

Of all scientists, engineers, and technicians employed by the Federal
government, 90 percent work for the following 11 agencies:
Total
Engineering

Agency

Women

Women

1.4

112

0. I)

144

475

1,110

1.4
0.6
1.6

3,909
39,363

1.5
1.0

134

1,3,69

9

14,864

0.7
0.5

14,193

0.

Group
7,849

Department of Agriculture
Department of the Air Force
Department of the Army
Department of Comme rce
Department of Health,

15,245
33,025
`?, 976

Education clnd Welfare

Department of the Interior
Department of the Navy
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Department of Transportation
National Aeronautics and
s-ace Administration
Veterans Administration

Percent of Number of

1, 0(,?5'

1.6

13
18

386

I

11 0
1'3

'-7rc-ireerc tn the Federal service are engazed in a wide ariety of activities \vhich challenge the skills, imagination, and knowledge of engineers in
all fields. They design missiles, aircraft, rockets, pcwerplants, bridgE
s,
drydockc, luiidins, machine7, and electronic
equipment.: construct darns,
highways, ships, and po-,,.er-transmission iines: conduct research in electronaerodynamic-c, hydraulics, coil mechani,-,c, and :_sr, structural material:::
and perform riany other engineering functions.
NoA I -xould like to tell you a little about my position.
As Director ,L'f
the Federal Women's Prot7rant, I an: responsible for providing
guidance and
direction to Federal agencies c-nhanCe both ernaloyment and advancem.--nt
TC.`
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While wymen have been employed in public service
since before the Constitution was signed, their employment history in the Fed-.
eralgeAcrnment is much like their employment history in the nation. Although
we had a Civil Service Act of 1883 that established a Merit System of employment, a Classification Act of 192 3 that established the concept of "equal pay
for cqual work, and a great number of Executive Orders on Equal Employment Opportunity along thc way, the fact remained that NI. omen were employed
in large numbers but ere not fully utilized up to their maximum potential,
especially in key policy-level positions. Yes, there .w ere exceptions. Yes,
many outstanding women aehie-,ed professional status and contAbuted to major

opportunities for %%omen.

program ac%onlplishnents. But they kverc, in the past., the exceptiors and
!la7 t fo,

1 he ;:re.:it to

stand here and tell you that those Bad Old Days are

No one ca.t promise you that. When you scan the history of
...omen in the United States you see changing trends in both education and employmc_nt. The s..rent.h and direction the feminist movement is taking; the
gone

.

:1,..s.azt:ss by men and %comer of comen's role in society; and the

:-atidly ca m s affecting- en-s,I)loy7nent, education, and civil rights would
a:I

7

e-nment,

,

: .3

,'2- 2 "31,

us that cvo 2.re, this time, here to stay. And in the Fede do no.... havc a P.Thlie 1.ack that says we are equal! PubEoual Ernploym en': Opportunity Act of 1972, brings the

ernment under the Civil Rights Act of 1:164 as amended. This
rt.s -hat pers,:threl actions be free from discrimination based on race,
a, Ur national origin. and that Federal agencies develop
Affir:-:.ati .0 Action .1)a..n,- ta assura equal opportunity for all persons in ret:-aining, and up-.vard

Azeriies are

required to a:Dp:)int FeL-.ieral Women's- Program CoordifL;:- nrooessing disc:imination complaints of emnato.
nloy_cs o annli:ams for -Federa: employ:nen:. Within the context of the Merit
when a problem area
Syst=:n., I cdca ar-encies are using goals and timetables
The;ze goals anc: timotables, of course, must 1-.e. impiee system Of emp:ovment and with consi:ienation to skills
n-o
in :he necr.ritin.7
Fa

Tiber ,. is a sys-.c:n:

hat this means to -w onten trained in cnginecring-' Here we
bercent male and the recruitrrc-nt area
-nal (-rou t:. that is
is usually national regardless of where the job location :night
time the de:nand for enctineers exceeds the supply.

Can yo: sec
an
At this

.

a recent issue (April 1273) of or Ciil Servi,:c Ccon-.-dssion's CoPc cc T---)lac==en: Ne..,,-sletter TRENDS IN FEDI:RA I_ "HIRING s-tates
"

_.

enr-inerin7r, hiring -is -.Thtually the sam-e as last, year
applicants are down. With the exception of sorne (but
a:1) sipecialtle.,-- in New England, the aerospace field in

1A

the Great Plains mild K,acky Mountain areas, and the
electrical and electi c,flie options for Hawaii, applicant

surpluses in CSC talent banks have virtually disappeared.
In many geographic areas hiring needs are exceeding the
supply of candidates. This varies with the specialty.
'Best opportunities nationwide are in civil, sanitary,
electrical, electronic, and indusixial, with demand
for civils particularly favorable in the South. Mechanical engineering is only slightly less favorable for applicants. Chemical engineers are in less demand na-

tionally, with the best opportunities in the Middle-Atlantic
:\lidwest, South and Rocky Mountain regions. In general,
CSC talent banks for Washington, D.C. , and the North,vest currently have larger numbers of applicants in most
categories in relation to needs than in other parts of the
country but the picture is volatile, especially in Washington. The Rocky Mountain area has fait ly strong competiy_an for
n-.ost categories in the major metro areas
a..are favorable opportunities at isolated locales.
Aaancies cunrent lv recruiting- engineers include:
Nal.-v -- Excellent opportunities in mechanical and elec-

tricalielecaronic, some needs in the aerospace, industr:al, and other options nationwide, and especially in
California and the Washincrton, D.
area. Puzet
Scund Naral Shipyard, Bremerton, 1,\ ashina-to,n, is
ekin7 mechanical and nuclear engineers.
-L:r.vironmemal Protection Agency -need a-,
offices for mechanical and :.3anitary eng-inee
specializeci courses in eraironme,-t-talati:d crLa and for chentical ngineers ith pestie:dc
rerienae. EPA's f,:cility in An:.: Arbor, 17C,i,t-lan
mecharical enzineers ,Aith engine ana' ea-iesiora= co:ttro bacl,-zround. (Note: E.P.:1 reideata
a-aplicarits and employment coarespondence

direc--eL:

t- its egional offices -- cr ontan CE,C Job InforraaT. 2

Center.:a Hiring is decentralized, am'. inquiries
-1. ashinzton heaacuarters merely delay

-- Patent Office .zeeks aboat 75 mechardcal
and ehernical en-7-ineers interested in aatent examining
for G--Z, trainee po,-7itions.
Trans-Dortation

Federa: Hie-la-ay Administration'
high' ay eninee a training program (civil s7ecialty) is
1S3
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staffing this year at about normal levels and FAA is
seeking some trainees in the electronic and aerospace
disciplines.
Air Force -- Opportunities are good at the GS-5/7
level for aerospace, electronic, and mechanical engineers at Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton (AF3C, Aeronautical Systems Division). Edwards AFB, California ,
seeking some aeronautical, electrical and mechanical
engineers.
Armv -- Corps of Engineers: Civil and mechanical,
particularly good opportunities in the South. Environmental Hygiene. Agency, Edgewood, 111aryland: Needs

GS-9 (master's degree or experience) mechanical,
chemical, and electronic with environmental background.

Interior -- Bureau of Reclarricn. Recruiting for

Western states with especia1:7/ good opportunities for

civils at remote project sites.
Agriculture -- Forest Service:

Limited hiring this
year but Southwestern (Albuquerque, New Mexico) and
Northern (Missoula, :\lontana) regions recruiting some
civil engineers.
National Security Agency -- An intelligence activity
located at Fort Meade, 111ary1and. Opportunities for
a limited number of electrical and electronic engineers with an interest in communications and backgrounds in computer systems procedures and anal-

ysis and/or operatims researca.
-Architects are in short supply in all areas except Washington, D.C., New England, and the Northwest. Opportunities are particularly favorable in the Southeast. Hiring
nationwide at entry levels averages less than 100 annually,
bu: applicants may expect reasonably good appointment
chances because of the low application volume.
The Federal government is not the n1y emplo.yer actively searchirtg for
enzineers, especially female begin.ners. Any firm or contractor doinc: business with the Federal government is also requi.red to have an affirmative action plan for equal opportimity. Mrjor corporations are establishin.g goals
and timetables to show evidence of a positive action-oriented equal-opportunity nro:-ram. According to 1.-arious studies, there is hard evidence that startirg
for women in engine-ering exceed those for all other professions.

So w-at have I said sc far
The 7-7ederal rrover=em needs You.
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The Natioe needs you.
The pay is good.

The opportunities arc there for employment and advancement, and
TIN,re re laws to protec; your right:Fe should you run into any chauk inism (male and/or female) along the way.
A funny thing about "chauvinism's

whether it is male or female chaut,inism. it is not limited to one occupational category. And the chances are,
if you are prepared for a profession in a shortage category the possibility of
discrimination based on sex is minimal. l\luch of the problem surrounding
the employment and advancement of women relates to choices in educational
curriculum. We are still, in spite of warnings to the contrary, majoring
in areas where the employment outlook is bleak.
I do not encou:ege women to go into engire rieg just to improve Our appalling statistics. And I am not unaware of the problems you can expect to
face, other than the possibilities of sex discrimination, such as: 1) combining
caeeer in engineering with raising a family, 2) geographic mobility, and
keeping up with changes in technology. There are various alternatives to
allet:iate such problems, such as flexible work hours, continued education
programs, child-care centers, and other innovative approaches te meeting
individual needs. What stand out mostly in my mind at this point are the
yeang women I have met in my travels throughout the country. The young
women -- college-trained, career-oriented and, yes, married too -- who
tell :ne this: "If my husband gets a job offer e.e talk about it and if I get a
lob offer ..ye talk about it."
There are 33 million women working in the 'United States today, most of
whom work because they have to for economic reasons. We represent 40 percent of the natior's work force. Half of all women between 18 years and 64
years Di' age arc row in the work force. At least three out of every Eve marrieei Imen work. .3.nd 12.7 million women workers are mothers. :\Tarriage
and motherhood in this generation does not indicate an end to a career
Before I left Wa-31-iinnton I telephoned the Civil Service Coerission official who handlee
Announcements and has responsibility for
certifying c..uali-"i -.J
--- to Federal agencies. I asked him Nhat he would
say to a group o.
,:irineers if he had the chance. He responded, "Stick
1.eith it, and I thir
great advice. For those of you already in the field,
you know- mare abo._:t
than I cia. Rat I would take thiR opporeturitv
to rentin_l you -e! to thinE:

.

Fit Ty,
eurse'N-es :Lie aware that: there is a La r.c..erning equal
opporta ,ev and ecual na; fca _It? work you are Presenti: performing: that
younc.
nale
ecrs are :.e.terinc- the field a: salary rate-s co,-----ezurate
sornetzmez-tita--1 :hose of their rnale el:I:ter:Darts: that affirm7
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ative action plans call for training and advancement of individuals based on
merit, not sex; and that the executive conference rooms can no longer be
labeled "Men Only."
Secondly, I think we all share a responsibility to encourage young women
to enter a profesionvi:hich can be so rewarding, challenging, and responsive
t.) our nation's needs. Hopefully, the newcomers will not experience some of
the traumas you have because the world is changing. But should they, like we
did, run into aftacle courses, perhaps we can provide our counsel from years

of figuring out how to do so.
Recently, I was a judge at a contest for a Bufiness and Professional Wom-

en's Club's young career women of the year. One brilliqnt young legislative
assistant from a large national corporation, who was married and had a child,
said \vhat she really needed was a chance to talk to other women about some
of the problems she faced as a working mother in a responsible position. Perhaps those of you in engineering can be good "listeners" for those about to take
the plunge.

When I was a young child (100 years ago) I used to say "If I were a man,
I would like to be an engineer, " because, like other little girls. I was programmed into that ldnd o: thinidng. I hope you and your daughters eliminate
the first part of that phrase and become our future engineers who will contribute to new technological advances for the benefit of man(wornan1kind.
Helene S. Markoff
Helene S. Markoff has served as DirE-1-itor of the Federal Women's Pro-

gram, U.S. Civil Service Commission, since May 1970. She has overall
refiponsibility for providing guidance and direction to Federal agencies to
enhance employment and advancement opportunities for women.

Per Federal career spanned a 20-year period with the Department of
the Navy in Rhode Island, Washing-ton, D.C., Spain and Morocco. Her experience, at both field installation and headquarters level, included position
classification and wage administration, employee-manao-ement relations,
personnel staffing, equal employment opportunity, and special emphasis programs. Since May 1970 she has served as the Director of the Federal Worn-

en's Program.

Miss Markoff received her dec-ree from Bryant College, Providence,
Rhode Island in 1949. She completed additional study at the University of
Rhode Island.

Miss Markoff received a Superior Accomplishment Award in 1965 for
her work Ln conducting a wage survey in Southern Spain. In 1970 she received
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the Navy Civilian Meritorious Award for her efforts in developing the Department of the Navy Equal Employment Opportunity Program. In 1971, she was
nominated by the Civil Service Commission for the Federal Women's Award.
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WHAT HAPPENED TO PROGRESS?

Irene Tinker*
Presiding Officer
Federation of Organizations for Professional Women

The idea of progress is a fairly recent belief, as theories of history go.
It is intimately bound up with optimism generated by the success of science
over religion during the last three hundred years. As a political scientist I
seldom have had the opportunity of talking to scientists, or would-be scientists and engineers. I assume that physical scientists would be even stronger
supporters of the idea of progress than those of us from the softer scientists
Progress is basically the belief that things get better and better. 1.! is
irenic that Condorcet, the rather obscure French writer who is credited with
the original articulation of this theor:,, wrote his Historical Tableau of the
Pregress of the Human Spirit while hiding from the excesses of the French
Revolution in 1793. He subsequently died in pr-son. Even as he wrote, concealed in a garret, he maintained his optimism that science and logic could
solve all hurr,in problems, that the path to Utopia was lined with educational
institutions.

DOE's that sound familiar? How different the idea of history expressed in
the Bible: Eden is the paradise we can never hope to achieve again on earth
-- the golden age was long ago, not somewhere in the future. The United
States, a country- without tradition, embraced and celebrated the idea of
progress. The economic abundance which flowed both from the felicitous
environment and the imaginative technology indeed created a People of Plenty,
as David Potter has written. The very wealth of natural resources on this
continent beguiled us into the expectation that tomorrow things would always
be bigger and better. And should conditions become crowded where you were,
there was alwavs the frontier.

Today there is ne frontier. We are all aware that plenty may no longer
be an accurate way to describe the state of depletion of our natural resources,
of our air, and water, and forests, to say nothing of cur oil and gas. We must
must stop wasting our precious resources, especially our women. We must
re-alize that the changin.--r status of women in the two hundred years of our history has NOT been one of progress. However optirnistzc we may be about the
future of ourselves as women, we cannot assume some sort of automatic improvement We must secure cur own opportunities, and unite to keep our outposts.

That is what -.re professional women from many disciplines had in mind
n we formed the Federation of Organizations for Professional Women. The

Dr. Tinker is at present a Research Fellow at the Bureau of Socill Science
ReseanTh in Wazhington, D.C. Hr current =turly deals with the adverse
irn:tac: cf development: on the status of wernen around the -a orid.
I3S
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name, though long, says exactly what we are: a coordinating, umbrella group
for organizations concerned with equal rights for women. That means that
women should have equality in everything .. in the choice of a career or the
choice of college. It also means that the man should have equality ... to enjoy his children by caring for them, to share the vast burdens of providing
for the family with his wife and so be allowed more freedom in his ca-eer.
Such equality means the woman is no longer a second-class person, a servant
in disguise. It means that her statu is equal to that of a man.
As our country has changed and developed, the status of
relative
to that of men has not consistently progressed. Let me makewomen
it clear that I
am speaking of status as an attribute of the woman, not the reflective
o the man she ma marry . since he may not be a permanent factorstatus
in her
life. Nor do I mean the ascriptive status of her family, for in the United
h!ates neither age nor extended family play much of a role in an individual's
existence. So status is what woman herself has, because of education,
occupation, or activity. Of thses three attributes, 'he most important is
clearly Qceupation, for one needs income 'o
.

There are no occupations, aside from the actual bearirh, of children,
which are better sh:ited to one sex than the othcr. The womenhs movement
has spent eonsiderable time refuting male claims that because they are generally taller and stronger they should naturally be the dominant sex in everything. Not all men are taller or stronger. Studies in concentration
camps
show that women survivA longer, their minds and bodies had more endurance ... another type of strength. Dr. Estelle Ramey, president of American
Women in Seience, one of the Federation's first affiliates, has given many
speeches challenging the claims by men of innate superiority
they
possess the hormone testosterone. Since I am not a medicalbecause
doctor I can
only give You a lay version of her point. Some girls car. be born with a deformity which suFrgests a penis; this leads their parents to raise them as
males. In puberty the error beeomes apparent. It has been found that it is
easier 7 o correct the physical defect than the psychological one. These girls
portray every masculine trait: a-czessiveness, dominance, athletic skill.
Soeial cenditioninr, then, is primarily responsible for most of our behavior.
So when you want to be an engineer, and a teacher or a boyfriend chides

yoe *That is not appropriate for a pretty girl like you,- they are victims of
social eonditioning. There is absebtelv no reason You shoeld not beeome an
eneineer if you want to and are dili:tent in your studies. Role stereotypes have
always 'eeen with us, hut in America today the nredeminant role assi--rned
rehs them of any economic role.
ihe prrindustrial agrarian ----ocieties, eocupations
usually stereotteped
by sex. These role stereotypes are by no means the are
same in every society.
But everywhere the male and female roles are interdependent and Esc] Jally
necessary.
the ea-1,- Nem Ecglarid ziays in the United States a - idow or
witlower almost immediatelty re-narried: both man and woman were cit
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to the enterprise of existence. The 7.-ontle7. women has long been celebrated;
even today, on small farms, the ro l. or the women is essential to their survival.
Cottage industries grew out of the activity of the farm woman in many
parts of the world; elsewhere women themselves wr,?nt to market to sell surplus produce. Neither of these opportunities was widely available to American women: rapid industrialization outdistanced cottage industry, while role
still held today -- tend to exclude women from entrepreneurial
stereotypes
activities. Economic specialization and iarge bureaucratic industries made
little room for women except in that motherly and wifely role of personal
secretary. Thus, as the country developed, woman's role in economic affairs
diminished. While agrarian societies generally view woman-as-resource,
modern middle-class societies tend to see woman-as-ornament.

This transition of woman from a useful resource to a possession happens
not only over time as a society changes, but within a society as her circumstances change from working class to middle class. The process of Sanskritization, or the emulating of persons a step up on the caste ladder in order
to elevate ones own posttion, is not confined to India. In Latin America the
peasant or lower-class woman works, and is relatively independent of her
husband, if she marries at all. But the middle class severely limits the freedom of its ornamental women.

Yet, conversely, stratification can also liberate the elite woman. Uninhibited by a single stereotype of the appropriate female role, the ornamental
quality of the elite woman can include education and high-level jobs, if her
husband acquiesces. Nor need sh,? fear that such activity might endanger her
marriage, for in most highly stratified societies, marriage is a function of
the extended family with all the protection that entails.
Marriage in the United States is a personal matter, a matter of whim and
preference that results in divorce in one of every three marriages. Further,
over 30 nercent of American women of marriageable age are single: never
marrieC. widowed, or divorced. These statistics do not agree with the image
of the American woman projected by the cinema or television: the glamorous
young woman who geets her returning husband with martini in hand, children
in bed, and kitchen floor shining like a mirror. Where is her security? One
in three are divorced. Less than 10 percent of divorces grant even temporary
alimony, while less than 2 percent of divorced women receive permanent alimony payments. Child-care payments, according to a national survey, seldom
cover more than half the costs of maintaining a child. Even then, only -10 percent of the men ever make even one such payment.
Because women, according to national stereotypes, are not supposed to
work, they are generally confined to "women's work," which pays little. One
quarter of all women work in service jobs, for
le. Should women seek
a career they are seldom taken seriously and almost never paid fairly. Indeed, faculty women are paid $3500 less than male colleagues for the same work
:
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American women work for the same reasons men work. They need the
money. One-third are the sole breadwinne:.-; another 40 percent contribute
to a family income below $10,000 a year. Thus today 42 percent of American
women work; nearly half of these women who work have children at home, and
most generally work to feed them or choose to go on welfare. It should he :to
surprise to learn that one in five American women of 16 years or older live in
poverty or that one-third of all households headd by women live below the
poverty line. But it should surprise you, because education is everywhere
looked to as the path to better job, that a woman must be a college graduate
to earn as much as an eighth-grade educaLsd male, or that despite the legitimate
complaints concerning bl.cks, women whether black or white,
less than
men of either ethnic bacL_round. (In 1967 the median income forearn
white males
was $7264, for black men $5179; for white women $4144, and for hlack women
$3020.)

Worse, the disparity between men and women is increasing, not decreasing.
In 1955 the median wage of women was 64 percent of men's. It fell to 60 percent
in 1969. In 1945, as a result of more opportunities during the
war, 45 percent
of all professional and technical jobs were held by women. Today
that percentage has fallen to 38 perc::n-it. At the university level, there are fewer women
by percentage of the population who hold faculty or staff
today than
there were in 1930. This is partly related to a reductionpositions
in women with advanced degrees (see Figure 1). Although 42 percent of the graduates of fouryear colleges are women, only 11.7 percent of the doctorates awarded in the
last di.cAe were to women. Compare this with 15.3 percent of the doctorates
going to women in the period from 1920 to 1929. This is not development; this
is retardation.
What happened')

Let us review the fsducation system in the United States from the earliest
The !lay Colony founded Harvard University to provide ministers for
the people, and required all settlements of fifty homes to provide an elementary school -- for boys. Education was for the male professional; the students
w,7re upper middle class. Girls in New England were admitted to the elementary school after the revolution, but not until 1824 were public high schools
available to them. Women quickly flocked to high schools, and since national
statistics have been kept, women have outnumbered men in graduating from
hirr,h school. The firrt women attended Oberlin College in 1837; by 1000 women
w ere nearly 20 percent of the university graduates. This doubled by 1930,
but fell back again in the post World War II years to 24 percent, and has orly
reeently again attained the 1930 level at the undergraduate level.
WIN were women in the professions better off in 1930 than today?
Two related phenomena of the twentieth century retarded the flow of women
into the professions: first, the explosion of higher education in the United States.
In 1900 only some 2 percent of the people completed college; even so, that was
30 percent of those graduating from high school.
days
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Figure 1. Percentage of PhD Degrees Received by Women
in Selected Fields, by Decade (Source: National
Research Council, Doctorate Records File)

Today 80 percent of our youth graduate from high school while 20 percent
graduate from collt.;e; but the percentage of women falls from a slim majority
of high-school graduates to 43 percent of college graduates and 11 percent of
doctoral degrees. Clearly, many talented women drop out of the education
system. With the restricted rewards ...vailable, who can blame them? They
get no support from their parents, who believe that college is a mating ground
rather than an educational institution; since woman's place is in the home, further investment in education is uneconomic.
Such an attitude to woman's place has been reinforced by the communication explosion. The advent of radio, and more so of television, has tended to
project a simplified stereotype of the ideal American woman: her role and as-
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that, in talks with students about what they can do with their education, now
that it is practically completed in 2 field where there is no demand, they have
told me that their high-school counselor told them lo just enroll in liberal
arts and decide later what they wanted to Jo. How can anyone call this
counseling?

_ -.-

vile U.1 me icwest representaions of women in the United Nations. Only Mauritius and Saudi Arabia have
'ewer women at the United Nations by percentage of the population.

From the first picture-book, American women are discouraged from beoming professionals; from their first job they fall further and further behind
nen of equivalent training. Until role stereotypes, self-limitations
on occu,ations, and institutional discrimination is ended, the training of professionals
s preparing them for frustration and second-class citizenship.
You women have a unique opportunity: you are qualified to enter a profesion in which there is g.'eat receptivity to women. Of course,
there is still
Istitutional discrimination, but the flow of greater numbers of qualified worn
a into the profession should put an end to the familiar pattern of
at
le bottom and men at the top, women paid so much less than menwomen
for
simiir types of work.

The Federation has joined with its affiliates and other women's groups to
irvey the effectiveness of governmental regulations which require federal
)ntraetors to hire qualified persons regardless of race, religion, or
ou did not thiak this rush to hire women engineers came about withoutsex.
ire, did you'? These regulations are based on Executive Ordei. 11246, preswhich
as amended in 1967 to include a prohibition against discrimination because
sex. Thus, if an industry or a university, in its total employment,
has fewwomen than are available in the pool of qualified persons, that industry or
iiversity can be said to show a pattern of discrimination. Proving the exisnce of such a pattern is clearly easier than proving individual cases of disthnination. Our Federation can advise groups of women on the ways to file
Lttern complaints, how to collect statistics, what to look for in the Affirma,-e Action plans each industry with a Federal contract is required to file.
More subtle is the career conditioning which has kept the pool of talent
v in many professions, particularly in the engineering
profesion.
.deration is suggesting a revamping of the educational system to try The
to get
the built-in biases of the elite male images conveyed from kindergarten
u can help. You can become the role models of the next generation. It isup.
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chapters in the school area a letter to the national office of the organization should secure some excellent information.
Plan a "Career Showcase Day" and have persons from many different
occupations bring displays and make themseives available to talk to
any student about their special fields.

important that you stay visible, that you do not hide in your laboratory or
arrogantly assume that because you made it other women can too. Support
other women, and se ek support from sympathetic men. We'll all have a better, more equal tomorrow.
Irene Tinker

Irene Tinker is at, present a Research Fellow at the Bureau of Social
Science Research, in Washington, D.C. She taught for a decade and has
done research on topics concerned with comparative urban and regional development, planning administration, governance, cultural change, education
policy, ethnic minorities, and women in development. She has studied and
lectured in South and Southeast Asia, and Africa as well as the United States,
as professor, college administrator, curriculum developer, researcher,
consultant, and lecturer.
A graduate of Radcliffe College with an AB (magna cum laude) in 1949,
and Phi Beta Kappa membership, Dr. Tinker earned her PhD from the London
School of Economics and Political Science in 1954. Her academic experience
(extending back from 1973 to 1954) has been as convenor of seminars at American University, associate and professional lecturer at the University of
Maryland, Assistant Provost for Curriculum Development and Professor of
Political Science at Federal City College, adjunct professor at Johns Hopkins
University School of Advanced International Studies, Assistant Professor of
Government at Howard University, and as a reader and lecturer at the University of California at I3erkeley.

Dr. Tinker has written or coauthored numerous papers and articles in
the areas of government, education, avid development. She is currently
president of the Federal Organizations for Professional Women and director
of the Educational Policy Center and a member of the American Political
Science Association, the Association of Asian Studies, the Society for International Development, the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, LN International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences,
and the Asia Society.
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WOMEN'S PERSONAL ISSUES - A BEGINNING LOOK
AT SOME BEHAVIOR PATTERNS IN WOMEN DUE TO STEREOTYPING

Carol Pierce*
Chair'n, New Hampshire Commission on the Status of Women
and

Member of the New Hampshire State Legislature
Women have had and still do have a stereotype 'in our society that to be
one must be passive and dependent. It does not mean that
all or even most women actually fit this stereotype. It merely means chat
there is such an image that is constantly held up to women through our eduthe good woman,

cational systems, families, the media, in business -- everywhere -- that
this is the right way to be.

Each woman has had to react to this image, sometimes consciously, but
maybe unconsciously, throughout her life. She may have cverreacted or underreac ted. but she has reacted, Just because she is alive.
Because of the subtleness of this reaction, a woman is most often not
aware of how this has influenced her behavior; limiting her in many ways
that she does not understand or perceive, and keeping her from fully using
her own inner creativity.
To be more specific as to how one's behavior is influenced, when the
whole feeling tone of life is that one should be passive and dependent, life is
experienced as lacking freedom for full expression, and one does not have
many choices about how to be. This closed-in, rather than out-going feeling
is expressed in some identifiable personality characteristics.

In this context, a list of women's personal issues has been developed to
describe behaviorally what is frequently present to varying degrees in women's
behavior. Women's personal issues might be better understood if compared
with women's social issues. Both are important, but they represent two different areas of concern for women. Women's social issues refer to such social problems as day care, abortion, employment, equality, and so forth.
Women's perFonal issues refer to behavioral characteristics evidenced by individual women as a result of reacting to a passive, dependent stereotype.
(Men who have experienced life as being -boxed in" and repressed, resulting in passive and dependent personality characteristics, might find that

-The concepts of women's personal issues have been worked out over a period
of a year and a half of small group experiences with women by NEW DYNAMICS ASSOCIATES: Judith Palmer, Carol Pierce, Janice Sanfacon, and Karen
Terninko, Box 92, RFD 5, Laconia, New Hampshire 0324 6. Mrs. Pierce is
a partner in this, a consulting firm in the woman's field.
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the following personal issues are a part of their personality also. In fact, all
men might say that they too feel these personal issues: however, the difference,
which makes all the difference, 's that each man comes to them in the context
of the male stereotype, which is to be aggressive, strong, bold, outgoing.
Because of this male stereotype, the style of expression and the resulting patterns of behavior are different.)
WOMEN'S PERSONAL ISSUES

Fa lure Orientation
Womcn are apt to be failure-oriented in the way tasks are undertaken,
because of a lack of success experience. Frequently, with little positive behavior reinforcement given in childhood toward outgoing task-oriented behavior, a woman does not learn how to accomplish tasks, and a cycle of failure develops in the way tasks are approached. Failure is built into the task
from the very beginning with no recognition that this is so.
When group action is needed, the kind of task assumed is often ill-defined
or of such a broad nature for the particular group to take on that in reality no
one could expect the group to succeed at the task. An example would be a
women's organization that has taken on a specific project requiring community
involvement. The actual project is organized well, but enough publicity is

never done to make it a success. Or -- the task is ill-defined or of too large
a nature to be actually accomplished.

When failure comes and the goals are not met, little
ses
are always ready. Excuses usually focus on one's family arct
ey (iuties that
everyone -under: -Inds" come first. These responsibilities, in reality, may
or may not have interfered, but in any case are only a cover-up for a feeling
of inadequacy and a feeling that no matter what the task was, it wasn't important anyway.

Success Avoidance

Success avoidance frequently occurs in the woman who is task-oriented
and does not find failure orientation an extensive part of herself. Success is
often almost impossible for the woman who has accepted and adopted a passive, dependent behavior. To be successful means that one must stand out in
front publicly to some degrt:e. To be successful also means one must have
been aggressive at some point to hav: accomplished a task. To be public and
aggressive are both complete opposites to the passive, dependent syndrome.

When a man is successful, his whole being and maleness is enhanced.
When Joe receives a promotion, his whole feeling of self-worth has increased
(whether this is actually true or not is not the question). In the male image

Joe, as a man, is a better person.
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However, when a woman is successful, an entirely different syndrome may
be present. Unlike a man's masculinity being enhanced by success, a woman's
femininity is in question when she is successful. She must define herself in
terms of being a better person, not a better woman. She must downgrade her
femaleness, resulting in guilt feelings and tension within her new role.
Many times an employer will say that he knows a woman can do a certain
job involving a promotion, but in no way can he convince her to take the job.
I3y listening to the woman as she begins to understand her react:ons better,
one often hears her admit that if she accepted the promotion, she feels her
whole femininity would be in question.

To be successful means public recognition. As the task approaches completion, the woman will frequently give the task to someone else -- a man or
a stronger woman -- so they stand out in front to receive the public attention
while the woman, who has done most, if not all, of the work, assumes a "power
behind the throne" stance.
Another facet of woman's experience with success is that she is not judged
on the task alone that has been accomplished. If she has been a successful
executivf her success as an executive also includes answerir_g such questions
Has , .e had many dates? Is she a good cook? Does she have a husband?
:-Fhe working to make up for a "lack" in her life? For many women, it involves pure exhaustion to play all the roles demanded, including the career one,
so that the energy is not available or, if one must work, one lives in a state of
near exhaustion.
Conflict Avoidance

Women are the "pacemakers' of the world. Within the family a woman's
role has been to keep harmony at all col:t, Her handling of conflict is usually
to separate those who are disagreeing -- :eparate them physically ("To your
rooms, and don't come out until you apologeze") or separate them emotionally
("I won't love you any more if you don't stop"L Both sides do not sit down to
talk about undercover or direct conflict iLsueg, so that conflict is not resolved
but left to fester.
With this background, conflict becrimos more and more a frightening experience to handle. In this context, when one is weary and tired of conflict,
happy, peaceful relationships are looked for outside the home. If one is to
take on tasks outside the home (community or job involvement), conflict is :
inevitable part of i and cannot be avoided. Therefore, the problem is that
intellectually women seek community involvement, where conflict is inevitable, while at :rie same time emotionally looking for sustaining, comfortable
personal relationships. Along with these two opposites, women are so set
up to avoid conflict in both personal and community relationships that they
will often come to feel very guilty about causing any kind of conflict at all.
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These guilt feelings are a very painful part of many women's lives, and govern
most of their flight from conflict.
Even if an individual woman has not played peacemaker within a home -- if
she is sinAe, childless -- she has probably had that role model given to her
generally by society and/or specifically by her. mother. Therefore, she too is
unlikely to look at conflict as something that can result in positive growth and
new directions attained, but rather as a shattering experience to be avoided.
To be "successful' and not avoid success means a knowledge of the handling
of conflict.

Approval Needs

From the earliest age, women are taught to need male approval. As a
small child a girl looks to her father for approval of how she looks -- it rnrans
more than any approval from her mother. In her teen-age years approval in
her peer group means a date with a young man. Any attention from girl friends
takes second place to attention from a young man. From father to date to lover
:o husband seems to be a common sequence of where approval needs are met.
There is a difference between the approval that every person needs and
thrives on and the approval women learn to need as a basic support for every
action. This particuLar variety involves a constant checking out for support
before any action can be taken. The difference can best be explained by the
example of a woman who after supper makes a comment to her husband as he
reads the paper. "I think I'll plan to volunteer some time for the new scf.00l
aide program." The husband doesn't really hear her and gives a nondescript
answer. The dynamics of the situation is that his lack of response colors her
reaction to the idea, so that in all probability it just evaporates from her mind.
Because she was looking for his approval and has a need to always check out
her ideas before she acts, the whole concept of volunteering just slips away.
The husband may actually have thought it a good idea, but just didn't happen
to respond, and has no idea how much he controls her actions. In other words.
man, women are becoming aware of the fact that male approval is needed before one can act, rather than approvai being something that is appreciated when
given. This syndrome shows up in the business world, where a woman
given supervisory responsibilities will do more checking out with a superior
ninn1 on every action than a man would.

The need for male approval is so strong in some women that they report
they just don't feel -whole- or complete unless a man is around to continually
confirm their femininity. It can be an actual physical feeling of incompleteness
(not to be confused with sexual needs).
Competition

Because of the approval needs women have in relation to men, woman is
set in competition against woman for the attention of men. Involved ;n this
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ttl.Fu .s th:.- fact that power in this society has been syno--vnlous with massilinity foi niany women. When one's life seems powerless ix it elf, one is
then drawn to where the pl,ger is.

A syndrome that is set up for any class or group of people who or :.-! defined
as "second class" is that the most important lines of communica:.ipn ate those
that go from the "second-class" person to the "first-class" persc.!. and not the
lines from "second-class" person to another "second-class" person. ,-ome
black people have experienced this fully and are relooking at their :r.lationships.
Black people had to keep their own lines to the white peoph: open, bu,_;e that
was where the power was to help their primary needs. 'Therefore, :I one was
too friendly with another black person and they were depenc:ent on the same
white person, who had only one favor (job), one might out of 7riendsnip have to
give in to the other black person, causing real suffering on the first black
person's part. The result is that many friendships were Llocked between
blacks hy the competition for white favors; and a disliking for one's own kind
develops out of frustration. Black persons ha,7e had to st:213 aside and say
-black is beautiful- and "buy out" of the power lines.
Similarly, women have been put into competition for man's attention.
The woman who says -but I prefer men's company, it is more interesting,
is experiencing a dislike for her own kind, feeling self-hatred, and responding to 1.:-.?re approval is perceived. When men's company is better than a
woman : but you are a woman, the acceptance of your personhood
womanhood) is in question. Many women are learning for the first time to
enio7 other women's friendships at a meaningful level expressed in the term
-sisterhood" (comparable to "black is beautiful").
Women have also been put into competition with each other by the advertising industry, particularly the beauty culture section. In vying for beautyquoen stati-., woman is pitted against woman in a one-upmanship game.
Beauty coim-z to be tne way to interest and "keep" nrm, but each woman, with
with age, tind: she can only lose the game. flopefuLy, a new sense of identity will redefine a -beauty for women of all agcs tha, has more to do with
character, sense of worth, r;;ving, and an rwt ila? mind.
Manipulation

When a woman has lived a life 1)4:;ed on these personal issues, the result
is that :The has not learned 4. o ask directly for her own needs to be met. Since

asking directly f a specific need to be fulfilled is an aggressive action itself and since women are encouraged to be humble, self-sacrificing, quiet,
pleasing, helpful, one learns not to ask for her own needs to be met and
others do not learn to expect ber to ask and have it responded to.

Some of those needs might be defined as: the needs to be heard, the need
to have creative stimulation, the need to have privacy, the need to have intellectual growth. When needs such as these are not met rpenly and honestly,
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each woman must find other ways to have them met. (To have no needs met
could be seen as death. )

It is through manipulation that women have learned to satisfy their needs.
(Manipulation is used here as a neutral term, neither good nor bad. The
manner in which manipulation is used gives it these qualities. ) The particular style n f manipulation used is passive-aggressive; "aggressive" because
an act was actually performed to have a need met, and "passive" because the
act was covered up and directed in a roundabout way so that the need that was
satisfied is not directly known.

An example of passive-aggressive manipulation would be in order to satisfy a need for privacy. A mother might go to great lengths and expense to plan
activities that would take her family away from the house for certain periods
of time -- all under the pretext that the experiences are educational and
character-building for the children (which could be trie), and of course the
children would want to do them. She does all the arranging; the children have
little choice. Her need is to have time for herself. If she could say that as
a mother she needed time for herself and everyone agreed that she was still
a "good" mother even though she wasn't with her children every minute, all
involved might sit down and plan how each person could have his or her need
for privacy and socializing fulfilled. She would riot need to manipulate in the
background.

Women frequently find that much of their time and conversation is actually involved in passive-aggressive manipulations with much underlying hostility and anger involved. Passive-aggressive manipulation can become a
whcle style of life in itself, permeating almost every action. Such manipulation can be at either the conscious or the unconscious level. Always coming
late to a meeting could be a passive-aggressive manipulation against not wanting to go at all, because no one listens to your ideas. Constantly losirig the
car keys or burning the supper in the oven might be acts against a husband
who is insensitive to needs and there is no level of communication where they
can be openly di ussed. Having a headache, real or pretended, to avoid sex
could be a defen, against a feeling that a woman never has the choice to
say "no."

It should be understood that passive-aggressive manipulation is a reaction against situations over which one feels no control. That is, it is a survival reaction to someone who will not openly communicate. One passiveaggressive manipulation frequently brings back another one, though, from the
person who was the receiver.
Self-Limiting Behavior

Women often develop certain behavioral characteristics that limit their
own personal expression. These are characteristics t,lat grow out of all the
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other aforementioned personal issues. Many kinds of self-limiting behavior
could be listed, but only three will be mentioned here. Self-limiting behavior
might be described as behavior that limits the range of personal potential and
variety of ch ces in one's life.
Body language.

"hether one has an open or closed body language affects all
relationships. \len have always been allowed to sit, stand, and walk in more
"free" and open ways. The result is that attention s more freely drawn to
them. These same actir,ns when done by a woman are seen as "unladylike."
Without copying male bod:, language, many women are finding that a more
"open" body language results in more awareness of their presence, as opposed to the "invisible woman' syndrome. Their body also seems more integrated into a wholeness of being.

22_a_ALvire expresions.

If one is unsure of oneself when expressing
ideas, all sorts of qualifying phrases are apt to be used at the beginning
and
ending of sentences, "I know this isn't important, but..." "I know Jane could
say this better, but...", or "I'm sorry to take sc much time, but..." Each
of these Phrases detracts from really listening to the content that follows and
keeps a cycle going of the woman feeling insecure because she isn't responded
to, while she sets up an expectation that she needn't be listened to.
Laughing and smiling. Laughing and smiling excessively can be a response
to a childhood learning of "smile, you loak so pretty." Where women's role
is usually to be the relaxing, friendly, conversationalist in personal relationships, laughing and smiling easily becomes the stock-in-trade of behavior
that always seems appropriate. However, the result can be that no one takes
the woman seriously or perceives her to havc needs.

Frequently, laughing and smiling is used to reduce tension. For a "strong'
woman, in particular, she may feel all sorts of tension or energy 'vels rising as she speaks. As a "strong" woman she is probably assertir !wrself
and coming across in an aggressive way: that is, unfeminine to others around
her. Therefore, as she sees the tension rise after she has spoken, she will
give a little laugh -- needed, from her point of view, to reduce the tension.
However, tor those listening it has neutralized what she has said. One might
say, tied up in the act of laughing would be personal issues such as conflict
avoidance and success avoidance, resulting in the "invisible woman" feeling
many women experience. She has put herself down, so that she can't be heard.
It should not be assumed that all laughing and smiling is to be avoided.
Bather, it is important to be aware of how it is perceived.
CONCLUSION

The result of many or all of these personal women's issues present in
var:'ing degrees in an individual woman is role insecurity. A scnse of well151
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being is difficult to establish when so much negative or inadequate behavior
is a part of one's self. The personal issues listed here are some of the more
important ones to consider, but they should not be considered as the only ones.
Fear of rejection might be another one.

On the positive side, it is good to see all the fine, strong women that do
live in our society, in spite of these issues. It is possible to be a good role
model; more and more women are "getting it together- these days and have
in the past. The spirit of these words is not hopelessnes-i, but reality; the
recognition that until vre look at what our problems really are, we cannot understand what our work is.
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COUNSEUNG

ITS VALUES AND ITS FAULTS

Pauline V. Chapman
Director of Placement
College of Engineering
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign Campus, Illinois

The opporiunities for women in engineering are now so great that we cannot possibly satisfy the demand. Every year more women enter engineering.
There has been a 1000-percent increase in the number of women graduating
from the College of Engineering at the University of Illinois from 1957 until
1973, from one in 1957 to ten in 1973. The problem seems to be to keep them
in engineering once they have enrolled. During the 1972-73 school year there
were 34 freshmen, 13 sophomores, 15 juniors, and 10 seniors
registered in
the College of Enginc..ring. Since the interest in women is so new
in the engineering field, we have not kept records on the number who drop out,
but in
the years 1957 through 1963 one woman graduated at the I3S degree level eac.h
year. In 1964, 1965, and 1966 there were three: in 1967, four;
1968, six;
1970, eight; 1971, two; 1972, six; and ten in 1973. This is progress,
but
not enough. We are hoping that all of the 34 freshmen who are now registered
will complete their engineering degree.

With the same exposure to all fields, I see no reason why more women
will not become interested in some type of engineering. I think the problem
is not only how to get more women into engineering but how to keep from
discouraging women from going in;_o the field or into other fields which they
have not considered in the past. Now t%lat the demand for women engineers
is so great, those who are accepting positions have a great responsibility.
By proving themselves as reliable, dependable, productive employees they
can break down the past discriminations and pave the way for those who will
follow them.

I am firmly convineed that counseling, for both men and women, is the
weakest chain in the present educational system. By poor counsiing, we are
wasting our greatest national resource, the potential productivity of the young.
If a young person can settle on a career at twenty rather than flounder arourd
until thirty or forty he can use the very productive years between twenty and
thirty for personal growth.
Counseling is not something that c.,n be dom at ona particular time, when
a student appears before a counselor and says "I .varr` _.-onte career counseling. Real career counseling should, ideally, sta.,-t in the home at
as early
an age as possible, by investigation. Children have wonderful imaginations,
a great curiosity, and the ability to ask a million questions. I have often seen
parents showing their children the fire engines which are stationed directly
behind my office. What an opportunity to be.;in career counseling. How, and
of what, is the fire engine made, who makes what, what does the fireman need

to know, how does the fire alarm work, how and by whom is it made, and how
does it make the noise that excites all children? This type of investigation can
be carried to everything that the child sees as he matures until, by the time he
is ready to make some type of educational-career decision, he has some idea
about many fields. At least he has a much better chance of understanding, at
whatever point in his education the first attempt at career counseling is presented to him.

I realize, however, that many parents are not able to give this type of
information to their children and it must come from other sources. Television
cartoons miss a great opportunity in not somehow weaving into their shows
bits of this type of information that can unconsciously be assimilated by children in spite of their short interest span. "Sesame Street? does some very
educational things, and "Mr. Wizard" was a very thought-provoking program
for the young (I understand that it is again being aired). There is much more
that can be done by all media. If school children, at an early age, can be made
to understand why it is important to learn to add and subtract and what can be
done with this learning, the subject can be made much more interesting to
them. I remember that when missiles were in their infancy, the General Electric Company prepared a comic book, to be used by children in the primary
grades, which tied arithmetic to the building of a missile. I think this was
excellent because it tied a school subject to something of which they were aware.
Counseling, at all levels, should be the same for men and women. Both
should be exposed to all possibilities. In this area, women have been handicapped in the past because there has been a preconceived idea of where a
woman's interests lie. When a little girl is born, one of the first things she
receives as a gift is a doll. This begins the wife-mother-housewife image
that has been the standard for women for many years. There is nothing wrong
with this career; it is a wonderful and honorable one. To raise a family of
productive children must be one of the most satisfying careers in the world.
I see nothing wrong with being "only a wife, a mother, and a housewife.''
I grew up with this idea, and even though I went to college it was incidental.
During my time in high school and in college, no one ever spoke to me about a
career of any kind. It was graduate from high school, then go to college. Then
it was not even important to watch your grades in high school, because almost
anyone could get into college. Somewhere along the line I decided that I would
be a teacher, principally because I had an aunt of whom I was very fond who
was a teacher. This never materialized, however, since my father had a
cood friend who was in business and he asked me to work for him. I became
very interested in the field of business and crave teaching no further thought.

'My parents, as many parents, wanted me to do as I wanted to do, believ,
I am sure, that would marry and have a family. I was married, hut when
it appeared that a family was not part of the automatic nlan went back in-o
business and from there to the University.

I have been in a man's field for almost thirty years and I have never feit
one moment of discrimination in salary, promotion, responsibility, or recognition. In fact, I have always felt khat any discrimination has been in my favor.
I know that many women have been discrin:inated against in the past, but I
also know many who feel as I do. My career has turned out to be the most
satisfying one that I could have imagined, but it was purely by chance. Chance
worked for me, but everyone is not so fortunate. I was interested
in reading
Mrs. Fit,roy's discussion of how she became an engineer.
In my tenure of employment as Placement Director, in the College
Commerce and Business Administration and in the College of Engineering, atofthe
University of Illinois I have talked to thousands of students about their career
plans, but I am sorry to say that this is always "after the fact." The point at
which I see students is job placement counseling -- what can they do
with what
they have'? I cionot come into contact with s',udents until they
are
at
least
juniors,
when they are looking for summer work. By the time a student is a senior
in
college the counseling is entirely diiferent from true career investigation -;nd
counseling, which must be done at a much lower level. I have talked h
dreds of students who should never have been in their particular fields,
in talking about why iiley chose it the greater number indicate that counseling
had little to do with their decision to enter a particular college.
Even though I am in Engineering, I often have liberal arts students come
L'e as seniors, askiug what kind of jobs they can find in business or industry.
come to me as the result of having 'talked to engineering students w!-.:0
suggest that I might be of help to them and because we have many companies
visiting the College of Engineering to interview our graduates. They fecA ,hat,
in some capacity, companies can use liberal a-ts majors. When I ask them
why they are in their particular field, the almost standard answer is -I liked
it... I then usually ask them what they would like to do in the way of work if
it \:ere not necessary to consider educational qualifications. The answers
usually bring out some very interesting ideas on the part of the students. The
next question is usually: -During your time at the University have you ever
thought of how you could use the knowledge you are acquiring to earn a living7I am always amazed when the answer is usually "No.' After my talking to
these students for some time about how business is organized and what knowledge is needed in the various fields, they say -Why didn't someone talk to me
about this before now*: I: is an excellent question, for which I have no answer.
-Alost career counseiin7.- must be done at the high-school level. By the time
students apply for entrance to a university they must ap:tdy for entrance to particular colleges within the university. From their first day on campus, they
are co~,--itted to a curriculum and its rerruirentents with;n that college until
such time as they either request a transfer to anoLher coll--ge or are dropped
for scholastic reasons. Often th. hioh-school counselor is not qualified ts be
a counselor nor doe= he ht :e any special interest in doin=7 the ,tob, but for an
addition to his salary he takes on the responsibility. I cannot c :.unt the times
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that, in talks with students about what they can do with their education, now
that it is practically completed in a field where there is no demand, they have
told me that their high-school counselor told them to just enroll in liberal
arts and decide later what they wanted to do. How can anyone call this
coun3e1ing?

There is nothing wrong with a strictly liberal arts education in any field.
In fact, the ideal would probably he for everyone to have an undergraduate
liberal arts degree and then choose a career field at the graduate level. At
that time the student would have matured, would have been exposed to many
fields, and would have a better basis for deciding what he wanted to do with
his life. 'rhis, however, is not always possible, especially for the students
who attend a state university. They must use the four years both to gain a
cultural background and also to prepare themselves, in some way, to earn
a living. We have very few -millionaire playboys- at the University of Illinois, I try to encourage every student to whom I talk to continue his education after he leaves the campus. Education after college is just the beginning
of learning, and that is the time to take courses for only one reason: because
you have a personal desire to kmow more about a particular subject.
Every high school should have a career program completely independent
from academic counseling. There should be a library set aside from the

regular library, for reading material covering all occupations. Many companies have displays which depict their products and which they are very glad
to send to schools. Such exhibits could be made a part of this library. The
room should be a place where students could discuss different career possibilities among themselves. It should be staffed with people who have had
wide experience outside the academic area and who are willing to delve into
the demands of occupations about which they Icaow nothing. One publication
which would be very helpful to have in this area is the government publication Dictionary of Occupational Titles. It is -mind-boggling- to realize how
many different occup:-.tions there are fot- a student to consider. This publication would start s:udents thinking beyon.d getting out of high school with the
least possible effort, and direct their thinkino- to what comes after and what
they will need to do to get where they think they might want to go. The entire
atrnosoh-re of this particu1-tr area should be career-oriented.

Other ideas that could be incorporated into such a proctrant could be:
Offer information on work-stud., programs.
Invite t-illim= alun,ni to come in and discuss their professions with
the student..
Form an alumni committee to pla.n such discussions.
3.
If a student apaears to be partioularly interested in a cemair fit?.;d
nave 2.71 adult in that field take him for a dav and let him .-.ee what
someone involved in it actually does.
Con:ac: the presiden:s of orc.fessional societies, Includz_n:: the NSPE,
and request their hein in providing information. if :here are no
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chapters in the school area a letter to the national office of the organization should secure some excellent information.
5.
Plan a "Career Showcase Day" and have persons from many different
occupations bring displays and make themselves available to talk to
any student about their special fields.
Not all students will take advantage of an opportun'ty, no matter how much work
and thought is put into its planning, but for those wno do take advantage of such
a program the benefits would be invaluable. Many young people, at a very
early age, appear to know exactly what they want to do and follow through.
Others have no idea whatsoever, and these are the ones who need counseling
so desperately. It does not necessarily follow that a decision a student
before he leaves high school will be the right one for him for the rest of makes
his
life or even for his university years, but at least he has a basis for understanding himself.
Every young person has some potential, eacn has the same basic curiosity, but each boy and each girl has different desires and abilities,
It is the
duty of any counselor to help the student develop and direct his special
The parents can be of great help. If the parents can become involved inability.
the
process at least by the high-school freshman year, the job can be much more
successful. Parents often tell me that they want their child to do what he
wants to do. This is as it should be: but without any idea of
what there is to
do, how can a stu .ent make a sound decision.
The :,-reatest fault with counseling bureaus at the university level is, I
their failure to separate academic, pshychological, and career counselin:r. No cne is qualified to do all thr.e, but that, in
most cases, is what
they attempt to do. I can speak only for the University of
Illinois at UrbanaCharnpaifm. When a student enters as a freshman he is given mathematics
and rhetoria placement tests as well as a battery of aptitude tests. All these
are given by the Student Counseling Bureau, which is primarily a psychological counseling service. They hesitate TO suggest more than -.1-here the student's
strong aptitudes appear to lie. These counselors, as a group, are not qualified to do career counseling, as the Bureau is primarily staffed
ps7chologists. Counseling in all of these three areas is important. All with
students
need academic counselincr once they have made up their minds
college
to enter, and most colleges at our University have some sort ofwhich
advisor:- system:, some more successful than others. Some students need, or will need
during their academic career, some psychological counselim,-; butwnere can
they go for this career counseling which is so very important:

Each year I do a report on the progress of the c-raduateF., of the Colleo-e
of Em---ineering both five and ten years out of school. The followinc, statement,
relating his experience with the Student Counseling Bureati. was incluried with
the form that a student completed regarding his prov.ess durinc- the ten years

since his 0.raduation.
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o:Ip.iter dating should be applied to making the best
match between the student and his desired field of
study and his counselor. I'll never forget that ... a
music teacher tried to explain why I would fail as an

engineer and succeed as a social worker. His credibility with me was 'nil.' Ile had no backP;round in
either field. I still don't agree that I could be a social
worker but today I can see what an electrical engineer
could probably have explained what took one year to
happen. My math aptitude was poor and I obviously
needed to shift to a field requiring less math."

In addition to a student's assigned advisor in the College of Engineering
there are some professors who are very willing to talk to students who appear to be lost in engineering. Many of them, however, are not knowledgeable enough in many fields to be of complete help to a student. Since this
is not their primary responsibility, they do not have the time that should be
spent with a student. How much time a faculty member is willing to give a
student outside his primary fields of teaching, research, and helping his
students with their course work entirely depends upon the personality of the
professor. Last year the students in the College of Engineering conducted a
survey to assess the value of the College Advisory System. They reported
that -no more than one-half of the students felt that their advisors were
well equipped to handle their problems, and very few students had consulted
advisc;rs for more than two hours th:ring the entire semester.-

Somewhere I read a definition of a. career as being *a set of life activities
which the individual, relishes, finds meaningful, and enters with great vigor.
I like that definition. How great it would be if everyone could find such a

career.

In placement counseling of potential women engineering graduates, they
may apply the same criteria for job selection as the male graduate in the
same field. The most important factor is self-evaluation. I am amazed to
fin d how few of the st-,:den:s have asked themselves these questions:
What can I do
What -.yin I do
Do

ideas, or,)duct,-,, or erves

T)refer to work -.vith

D ) I prefer a large or a small company
11.-) I prefer a large or small co----.,nity
Is .-caLien important

Is constant contact with famtly intrortar or nec-arv
special reason

What motivates rr
7 5a
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Special interests -- how important are activities other than work
What are my own personal values
What limitations do I have
What about travel
While much can be done, should be done, and hopefully will be done
to
improve counseling at all levels, the placement counselor
has
a
great
responsibility to help the graduate evaluate himself once he is ready to accept
employment. What types 01 employment are available where the particular
engineering discipline can be used?

The women in engineering to whom I talk have
that their male
counterparts do not share. Men are interested in a problems
job because they like
the work, they see opportunity for advancement, it is in their particular
location preference, the salary is high, or for many other specific
reasons.
The woman has some,

different problems:
She has a husband who is continuing in graduate
a job locally to help finance his further education.school and she wants
She has a favorite boyfriend and sometimes
marriage plans,
and she prefers to wait until he has acceptedvague
a
position
and then
look for a job in the geograpLical area that he h:is chosen.
She is about to start a family and must defer her
employment for the
immediate present.

It is important to encourage these women, in
case they accept less than
professional engineering employment in the beginning,
to continue to search
the community for a position where their engineering will
of some value.
If this is impossible they should, by all means, continue toberemain
in their fields of engineering by taking additional courses at nizht if current
by participating in professional society activities, and by reading ofpossible,
the advances in technical journals so that when their personal
situations
are
such
that they can accept employment without reservations they will be current
and able to compete in their fields.
All young engineers, male or female, must compete with others when
they join the work force. They must, as they
be careful that th y
are not stuck in an activity where their talents progress,
are not being used to the best
athantaze. Women must realize that they must prove themselves on the
same
basis as a man and work at being a good engineer. They should _iot expect
special handling and they should not cry discrimination at the first disanpoin
ment or criticism. They must realize that to the employer they are. firs
engineers and second, women and must compete on that basis.
lf, after a
reasonable length of time, :here is a lealLimate complaint, it should
he
brou:rht to the attention of the proper supervisor. Attitude is important
!
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in any employee and I am convinced that the more a person expects to be discriminated against the more he will believe he is. A positive attitude toward
work, fellow workers, and supervisors should be developed. This is excellent
advice for anyone.

Some positive tnings are L.:ing ,one to expose more high-school girls to
the field of engineering. At the University of Illinois there are three summer
prograrnF for high-school students who are recommended by their high-school
counselors or principals:
National Science Founeation Summer Program -- six weeks in duration. It is usually composed of those students who are in the top 5
nercent of their high-school junier elas: This summer there were
'hree women in the 25 participants. The students came from throughout the United 3tates.
JETS Program -- two weeks in duration. This group is composed
of students in the upper 10 percent of their high-school junior class.
This summer, ix women were included in the greyer,. 'The participants were primarily from Illinois.
-T're;gram -- two -weeks in duration. This g!mp is cornBlack
lei,zs in the upper 25 percent of their high-school junior
Doseei
class. 1.-nee hemmer 7 women were included in the group of Vi parthe Chicago area.
tie
in this ye:Arts programs was far greater -than in the
The number
1)een only one or two. The JETS Programs are financed
past, when te--,e
by company

The these students are at 111i s they are hou: in a UniDuring t
or their
versity dormit,iry as a group, with ar_ advisor who is responsib
we:.1-being. lit e:ees t Lat. they stud at the proper time and tha .ey have
enote,77- recreational activities to keep them from feeling overworked. The
program is desIgned to expose tl.ese young tx.ople to engineering as a career.
Faculty from ail departments wiei;r.: '-he College of Engineering teach the
varzpus classes arranged for dee oregrann and at the end of the sessions give
efs before they leave
a final examination that is grade and eterned te,
the campus. This year, I unde...ee tee girls i-,._ceived the hiztaest grades
in the group.

For the past three yeer.s I nave talked to the JETS stedents at their
Commencement Dirmer- ar.d ;lave presented their diplornac. I have talked
to them individually, and, to a student, they are enthusiastic and feel that
the program has been intereetincr, intellectually stii ulating. and very
worthwhile.
While 7he woreen -1 these programs were on campus, the Societ.y cf

Vomen Er_gineers arr nre,:.: for picnics and evenin:7
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women engineer..

where they discussed the field of engineering for women in
an informal wiy In :tcldition to this, Professor Grace Wilson, the Society
advisor, had
.1;!`nup at her home for dinner. She also invited other women
engineering-tlf:cvtty members and the evening was devoted to having fun hut,
again, discuss'..;=, the field of women in engineering.

Professor Oavid O'Bryant, who is in charge of these programs, reports
that in publick.: :g them, high-school couns.eling again breaks down. He contacts every Liigh school in thc State of Illinois, ,gives details of the programs,
arid requests Jominces.
of the students who attend a program report
that their c, un-..,lors never mentioned it to them but they heard about it through
a student w'-v,
attend:-,1 the year before; they then requested that the counselor recf:::..heild them 4:.1. the program. Professor O'Bryant says that his
best salesmen 3 ;",".? fo;.: participants, and he find a reh._.arkable lack of interest on the pa:-t
z*-7,e counselors.
Ai excelleM
fr, expose more high-school girls to the field of engineering would be .7-2;-.:e a Women's JETS Program. During this program
successful wom-. ,:-Y:gineers could be brought in to meet with the girls and
disc.LLss their n,..-r.sonal experiences. The problem, I understand, is financing,
hut Profe..i C "ryant is willing to attempt to secure funds for such a program.
-...1.!rk must also be done to secure scholarships for women in engineeritt:.
oelieve that this situation will improve as companieF, if: for no
other r :son than to comply with the new Federal laws, will do everything
posibi ,o hAp more women to prepare for employment as en?-ineers.

The demand for engineers is again on the increase and engineering endown. This means that very soon the demand will far exceed
the
and the shortage of engineers will again be as great as it was Ln
the LLte 160-s. More wom:.:n are entering college, and if more can somehow
be encouraged to enter and to graduate in engineering, it will help to keep the
suoply 5.:,-newhere near the demand.

Counseling, at all levels, is a wonder ful field for those of us who have
been fortunate enogn to be in it. I believe that I have had the most satisfy:',ob in the world. I have been in it long enough to liave seen graduates become company presidents, controllers, and directors of res.,!arch. It is a
reat satisfaction to feel even a small Dart in their success
Much work needs to be done in the field nf counseling at a levels. Conferences E-.:ch as this can do much to advance the state of the art. At least
people are talking ab(y_.7 the subject; and I find that when there is enough 7:a1k,
action usually follows.
.
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Pauline V. Chapman

Mrs. Pauline V. Chapman retired in August 1973 after eight years as
Director of Placement in the College of Engineering of the University of
Illinois. She was the first woman to hold that position in a U.S. engineering
college.
A graduate of -A1illikin University, Decatur, Illinois, she began as an
expediter and buyer for the Caterpillar Company, er -ring the field of college
placement in 1955 as Assistant Placement Director the College of Commerce
and Business Adndrdstration of the University of Illinois.
Mrs. Chapman was a member of the first electe,, .1ssembly of the College
Placement Council. Upon her retirement she was honored by more than 200
leading U. S. corporations for "outstanding contributions to engineering and
industry, and was presented with the awarl of merit by the West Coast Aircraft and Aerospace Industry Council.

THE VIEWS OF LEADING ENGINEERING SCHOOLS

John B. Parrish
Professor of Economics
College of Commerce and Business Administration
Universit.y of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign Campus, Illinois
This conference ha., been concerned with many qnestions about career
guidance for women entering engineering. Among the many questions are
the following:
1.
°

4.

What is the major deficiency in current career guidance for women?
How may these deficiencies best be overcome insofar as engineering is concerned:
Do engineering schools have ongoing programs with secondary
schools to acquaint talented girls with the potentials of engineer7ng as a career choice?
Have engineering schools assigned faculty to assume major responsibility for counseling prospective or entering women engineering
students.)
To what extent have engineering schools developed literature desigr,ed to interest women in engineering and to assist them after
enrollment?
What aspects of career :ruidance for women entering engineering
need to 'ne given prierity in any conference organized to study this
sub: ect ?

:n order to give this conference the views of admini.trators and faculty
of leadin7 engineening schools, these six questions were snbmitted to 30 top
schools for comment and evaluation. What follows is a summary of their
QUESTION 1: WHAT IS THE MAJOR DEFICIENCY LN CURRENT CAREER
GUIDANCE FOR WOMEN:

On this qnestion there was almost unanimons judgment. The major deficiency occurs far back down the educational ladder at the secondary and
elementary levels. The deficiency is not a simplistic one: nnfortnnately,
it is componnded of many factors that turn talented yonng women away from
.enzTheering.

First, there is the -social conditioninr--- nrocess. Boys nlav with trains
and constrnetion sets. Girls niay with dolls. Parents and the commnnitY .--zunnort this stereotyping of roles_ It is reinforced in -tunior high school. Boys
take shon work. Girls take sewing and cooking. This is re.,leted in fligh
school and reinforeced on television and in the Dress.
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Second is the educational baLkground of faculties in junior and senior high
schools. They may be trained and knowledgeable in literature, language,
mathematics, chemistry, and dramatics, but engineering is not taught in our
public secondary schools. Faculty know nothing about it. The blank for the
teachers becomes a blank for the students.
Piird is the nature of coura-..eling. Almost all counselors have backgrounds
in educatiorial psychology. They know nothing about engineering and they reflect the -social conditioning- of society. Many are not just neutral. They
are negative. They persuade talented high-school girls not to consider engi-

neei.ng as a career. Much of nie time of high-school counselors is taken up
with efforts to guide students into college. There is a strong tendency for
counselors to say: Don't worry about selecting a career now. You will have
plenty of time later. Go to college, and then you can decide." This is a major
mistake of secondary-school counseling. Talented girls arriving at college
with little or no training in mathematics or the sciences are not apt to make
up the deficiencies in college. They have been trained "out- o engineering,
not in.

Fourth is the lack of (rood en7ineering-careers literanire for women.
Most of the career literature in engineering is male-oriented. In some materials women are not even mentioned. The few materials about women in
, Ligineering are usually so brief, so dry, so uninteresting as not to arouse the
the curiosity of even the brightest girls. It is ironic that many high-school
snldents are excited and challencred with our current environmental clean-up
problems, without ever realizing that solutions will come primarily through
technology.

QUESTIOY 2: }IOW MAY THESE DEFICIENCIES BEST BE OVERCOME
SO FAR _AS ENGINEERECG IS CONCERNED?

Or. this question there was
i.
conce: sus that the answer must be
a multifaceted approach, using a wt..ie varty f strate::-ies and tools.
A

One suz-gestion as for erat-ineeiini.; schools to start with their own institu-

tions and clean house, as it Nere. One dean put it this way:

many a campus the enztineerinct schoaq i tr:-.-ing to
intere.st more women in ennineeriug, while on the same
campus an education school is tin: ling out career counselors -.vho
k.-new nothin:--- about enp-ineeririg. So,
.hey are ztoir..g out. to high schools tc perpetuate the same
old stereo:-oes. %Ye should get ziur own house in order
hcfore criticizt-no- the cecondarl: z:chool.

to arran:re for unaer-class won- engneerti schools and talk to 1,,oth girls and boys abou: the
chal1-n7re,z of -'ngineerin.z.. This stratey. cohr:cined with visits zc practicinz-,
con-;

th.:7
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women engineers, will do more than anything else to break the negative social
conditiornng and the stereotyping. Secondary students like and will follow personal contacts.
A third recommendation is to break the -counseling barrier" in secnndary
schools which turn so many women away from engineering. Th 3 could be done
in several ways. One would be to pull in the counselors for 'a "Counselors'
Career Day' on campus. Let the high-school counselors see women engineering students at work or study, discuss their reasons for selecting engineering.
Let the engineering facult.; discuss with the counselors the excellent outlook
for women engineers in industry, teaching, government. The other approach
would be 'engineering outreach," through which engineering schools would establish and maintain personal contact between faculty and counselors, providing them with information, discussion, to change the stereotype.
A fourth recommendation is to improve career literature about women in
engineering and get it distributed to more counselors and students. Several
engineering schools reported they 1-?ad sent their brochures about women in
e7
'tecrin to every one of the 10,000 high schools in the country. But some
er....;i:leering heads raised serious doubts about this approach. How much of
this literatire is put in a folder in a career file and never read? Can literatre al:rie break the stereotype? If a talented girl is turned off of engineering, cc.Jd she be apt to read it? Apparently a few, 13t only a few. The question remains: how to Tet more n-Aleage crut of existind literature':
QUESTION 3: DO ENGINEERING SCHOOLS HAVE ONGOING PROGRAMS
WITH SECONDARY SCHOOLS TO ACQUALNT TALFNTED
GIRLS WITH THE POTENTIALS OF ENGLNEERING
AS A CAREER CHOICE?

The answer ttD nis is a ery stronz
sCh3CAS have
developed and ore developirg many, many programs to reach more students
in t'ne secondary schools. This outreach effort appears -10
emerged
partic7.:1arly in the last three years. Let me cite a fe.7--- of these developments.
From Perncvlvania S1ate University, Dean N.
Palladino reported:
'At Pc-srin State we tared a progra m. of national adN-ertisnc7 on V. omen
Engineering approximately one year ago.
We have oroded fire, 60-second radio spot announcements
which have be-:_sr. distri.buted to approxima:elv 200 radio
st=tionc in Penricylvania. In ad.dition, a i-,0--zecond
iicr sPot ann,,uncernent :7:as been prepared and will e re:eased in the next few wee;-Ls.

The School of Engineerin7 at Stanford, as reported earlier, has c-nt
out its 'brochure to :0,000 high schools throughout the courtrv.

1

Associate Dean C.E. Work of the Michigan Technological University

descried their efforts as follows:

-We have an annual Engineer.ing Awareness Pruram,
sending engineering f:l.culty members into high schools
-- about 50 to GO visits a year for both boys arid girls

-- to talk

careers in engineering and science."

Professor 1tl
Dresselhaus reported for the Massachusetts lnTchnolo
_wo recent programs as follows:
A Careers Day Program in tht. Spring brought in aboit
200 girls from a 100-mile radius of Boston. The Program
consisted of a two-hour panel discussion followed by
'ours ... our women encrineering students held an open

stitte

r

:louse for 0 freshmen women who had shown interest in
engineering.

C-lio State University's Dean Harold A. Bolz reported:
'At Ohio State we have been making special efforts
throucin periodic high-school-day programs on the

earn DU S OS and visits to hi7h schools and junior high

schools by engineering students and faculty to inform
girls in the secondary scnools of the career opportunities
:.-Ient in engineering.

Assistant Denn Pelen

O'Bannon. replying for Carnecne-Mellon

is actively trying attract more women
intc- engineering. science. and managern,-nt. We have made
Lelevisiot
one on materials which has been
received by stations, and one on w .,:nen in engineering
:hien features one of C.7,1U's female stLidents... this has
-:eon extremely well received. Carneie-N:ellon is also
::evelopinc, a ca-z7-er infc..-mation pro:Tram for women this
F:711. We will ask local -ric.lustries to send women engineers
and scientists...v.e are also at-F'7w nrozram for
,;-c,ondary-school women `to have demc-ilstrad stronct
-

--nath ar.f science

arnr.-acil is tr,

ant,eal
nas

Dean -Tames A.

r uis rC-ra

071-2

-Anich

si.ca a wax as

is

pr_77rams is in enviro----entT-1
:Den-end.ed

f=:=1:?, to mar,7
-:;":
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their own programs with specific career objectives." (It
also has a large elective portion, so it allows time for a
better general education.)
-The second is a program in bioengineering which tends
'o apply engineering methodology to the application of the
life sciences as well as physical sciences. This program
...is parflcularly attractive to women because of their
interests in working in health and medical-reiated areas
rather than being industrial-related.
-A third program is a dual-degree program, where
students may register in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences and the College of Engineering. As such,
candidates in this program receive a BS degree from
College of Engineering in a five-year period. This
is an excellent program for women. It allows them mot-e
freedom arel many opportunities to obtain a better general
and cultural education
the same ,:itne they are pursuing an engineering clree.'
These are only a few examples of what engineering schools are doing,

There are many others. More are planned.

I think it
air summary c conclude that leathng engineering schools
z; re re.:.w making streneous efforts to develop special programs to reach more
women in secondary schools and to give them assistance when they arrive on
campus. Most of the individual school efforts have come in just the last ye;7.r.

And some proarams are to he initiated for the first time this fall. This is a
new era- in engine.erino- education.

QT:ESTION 4:

HAVE ENGINEERENG SCHOOLS ASSIGNED FACULTY
TO ASSUME MAJOR PESPONSIBILITY FOR CC.I .SELING
PROSPECTIVE OP, ENTEI-IING WOMEN ENGINE: -,ING
STUDENTS':

Of the 30 s
questicnc-..1 on this rh.:.te-:. t_bout half said they had assi.-ened faceflty with specialized responsibility fpr counseling and assist-f-gWorr-Cra. Alreost all of the assig-nee.: were wctre.en. Almost all had 1.-.--een appointed or assigned in the last three years. This once acsin emphasizes trio
recency of p-Isitive and widespread efforts to interest more wonten in engin?erinr. The real payoff obx-ioeslv lies in the futerce

Let me illestrate this development in terms of what Pennsvl--cania State
University has been do'ng. Dean N. Palladino wrote as follows:
-12,-efessor 'Mary
has teen given the rnaor
responsibility for recreitinct women engineerin.'t, ste.dents
Reeently she wrote to each girl -eho responded to cur
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radio spot announcements, and she is now in the process
of writing follow-up letters to these girls. The members
of the Society of Women Engineers are also writing personal letters to each girl who has been accepted for admission to engineering next fall. Professor Kummer is
also writing to each of these girls offering to meet them
when they come to University Park or counz..eling. Incidentally, these efforts have increased the number of
women accepted to engineering from ! in Fall 1972 to
39 in Fall 1973. We are hopeful that
will be the beginning of an even more substantial
ae."
QUESTION 5:

TO WHAT EXTENT HAVE ENGINEERING SCHOOLS
DEVELOPED LITERATURE Pl.'SIGNED TO INTEREST
WOMEN IN ENGINEERING AND 10 Ac).6HT THEM
AFTER ENROLLMENT?

About one-half of the leading engineering schools queried have developed
brochures or catalogs emphasizing women in engineering. Several that have
quarterly publications have devoted special issues to thi subject. Several
schools reported their first publications aimed at attracting more women in
engineering will be published this Fall. A binder containing the publications
of 15 schools is on exhibit in Colby Hall for all members of the conference
who might like to see what other schools are doing.

So, in summary, to the question: Are engineering schools developing
specialized literature about women? -- the answer is "Yes, and very rapidly.
QUESTION 6:

WHAT ASPECTS OF CAREER GUIDANCE FOR WOMEN
ENTERING ENGINEERING NEED TO BE GIVEN PRIORITY
AND SPECIAL EMPHASIS IN ANY CONFERENCE
ORGANIZED TO CONSIDER THIS SUBJECT?

This question elicited a very wide range of questions and suggestions,
as one might expect.

Let me summarize first the questions. They include:
1.
How do you overcome years of social conditioning that alienates
2.

young women from engineering?
How do you convince high-school and junior-high guidance coun-

selors that engineering is an appropriate, rewarding, and satisfying profession for women? How to you convince the parents?
3.

Wonat steps may be taken to encourage more college freshmen to

4.

consider engineering as a career?
How much support is necessary to produce academically successful
women engineering graduates?
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5.
6.

'8.

10.

How can we marshal the talent and interests of industry in this
guidance problem?
What are the key factors that cause women students to stay in or
leave engineering, once t1iey have enrolled?
What can or should engineering schools do to help minority women

prepare for their "pioneering" role after graduation?
How can the professional engiaeering societies be moved to do a
better job of reaching talentd women and men in junior and senior
high schools about the potentials in engineering?
liow can the image of women in engineering be put across as the
'new stereotype" to children in the elementary grades as well as
to students in junior and senior high schools2
What arrangements are required to get more members of professional
societies and leading women engineers, in industry and government,
o meet with secondary students and explain the opportunities for engineering careers?

Sen1.2 of the suggestions may be summarized as follows:
Your conference should go on record as recommending that the Engineering Foundation underwrite a half-hour television program to
do for engineering what Marcus Welby does for medicine -- 'Engineering Center instead of "Medical Center." Many TV stations
would run a 30-minute script gratis. With advance notice to juniorand senior-high-school students, it might shake up both students
and their parents.
Some organization, as SWE, ECPD, or the Engineering Foundation,
should publish a national list of scholarships available for women in
engineering and distribute it to all interested high-school students.
'Fite conference might recommend that ECPD, Engineering Foundation,
or SWE request funding from the National Science Foundation to supnort an expanded program of "Engineering Days on Campus" for
lunior- and senior-high-school simdents. This fund could pay the
expei-.ses of students and counselors, especially if there are overnight
stayH for two-day conferences.
4
The cenference might want to consider the fact that :,iaining in engineering is not only engineering training, it is good basic education
as well, providing excellent preparation for careers in management,

administration, etc.
Why not compile a master list of all women engineers who wculd be
willing to talk to secondary students individually, or to groups of
xomen students, about engineering. The list could then be sent to
high-school counselors with a letter urging them to take advantage of
this profe-;sional counseling available to them.
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6.

7

We have found the best missionaries to prospective women students
still in secondary school are our own women engineering students.
Your conference should urge every engineering school to arrange
for their women engineering students to meet with these prospective students, either on campus or at their hometown schools.

We need more literature on "what women are doing in various engineering fields," This literature needs to emphasize not just what
women engineers do, but provide answers to such common questions
as: "Can I combine an engineering career with marriage?" "Can I
combine an engineering career and children?" We also need more
and better literature for secondary students on the exciting new
horizons in engineering, the relationship of '..ngineering to a changing world, the key role of engineering in environment clean-up, the
expanding role of engineering in medicine, etc.
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UVE YOUR OWN DREAM!

Josephine B. Hays lip
Educational Consultant
Career and Vocational Guidance
New Hampshire State Department of Education, Concord, New Hampshire

Because this research paper
intended to be used as a resource for the
Friday, August 24, 1973 session of the conference on Career Guidance for
Women Entering Engineering -- was written six weeks ahead of the conference,
handed in in manuscript form at the beginning of the conference, and, hopefully, read by the participants before Friday morning, the last day of the conference, it is obviously not the text of the presentation. The participants'
invohernent throughout the week with role models in engineering careers
should enhance and modify this research so that after some brief introductory
autobiographical remarks by those on the panel, the participants may react
tc the concepts described in this research.
!AVE YOUR OWN DR EA Al!

One is not born a woman; one becomes a woman. As preschool playmates,
girls and boys are equally energetic, curious, interested in competing, achievern nt-rlotivated, and intelligent. In other words, the brain has no sex, nor
does the 'neart, or whatever it is that directs an individual as that individual
choose a life-style, What is it, then, that determines whether an individual
will be an engineer? a nurse? a homemaker? a counselor? Certainly it
is not the nature of' the person's genitals! Therefore, that which determines
a lifc-stvle must be cultural.
Counselors and teacners have an opportunity to help young women examine
careers in the light of their interests and abilities, if they indeed will take advantage of this opportunity. However, my sense of what is indeed happening,
at least in this state, is that we have as much sex role stereotyping (or as much
harm avoidance /turf protection, call it what you will) among counselors and
teachers as we do among ary other sector of the r.ipulation.
However, the demand for change is corning from some of the women's
movements, and those counselors who are in tune with career education from
an awareness, exploration, preparation model are beginning to deal with themselves and their attitudes towar-., for example, women in engineering careers.

In The Feminine A1ystique2; Bettv Friedan takes counselors to task for
not encouraging bright young high-schocA girls to undertake challenging subjects in high school that would, in turn, lead to challenging careers.
*Further information on the numbered references is included in the Bibliography

at the end of this paper, where they are listed alph2etical1y by author, rather
than in the order mentioned.
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Check this against your own experience. A young girl, gifted in inathemat
ics and in dra..ving skills, wants to apply to a school of architecture. Her
counselo7 -.trongly advises her not to, for women .ire rare in that profession.
Against this advice she does apply and is accepted. Then she is advised not
te attend, for there is really no future for women in architecture and she would
probablY tran:fer to an art program and get married eventually, anyway.
Please t, )1e that I have deliberately not indicated the sex of the counselor.

PerIrLps your e.,:perien(e has been more fortunate; perhaps your counselor
ha:- been "tuned in" to the fact that, married or not, most women will spend mos!
H. their tiine outside Of their home. We should then he educating them, counseling them t') the fact. that "woman's place is in the world."
The 'New ilampshire Commission on the Status of Women, although it

star-ed late, has -aught up under tlie leadersoip of Carol Pierce. (Incidentally,
Carol
been elected to the state legislature and is continuing to keep
,.voihen's issues visible, ) Among other testimonies received at some ver7 revealitu! hearings in 1970 and 1971, guidance counselors were shown as lacking
res: tnward assisting
girls. Time preference, if given to individuals on the part of high-school counselors, was given to males entering
sc condly I- females entering college, next to males enterino' the
market or in for other vounseling, and finally, if given at all, to girls. "Bei-a-Ise 90 percent of all women will at some time luring their life enter the
nlarket (often under extrem(ly disadvantageous conditions) all girls should
receive adequate counseling to strengthen their role in society and job opportunities in particular. 'le
At a recent Drug :Management Problems Conference hold in New Hampshire,
we again heard the students, e sp e c i all v the girls, say that unless you wcre
straight college prep with no problems, you didn't take to your counselor. Yet
these very counselors must provide young girls, and the younger the better
grade Hchool is not too soon
with every opportunity to understand their personal strengths r!nd to relate them to their future (.dueation and their future
careers. Indeed appropriate to this conference, placement officials at
Carnegh- Mellon Ut i-,ersity, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, report:
"Stiff competition is developing among companies for women engineering graduates. Because there are not many women engineers, the demand is especialP. great. Minority students are also facing the same
.r.k,cruiting rushes.
"Reports of the College t'lacement Council indicate that the average
startmg salar., offered :11.voinan engHleering graduate is aboutt:FP,93
per n.en,h, si ipnitv hiralet th:In the avera- offered her male e;.,unrpa. rt

"Whrie Wot,.ell today constitute less than one percent (4 the .t(.t.ive

i-rw,iners in this country, the proportion of women engineering
grtuates has increased five times from what ;4, was in the 19:Vs.

"J. Stanford Smith, senior vice-pitesident of the General Electric
Company, told a summer education conference that: 'Unless we
can start ,:roducing not four hundred, but four thousand to six
thousand minority engineers a year within the decade, industry
will not be able to achieve its goals of equality and the nation is
going to face
problems of unmanageable dimensions ...
Jt would be trul.7 unforgivable if, with this timely gap in the
supply of engine(
we failed to fill a large part of it with
minorities and w,tii(n 0,12
If we can overlook tha,
in this country do outnumbe

're being lumped in will: minorities, for women
can .v.r2 indeed determine whethcr a girl's
carct r choices are determine:'
.,,tereotyping and cultural tradition and how
mucl
zitright discrirninat,
I"c.r ex; mplc, women receive under five
the professional 0
perce,
'le fields like law, archite,:ture, and
enginee
Only two peres-le,-rs in the Un:ted States are
women,
i2.red to about 3.
Yct te,ts have shown that
40 percent
--ise with an
''or engineering are women. Unfo.n:tunately,
!.
think enginee-ing
if a girl d:
Jed 'male,' chances ar ttt the adniission
r at the eng,Mering s
dues. t4
4

The suurc ccatinnes (if Vol.' are ,e:t
completely :tis;.DUrar,ed) with some
extraueuina t:;',:tistics and is emphatic- abitit th ...! need for "role models"
throughout a ,.-oman';,i decision-making proces., And ;,Te; only 22 perrent of
tea-'Irrs ar worncn -- less than ill 1930. And, wich sex do you think
of when you sav colleg,te president? bus;ness administrator? corporate execut iv ?

s revs

rv ? nurse ?

salesclerk ".) engineer ?

Si, far this prd--'r has ;.,,ttempted to define the problc ne We have yet to cieal
w'th the solution I would like to try tu prcyose way; in which counselors,
ani students workim in corcert can change atta'udes life-styles,
and fu..

goal_s right. now.

if Your Strens'hs
Remember, we talked about preschoo boys and girls as being equally
nerv,etic, and se forth? At least twc decades aro, Simone de Beauvoir
wrote "...up to the agc of twelve the little girl is as strong as her brothers,
arid she .:.bsvs the same mental powe',.; ther- is no field where she is debarred
from engaging in rivalry wit them lf, well before puberty aad somettmes
(rom erly infancy, she sr oms tu U '0 hr already sexually determined, thM
is not be,ause mysterious instinet;
doom ;ler to passivity, coquetry,
taaternity; it is because tne influence of (Ahem-, upon th child k a factor almost from the start, and 'hiw she is indottr'nated with her vocation from her
earliest years. Hi
Awa,e of Your Own Sexuaiity
Women owe Sigmund Ere.:d no tha--.;<- at. all for his con«,pts of the mascu-

line libido, feminine narcissism, and penis envy. On the other hand, his dis173
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ciple, Ile len Deutsch, Is.s hay.:itit_d his conc.a.1:ts (e. sesuality, le

sing to the n

line componeriT!--;

woman, Drill,-

a an essential feminine core aroand which are wrapped layers and layers
ulV genuine elements of the feminine soul. -if we follow the de; elor;znents
of tt-ese elements,
find that the's; stew from the a.ctive, snrnetitn t,s. mascas
isate in

thc.A.H1 always more or less prnsent

p.Jrt of the z,iSc.:,:ULd (1Lih(Jsition.

virz-±n) i-igs art:

Continuations ot elements pr-,,sent in the undifferentiated phase of chiHaood.
Hentifieations t.vith asetdihe prototypus, sur,.evals of the orepuhesty thrs

--a activity

in brief, they are st:bliniations of active currents in women,"

i-teroretation of this feminine core with
wrapwags :I.! that
is,- psychic structure of va-asam is not exclusi.:ely in the "eternal fernesine.''
Saisa.s.,..here t,etween the -f.smale eunich" and the "ferninine re,stioac," a girl
who is becoming a woman will dctai with her sevtality and her energy. She
will integrab ch,..st. positively into her 1. e-style and uek10\VI.e:.4.i-1,e t!.at concepts
resourc ,t'ulness, initiativi desire, motivation, encelience are not exclusively hinseu!.ine or feminine; that aggressive behavior in wo-_s': need not
.nt..etaisote, snd is not. considerud as unfeminine by those inch., (dual men
and -,'..otner, who an. securt. in their own sexuality. ndeed, we ssannot docuinent inferior-it% and superiority: we can ..e.unl,-nt speci
differences bet's'een the sxes hi aptitude, ;ntereSI, and personality.
these rnust be
due to celtsral and/or
experiential factors. The overlapping in all psy
cholooical factors, sexual ,.-iaracteri sties included;
such that we need to
regard awn and women as unique individuals,
.as group stereotypes. When
we Z.( bt into trout.!e -,.,1th this concept
wh,-n we le t.. pass a remark such as
-She pLa tenni Like a man" or "Siic's a good a sse.hetnati,;an as any boy
in the class
If we'ie prcad when we hear this comment, then we give up a
little of our identity as a person, a little of oor sexuality, too.
i

I've beerr
especially sensitive to radio awl television advertising lately;
hope you r )Lice
changing, too. We a ? seeing fewer and fewer of

the "Motile. never told me" and the soes she or doesn't she?" and more asexual
Or bisexual ads. Not enough yet, but rortunately nic oattern is changing and
hopefully will sontinta. to c.lange. You cat neip by noticing and responding.
(A personal a,- idet when 1 as..umed
educational consultant, I obtained
my own American Expse.- s credit ra:d, ot ,ich I charge all of my own travel
expenses, which are t n reimburs
Each aionth when I receive my bill,
I'm asked, "Isn't it tit w you bought your wife her own credit card?" As yet,
I haven't come up with a proper, ,r improper, way to deal with that request.
Nor, by the way, has m:: husband, whc, will have nothing to do with credit cards.)
When a young girl is aware of h r sexuality in a healthy manner, sh.. learns
to use this sexuality in a positive manner. A study which was done some time
ago, and whicn certainly needs to be restudied, is ono in which One hundred
teenaged boys were asked if they might like to be girls. Of these only orne or
two said -maybe, and then only it' they could change back. Itowever, of a
hundred girls who were asked if they would like to be boys, more than seventy1
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five percent said yes. Not -maybe I'd like to try it" but unequivocally "yes.
Some reasons: -Boys are better off; they don't have to suffer as women do.
"A boy does more interesting work." "They are freer." "They are not bothered
by clothes." Let's look at these, one by one.
1. poys don't have to suffer as women do.
I can only conclude that this refers to the menstrual cycle. If a girls sees this as a handicap, it is because
of her general, often a cultural, situation and should not serve as an obstacle;
indeed, many women athletes, dancers, travelers accommodate themselves
to this. Imagine Billy Jean King saying, -I can't play tennis today; I have
the Curse.

A boy does more interesting work. My sense of this is that girls have not
been allowed mto sorne of the more interesting professions. This we know is
beginning to change, or women wouldn't be attending conferences like this one
on Women in Engineering Careers. Women have a long way to go, but this
has got to be the end of the beginning.
2.

I3oys are freer! Freer to do what? Women are gaining on college campuses, in dormitories, and in classrooms. They may choose whet, -;nd where
come and go. This is beginning to happen in high schools, but not nearly
fast enough for most of us. Girls in automechanics and boys in sewing classes
aro still somewhat of an oddity, but even in New Hampshire, it's happening.
3.

Boys are not bothered by clothes. Women can't use this as an excuse any
longer, In fact, 1 mentioned this to a male colleague recently and he countered
with the fact that girls were lucky, because when it's really hot they can wear
dresses, and dresses must be cooler. In other works, women can choos their
clothes, their careers, their education, their life-styles, They've indeed
come a long way.
.1.

Be Alive

Be alive all over all of the time. In Don't Fall Off the Mountain , Shirley
MacLaine describes an intery ,1 in her life in which she says "It didn't seem
to be a question of unused potential talent. It was more that I was living at,
20-percent capacity." This, by the way, is a woman that I believe Masl
would have included in his list of self-actualized women -- that is, women
who have come to terms with their own identity, their own sexuality, who
care about other people and give of their talents to those around them.
Snirley MacLame dc3cribes her childnnod, her fierce competition with her
younger brother, her ability to fight with the boys a,td beat them on their own
terms, her struggle against her family's wishes te become an actress, and
and the tremendous sharing relationship that she has with her husband and
daughter. She describes the process that she went through becoming a person and, along the way, becoming a w..,man. Since writing her remarkable
book, she has continued to be involved and yet has managed to be herself.
'!"36
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In 1f.q:C.i, Eng1ehard:.3 surveyed a number of counselors in Minnesota,

hypothesizing t' al a '2ounselor could be characterized as having "traditionalor "ernergent' view::: of girls' ,.fe patterns. The traditional stance was viewing the w ian's
z.s aurtufer -- borne, husband, children. The emergent
is ,*,'ined as seeing the woman as a generalist, performing many roles,
rr.14i.t add :-grtorining those roles well, incindiog those of wife, mother,
hwire-mi-itiker
kgislator, teacher, engineer, simultaneously througheat her lifetime.
In addition, Englehard found that -the most 'emergent type of connselor
coAd he described as a married woman, over forty-one yenrs of age, working
in a metropolitan-area school, who was childless, or who had one or more
children.' We need a groat deal more research along these lines. My sense
of this is that rather than having a girl's career decision irouenced from a
traditional stance, she would he htitter off with no career cot.nseling at ail.
He Yourself

One problem with discussing an individual as a role model is that we tend
to redesign ourselves along these lines. Here's where we -- counselors,
teachers and students
need to sharpen our communication, We need to
break the cultural reinforcement cycle, and we need to offset the notion that,
one set of personality characteristics and occupational behri.viors is better,
more desirable, or more normal than another. Counselors, especially,
should be aware of self, so that their own values don't get in the way of counseling young girls.
CONCLUSION

ft aware of your strengths. 13e aware of your own sexuality. 13e alive.
yourself. Not terrjily profound words, but they're mine. I've tried to
communicate nd interpret some of the research that I've done, intending
:mririinally 1. title this paper -Woman's Place is in the World," This became
!too much of a pare ly. Then I remembered a saying I heard from a young
singer name(' Pat suzuki at the beginning of her career who quoted her father:
"Think big, ork hard, and have a dream. To this I would add: Live you
own dream.
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WOMEN IN ENGINEERING - A QUES11ON OF SUPPLY OR DEMAND?

Manager

Michael R. Tuosto
Equal Opportunity Activities
and

Anne M, Giedlinski
Advanced Systems Planning Engineer
Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Newark, New Jersey
Women in engineering
a question of supply
ject which the New Jersey Utilities Association or demand? This is a subto explore in its recently developed affirmative-action program, in attempts
cooperation with high-school
guidance directors.

The program consists of a series of forumb during which
women engineers,
employed hy utility companies in New Jersey,
and
female
engineering
college
students review the supply-and-demand aspects of the engineering
employment
picture during the next ten years. This picture, as you will see duri7
slide presentation, shows the estimated supply of engineers falling shot.,the
of
the projected demand during the latter part of this decade.
Although
this
demand/supply review is brief, misconceptions
on
the
part
of
some
members
of the audience, especially the guidance counselors
-- are corrected. These
misconceptions seemed to be rooted in the engineering unemployment prop
lems which have occurred in certain specialized industries.
Following this review,

during which the participating
utilize
charts or slides, a brief description is given of the variouspanelists
major fields of
engineering. Such subjects as the required courses in college and the general
type of work usually performed by graduates of each
related. Fortunately, we have on our panel at least engineering specialty are
E.E., M.E. , I.E.,
and Ch.E.; this allows the students ir. the audience toone
receive answers to their
questions based on the practical experience of engineers with varied
educational backgrounds.

Before moving to the question-and-answer segment of the program, each
panelist gives a brief presentation which describes a typical work day in her
present job assignment. As I mentioned earlier, all of our panelists
are employed in the utilities industry. Consideration, howevi
r,
is
being
given
to
broadening the program by including on the panel
fem3)._ engineer., from other
industries.
The demand/supply review, the discussion on engineering specialties
and
the "typical day" segment comprise the fotmal part
of
the
program.
We
then
move into the question-and-answer session, which extends
from
45
minutes
to one hour and 15 minutes, depending on the size and
inquisitiveness of the
190
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audience. It is rather difficult to accurately describe this question-and-an-

swer session of the program. Perhaps the best method of description would
be to rela.e o you sonic of the questions asked by the guidr-e counselors and
the high-sehool students. Questions included:
1.

2.
0.

4.
5.
1;.

"Ilow much of the talk about women in engine( irig i really window

dressing for industry, which may be under government pressure to

n-7)loy women in traditionally male positions'?"
-I.)(:)es industry reall\, want women engineers?"
"I seem io always be reading about unemployed ..:igirieers who can't
find jobs. You say there are jobs for qualified engineers. Please
comment."
"Do you have to be good in math to become an engineer?"
"What about homework assignments in college? !low much?"
"What led you to pursue an engineering careerr.ir

"What role, if any, did your high-school guidance counselor play in
your career selection'?"
"Were you encouraged by your high-school guidance ,,:ounselor to
pursue engineering as a career?"
9. "flow many other women engineers work with you?"
10. i'Were there other women in your college engirwt ring courses?"
11. "How were you treated by your college professcrs? liy the male
students?"
12. "Did you have dates at college?"
13. ''Are you married? What are your views on marriage?"
14. "How does it feel to work in an all-male work environment?"
15. "What can high-school guidance counselors do ta assist female highschool students who show an interest in math ar.d science?"
"Do you like your job'r
17. "Are you treated any differently than male engineers in your company?"
18. "Are women promoted as readily as men in industry?"
19. "What advice can you give to female school students who are considering engineering as a carcer?"
20. "How are you treated by men from other companies with whom you
7

deal?"

I think you'll agree that most of the questions were direct and meaningful,
They also pro\ Jed an indication of what was on the minds of both the counselors
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and the students. If you are thinking of sponsoring a program similar
in format to the "Women In Engineering" program, it would be -wise to anticipate
many of these questions.
Fur those of you who may be thinking, of sponsoring

in your
localities, I'd Eke to take a few moments to discuss how program:,
we
in
New
Jersey
planned and organized our program. In our State, high-school
guidance directors are members of the County Guidance Associations. There
are 19
such associations in New Jersey. Must of these meet monthly during
the
school Year. There is also a State Guidance Association which communicates
regularly with each county group.

Onee the Equal Employment Opportunity Committee of our Association
had identified the problem on which we wanted to focus attention,
rrict with
the officers of the State Guidance Association to present oar plan. we
We
:lino
asked for their comments. and input to the program. Their ideas, by the
way,
were very helpful to us at this stage of the program development. The State
-;.iation endorsed the program and communicated the
of our
program to caeh County Guidance Association. From thatavailability
point on, our dealings were with the county association officers, who
instrumental in arranging and coerdiriang our presentation. We foundwere
both the state and county
guidance officials I.. h.. enthusiastic cooperative, and most valuable in our
effort.
To Lfive a more .vivid re-creation o our program we have prepared a
=lide presentation whith we would like to share with you. r'ollowing this pres-

entation Anne and I will be happy to attempt to answer any questions
that you
rnay have.

on i)ohall of the Public Se:tvLe Pectric and Gas Company,
C.cntralj
New Jersey Power and Light Company and all other members ofJersey
the
New
Jersey Utilities Association, Wk. appr-,ciate the opportunity to participate in
this 197:-; Engineering Foundation Conference. We hope that titrouvil
Our presentation this eN.enin we have contributed to its sttc,:s.
Than't:

ruost,

Equal Opportunit.Y Activities for

Electric and Gas Compan in '.ewark New Jersey, is a l.ttt2 graduatt
.f Qutgers t'nLersity.. Fie received his :VILLA from Itutiers in 19W5.
r.
Tuosto oi.ned the l'ublic Ser%-ice
nrd Gas Company in 19h2 in the
company's management trainintt program. Prior to his beim: appointed to his
present, pesition in 1972, he held both line and staff positions in ti'e e.Inpany.
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Named Outstanding Jaycee in New jersey 'n 1967, Mr. Tuosto has also
served as President of the Rutgers Alumni Federation and of Beta Gamma
Sigma Alumni in the Metropolitan New York area.

Anne M. Giedlinski

Anne NI. Giedlinski was graduated from Pennsylvania State University
with a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering, in June 1967.
She joined Jersey Central/New Jersey Power and Light Company in 1967 and
was app.iinted Engineer in 1971. She works in the System Planning Department
in the utilities' general office in Morristown, where she prepares plans for
the orderly and economic development of the thstribution syste1i 1 in the northern
area of the company and conducts special engineering studies. One of these
studies, "Economic Loading of Distribution Transformers," appeared in
TRANSAIISSION AND DISTRIBUTION.
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Corderence Program

Roster of Conference Attendees

Appendix A
PROGRAM

:-;unday, August 19
3:00 9:00 p.m.
6:30 8:00 p.m.
8:00

10:00 p.m.
Monday, August 20

Registration and Check-In
Dinner
Social Gathering

9:00 a.m. - Noon

WELCOME

Nancy 0. Fitzroy
Conference Chair'n
Dr. Jere A. Chase, President
New England College

Dr. Sandford S. Cole, Director
Engineering Foundation Conferenceii
CONFERENCE OBJECTIVES
The Society of Women Engineers, Past and Present
Naomi McAfee, National President

Soc ety of Women Lncireers
A Senior Engineer's Point of View
Nancy D. Fitzroy
A Student's Point of View
Deborah Kaminski
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
The "New Era" for Women in the Professions
Dr. John B. Parrish, Professor of Economics
University of Illinois
pm
Informal Discussion and/or Recreation

2:00

5:00

7:30

10:00 p.m.
THE STATUS OF WOMEN
What Happened to Progress?

Dr. Irene Tinker, Presiding Officer

Federation of Organizations for Professional Women
Women's Personal Issues

Carol Pierce, Chair'n

New Hampshire Commission on the Status of Women
Member, New Hampshire State Legislature
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Tuesday, August 1:1
ROLE MODELS
9:00 a.m. Noon
Session Chair'n - Dr. Alva Matthews
Vice-Chair'n Lt. Col. Arrninta

Dr. Irene Peden, Associate Dean
College of Engineering, University of Washington

L. Col. Arminta Harness, Executive Officer
Deputy for Space Communications
Space and Missile Syfitems Organization,

S. Air For(
Margaret Pritchard, ::onsulting Industrial Engineer
Portland, Ofegon
Kathryn Anner, Structural Engireer
Weid linger Associates. NPw .l'ork, New York
2:00

HOO p. in.

7:30

10:00 p.m.

Informal Discussion and/or Re,..reation
ROLE MODELS

Irene Sharpe, General Engineer
Bureau of Reclamation, Engineering and Research Center
Department of the Intericr, Denver, Colorado
Dr. Alva Matthews, Consultant
Weidlinger Associ9tes, New York, New York
Donna Ozern, Engineer
Xerox Corix)ration, Rochester, New York
Informal lAscussion
Wednesday, August 22
POLE MODELS
3:00 a.m. Noon
Session Chair'n James A. MasonI r.
Vice-Chair'n Carolyn Phillips
Carolyn Phillips, Senior Engineer

Division of Industrial Hygiene
New York State Department of Labor
Yvonne Clark, Associate Professor
School of Engineering and Technology
Tenne.F,see State University
Dr. Mildred Dresselhaus, Associate Bead
Electrical Engineering Department
Massachusetts Institute of Te:.:imology
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Nancy D. FitzroN, Manager, Heat Transfer Consulting
Ilesearch and Development Center
General Electric Company
2:00

5: 00 p.m.

7:3C)

10:0'1/4.;

Informal Discussion and 'or Recreation
TIIE STATUS OF WOMEN

Arleen D. Winfield, Social Science Analyst
Women's Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor
Helene S. Markoff, Director
Federal Women's Program, U.S. Civil Service Commission
Infor mat Discussion

Thursday, August 23
ti:00 a. n. Noon

ROLE MODELS

Session (Thair'n Dr. Della Rey
Vice-Chair'n Martha Beach

Dr. Della Roy, Associate Professor
Materials Research Science, Pennsylvania State Universqy
Martha Beach, Vice President, Secretary-Treasurer

N-CON Systems Cornpany, Inc.
and

Betty A. Rose. Senior Associate, Assistant to President
Gurnham Associates, Inc.
Naomi McAfee, Manager
Engineering, Quality and Reliability Assurance
Westintfluse Electric Corporation
Dr. Vera Mess. Research Associate
Defense and Electronics System Center
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
2: 0;)

5: 00 p.m.

7:30

1 0: 00 p.

Information Discussion and/or Recreation
THE STATUS OF WOMEN

Michael Tuosto, Manager
Equal Opportunities Activities
New Jersey Public Service Electric and Gas Company
Anne Giedlinski, Advanced Systems Planning Engineer
Public Service Electric and Gas Company
Informal Discussion
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Friday, August 24
rn.

Noon

S(ssion Chair 'n
Vice-Chair'n

GU1DANCV,

1)r. John B. Parrish
.1

'7;:.thadi-11

Dr. John J. Parrish, Professor of rconorries
1Thiversity of Illinois

Sabadell, Professor of Chemical Eniineerini!,
fir.
Princeton University
Pauline Chapman, Director of Placement
University of Illinois
Josephine Hayslip, F.:(..incational Consultant

American Professional Cliidance Association
I.uricheon

iournnient

1

Appendix B
ROSTER OF CONFERENCE ATTENDEES

!Arida Aherle (Student)

University of Illinois
1295 Jackson Lane

Florissant, Missouri
Kathryn Anner
Weidlinger Associates
110 I.:ast 59th -treet
"l'ork, New York

! 3033

1 0025

Ms. A. Ashe
Association of Women in Science
ith Casco, ,Maine

04 077

Mrs. Martha Beach
Vice-President
N-CON Systems Company inc.
398 Main
New 1oc1ie 11( , New York 10801

John Beach jr. and Validly
lnter'.ale Place
Rve, New York 10580
Deborah Beard (Student/
GeorLtia Institute of Techno lo

Atlanta, Georqia

Bonnie lierger (Student)
Universitt, Of Michigan
Ann Arhor,

Sandra K. Bidwell
Emincering Staff
General Motors Corporation
APE-No. Base
'Warren, Michigan 48090

Jud'e Born
Ohio State University
2070 Neil Avenue

Colnnbrs, Ohio 43210

I3rown, Jr.
Linde Division
Union Carbide Corporation
270 Park Avenue
New Vor., New York 10017
Barbara I3uck
Linde Division
Union Carbide Corporation

Saw Mill River Road, Rte. 100C
Tarrytown, New Y'_-,rk 10591

Mrs. Pauline V. Chaprn:liA

Director of Placement
t:niversity of Illinois
109 Vngineering Hall

Urbana, Illinois 01801
1..D. Chipman
estern Electric: Company, Inc.
222 13roadway

New York, New York 10038

Mr. Christians,:in
Institute of Electrical and Electronics
En2ineers
345 East 47th Street
New York, New York 10017

Prof. Yvonne Y. Clark

School of Engineering
Tennessee State University
Nashville, Tennessee 3'7208

Mrs. Nancy Conrad
University of Illinois
liox- 4.48

Chicaeo, Illinois 00438
Roy (.owin
JETS

345 East 47th Street
New \
New York 10017
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Diana E. Dede (Student)
T.:niversity of North Dakota
1013 Perkins
Richland, Washin;Aon 99352

Sandra Gibson (Student)
Michigan Technological University
2236 I.vcaste

Sandra Anne Delvm (Tti.Ldent)

Anne Giedlinski
Advanced Systems Plannim,
Engineer
Public Service Electrir2 and Gas
Company

Detroit, Michican 48214

Society of Women Engincers,
Stud, nt Sect ion

14 Riviera Drive
Latham. New York 12110

80 Park Place
Newark, New jersey 07101

Dr. Mildred Dre:selhaus

Assoc. Chair'n, lb

Engineering Department
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 71 as a ehuset t

Avenue (1oon-1 4-907)

Mrs. Dolores Gooding (Student)
University of South Florida
1643 Leisure Drive

Cambridge. Massachusetts 02139

Clearwater, Florida 33516

Bonnie Dunbar (Student)

American Ceramic Society
University of Washington

Dr. Helen E. Grenga
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332

17625Sixth N.W.
Seattle, WaThington 93177

Lt. Col. Arminta J. Harness
2513 BayNiew Drive
Manhattan Beach, C'..-41ifornia 90266

Joan F. '.:tzweiler (Student)
University of Wisconsin
130 N. B.-eese Terrace (Apt. 11
Madison, Wisconsin 53705

Carolyn Sue Hauser (Student)
Carnegie-Mellon University
P.O. Box 395

Murrysville, Pennsylvania 15663

Katherine T. Faber (Student)
Alfred University
189 Aurora Drive
Buffalo, New Vork 14215

Mrs. Josephine Ilayslip
American Professional Guidance
Association
64 North Main Street
Concord. New Hampshire 03301

Nancy D. Fitzroy
Research and Development CenterGeneral Electric Company
P.O. Pox 43
Schenectady, New York 12301

Jaclyn Borsfall (Student)
University of Wisconsin
18 Lathrop Street
Madison, Wisconsin 5:3705

Prof. Joseph Frisch

College of Engineering
University of California
Berkeley, Ca1iforniT! 94720

Mrs. Donna Frohreich
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

Noreen J. Irwin
Aerospace Systems Division
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Bendix Corporation
8205 Rushton Road
South Lyon, Michigan 48178

Sally L. Jennings
.Iefferson Chemical Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 847
Pore Neches, Texas 77651

Judith B. Maddox
Savannah River Laboratory

E.I. du Pont de Nemours
and Company, Inc.
Aiken, South Caroiina 29801

Marga:.et J(41ns (Student)

Columbia University
910 No. fth.erside Drive
FloriOa 32903

Helene Markoff

Director, Federal Women's Program
U.S. Civil Service Commission

Pamela Jorgensen (Student)
Massachuset s Institute of Teehnology
7 Myrtle Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02114
i)cborah Kaminski (Sludent)
Research and DeJelopment Center
General Electric Company

1900 E Street.

Washington, D.C. 20415
Dr. Alva Matthews
Weidlinger Associates
110 E. 50th Street
New York, New York 10025
Judith Mazria (Student)
Georgia Institute of Technology

P.O. lox 43

Schenectath, New York 12301

Box 33389

Diane M. Krasinski (Student)
Pennsylvania State University
1415 Harvard Avenue
Natrona !ieights. Pennsylvania 15065

Karen I.. Lafferty
Procter and Gamble Company
6000 Center Hill Road, P1501
Cincinnoti, Ohio 45224

Atlanta, Georgia
Mrs. Naomi McAfee
President, Society of Women Engineers
13 Seminole Avenue
Catonsville, Maryland 21228

Margaret Mitchell (Student)
University of Iowa
720 E. Market (Apt. 12)
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

Ellen Leing (Student)
Hunter College High School
21-10 33 Road (Apt. 51))
Long Island City, New York 11106

Joan Moi (Student)
Hunter College High School

68-36 Harrow Street, Forest Hills
New York, New York 1:375

Nancy .1. Lingel (Student)
V..heaton College
16 Cottage Street

Anita M. Montelione (Student)
Georgia Institute of Technology
905 Greenwood Avenue (Apt. 4)

Medfield, Massachusetts 02052

Atlanta Georgia 30306

Patricia J. Machmiller
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company
0/84-20
P.O. Box 504
Sunnyvale. California 94088
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Dr. Edward E. Mueller and Wife
Alfred University
Alfred, New York 14802

Evelyn M. Nlurray-Lenthall
37 Blanchard Road
_Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Naomi P1
(Student)
38 Outlook Drive

Carol Nemetz (Student)
Carnegie-Mellon University
13 Fairview f)rive
E. Hanover, New Jersey 07(436

Dr. Vera Pless

Lexington. Massachusetts 02173
7.1assachusetts Institute of Technology
545 Tethnology Square
Cambridge_ Massachusetts 02139

helen B. ()Marmon
Carnegie-Mellon University
Schen ley Park
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

Judith E. Prirk.y
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332

Georgia K. Olsen (Student)
Texas A&M University
4311 Old College Road
Bryan, Texas 77801

2510 S.E. Concord Road
Portland, Oregon 97222

Margaret Pritchard

Diane Ragosa (Student)
Newark College of Engineering
13 Greenhill Road
Springfield, New Hampshire 07081

Donna Ozern

Xerox Corporation
Building 147

Nancy M. Redgate
New Castle County
2407 Limestone Road
Limestone Gardens
Wilmington, Delaware 19803

Phillips Road
Webster, New York 14580

Prof. John B. Parrish
University of Illinois
1801 Pleasant Circle
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Prof. Irene C. Peden
Associate Dear.
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Washington
367 Loew Hall FH-10
Seattle, Washington 98195

Miss Carolyn E. PhL lips
New York State Department of Labor
45 Parkside Drive
Suffern, New York 10901

Carol Rosen
American Insti',ute of Physics
335 Er.st 45th Street
New York, New York 10017

Prof. Della M. Roy
Pennsylvania State University
217 Materials Research Laboratory
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802
Ellis Rubenstein
Institute of Electrical and Electronic:3
Engineers
345 East 47th Street
New York, New York 10017

Mrs. Carol Pierce

Chair'n, New Hampshire
Commission on Status of Women
Member of New Hampshire State
LegisLature
Laconia, New Hampshire

Prof. J.E. Sabadell
Chemical Engineering Department A-325
Princeton University
Princeton New .3ersey 08540
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Patricia Scott (Student )
Princeton University
6 5 Peaceable Street
Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877

Dr. Irene Tinker
Federation of Organizations
for Professional Women
48:t8 Drummond Avenue

Mrs. :..erie W. Sharpe
Bureau of ileclamation
1.S. Department of the Interior
P.O. Box 25007
Denver, Colorado 80225

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20015

Emanuel N1, Sharpe, Jr.
2336 So. Zephyr Way
Lakewood, Colorado 80227

Michael R. Tuosto
Public Service- Electric and Gas

Janice Tjebben (Student)
University of Minnesota
203 E. 26th Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404

Company

80 Park Place
Newark, New Jersey 07101.

Frances N. Smith (itudent)
Georgia Institute of Technology
Box 34488

Carol Vines (Student)
Georgia Institute of Technology
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